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Abstract
In order to provide reliable and safe systems in the aerospace domain, despite
increased complexity and stronger demands on capabilities, new model-based system and software engineering approaches are being developed. One of which is
COMPASS. COMPASS offers an integrated approach to the analysis of correctness, safety and performability of (aerospace) systems, providing a multitude of
functions using a single input specification language.
This thesis starts with describing the modeling language that is employed by the
COMPASS toolset, both its syntax and semantics. Named SLIM, and derived from
the AADL, it allows for the specification of nominal and error models, as well
as their integration. Various modifications have been made since its first release,
which are discussed in-depth.
The specification of requirements is treated next, in particular using formal representations. A taxonomy is defined that allows requirements to be classified. Subsequently, different approaches to formalizing requirements are treated, in particular
pattern-based and design-attribute based approaches. The latter, combined with
the taxonomy, leads to the definition of the catalogue of system and software properties, which encodes requirement specifications directly in the system model.
This is followed by a description of statistical model checking techniques. Such
techniques allow for statistically determining, by means of simulation, outcomes
for the model checking problem. In the setting of COMPASS, semantic issues may
arise, which are classified and addressed. A tool making use of this knowledge is
described, which is used as a probabilistic engine in the COMPASS toolset.
As over the past years the COMPASS toolset has seen numerous enhancements,
leading to its latest release— version 3.0. Therefore, its capabilities and architecture
are revisited as well. New additions include the support for timed failure propagation graphs, non-deterministic models in probabilistic analysis, contract-based
analysis, and the newly developed statistical model checking and requirement formalization approaches.
Finally, to make the toolset more accessible, both a demonstrator and a case study
have been constructed. The demonstrator deploys a SLIM-based specification on a
LEGO® satellite model, making use of a Simulink translator to facilitate this. The
case study is based on one performed for the CubETH project, describing part of its
software architecture.

Zusammenfassung
Zur Sicherstellung von zuverlässigen und sicheren Systemen, trotz steigender Komplexität und hoher Nachfrage nach Leistungsfähigkeit, werden neuartige Ansätze
zur modellbasierten System- und Anwendungsentwicklung im Bereich der Luftund Raumfahrt erarbeitet. Einer dieser Ansätze ist COMPASS. COMPASS bietet
einen integrativen Ansatz zur Analyse von Korrektheit, Sicherheit und Leistungsfähigkeit im Luft- und Raumfahrtbereich und stellt eine Vielzahl von Funktionen
mit Hilfe einer einzelnen Spezifikationssprache zur Verfügung.
Die vorliegende Arbeit beginnt mit einer Beschreibung der verwendeten Modellierungssprache. Die Sprache SLIM, welche sich aus der Sprache AADL ableitet,
erlaubt die Spezifikation und Integration von Nominal- und Fehlermodellen. Verschiedenste Abwandlungen werden im Detail erläutert.
Im Anschluss hieran wird die Anforderungsspezifikation behandelt, wobei besonderes Augenmerk auf formale Darstellungen gelegt wird. Eine Taxonomie wird definiert, welche es erlaubt unterschiedliche Arten von Anforderungen zu klassifizieren.
Anschließend werden verschiedene Ansätze zur Formalisierung von Anforderungen, speziell musterbasierte und auf Entwurfseigenschaften basierende, entwickelt.
Letztere führen, zusammen mit der Taxonomie, zur Definition der CSSP, welche
Anforderungsspezifikationen direkt im Systemmodell kodiert.
Diesem folgt eine Beschreibung der Techniken zur statistischen Modellüberprüfung, welche es erlauben statisch— durch Simulation— das Ergebnis der Modellüberprüfung festzustellen. Im Kontext von COMPASS auftretende, semantische
Probleme werden klassifiziert und Lösungswege aufgezeigt. Basierend hierauf wird
ein Programm vorgestellt, welches dieses Wissen ausnutzt und von einer probabilistischen Einheit in COMPASS verwendet wird.
Neben einer Vielzahl von Verbesserungen in COMPASS wurden auch seine Möglichkeiten und Architektur überholt. Zum Zeitpunkt dieser Arbeit stellt Version 3.0
den aktuellen Stand dar. Erweiterungen hierin beinhalten die Unterstützung von
„Timed Failure Propagation Graphs“, nicht-deterministischen Modellen in probabilistischen Analysen, „Contract-Based Analysis“, sowie die neuentwickelte statistische Modellüberprüfung und Ansätze zur Formalisierung von Anforderungen.
Schlussendlich wurden sowohl ein Demonstrator als eine Fallstudie erstellt, um
COMPASS zugänglicher zu machen. Der Demonstrator verwendet hierbei eine
auf SLIM basierende Spezifikation eines Satellitenmodells. Um dies zu erleichtern
wird hierfür eine Übersetzung eines Simulink-Modells benutzt. Die vorgestellte
Fallstudie basiert auf einer im Rahmen des Projekts durchgeführten Fallstudie und
beschreibt Teile der Softwarearchitektur.
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Introduction

oving ever further, Voyager I [138] became the first man-made space probe
to leave our solar system on August 25, 2012, nearly 35 years after its launch
on September 5, 1977. For this achievement to be possible, the Voyager’s design had to be absolutely reliable. Although its primary mission had ended already
at the end of 1980, it is expect to last until 2025 when its generators can no longer
supply enough power for the space probe to perform its mission— a total mission
time of close to 50 years.

M

This result raises some interesting questions: What is it that allows systems to remain operational for such a long time, and how can we make sure that this also
holds for future projects? Unfortunately, simply repeating what was done before
does not suffice. One major challenge in answering these questions is the ever
growing size and complexity of systems all around us, and the ever strong dependence on software. What worked well in the past may no longer be applicable in
the present— Voyager I uses processors running at less than 1 MHz and stores its
data on tape [139], technology that has long since been obsoleted and superseded.
As the number of components of a system grows, and the complexity of any software
running on it rises, the likelyhood of a failure occuring within a given timespan
increases. After all, each extra component adds one more that can fail. For example,
electronics in space are subject to a considerable amount of (background) radiation. With an ever-increasing density of semiconductors, the likelihood of radiation
corrupting data or damaging components increases proportionally, requiring additional radiation hardening. Effectively, to mitigate the increased likelihood of
failures that is a result of increasingly larger systems, extra measures have to be
put in place to be able to deal with the occurrence of failures. Added redundancy
in time or space (i.e., repeated information or duplicated functionality) allows for
subsystems to fail, while the system itself remains operational (though perhaps in
a degraded state).
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Both the increase in complexity of systems, as well as the increasingly complex fault
management approaches, introduce another problem: The effects of various events
in the system become harder to understand, making it more likely the system does
not behave according to expectations— a particular tough problem when such behaviors occur only as a result of relatively rare events. One way to deal with this is to
break the system into smaller parts, and verifying those to work correctly. The complete system can then be constructed from these parts. Alternatively, subsystems
used successfully in previous configurations can be reused. Their interaction, however, must be well understood, as the assumptions made by the various integrated
components have to be upheld by others. The effects of wrongfully making such
assumptions are famously shown by the catastrophic failure of Ariane 5 Flight 501
shortly after launch.
Both issues described above stem from complexity, which impedes the ability of
engineers to fully understand the behavior of the system under development. In
order to make the design and implementation of such systems manageable, rigor is
required along every step of the way, ensuring all decisions are well-founded and
documented.

1.1

Verification of (Aerospace) Systems

The aerospace domain, driven by a high demand for reliability, defines a large
number of processes to ensure that any choices are made after careful consideration,
validating the approach taken and verifying the outcome is correct. Many of them,
for example, are defined by the standards set forth by the European Cooperation
for Space Standardization (ECSS) [56].
However, most of these processes are subject to issues that stem from the problems
mentioned previously:
» Many of the processes are done manually. This means that they require a
significant amount of expertise, are costly and time demanding. In addition,
the risk of an error being made due to an oversight is much greater compared
to an automated process.
» There is not always a formal relation between the different artifacts that are
produced as a result of the different processes during development. For
example, traceability matrices between requirements and the system and
software design are often made and maintained by hand. A change in the
requirements or design is not automatically propagated, and care has to be
taken that both they and the matrices remain consistent.
» Verification is mostly performed by means of review, inspection or testing.
Although these methods can be used to detect the presence of faults or inspire overall confidence, no hard guarantees can be made about the absence
of faults.

The strong dependence on manual effort and lack of (automated) proofs make it
more likely that a fault slips into the specification or design and remains undetected.

Various initiatives have been started by the European Space Agency (ESA) that work
toward employing a MBSSE approach for the development of future projects [51].
Among these are, e.g., the On-board Software Reference Architecture (OSRA),
developed as parts of the SAVOIR [123] project, the TASTE project [133] and the
COMPASS project [50]. It is the latter that defines the scope for the work described
in this thesis. The COMPASS project had the goal of providing a “theoretical and
technological basis for the system-software co-engineering approach focusing on a
coherent set of specification and analysis techniques for evaluation of system-level
correctness, safety, dependability and performance (performability) of the on-board
computer-based systems [59].” Effectively, this was achieved by providing a single
model specification language with a well-defined formal semantics, dubbed SLIM,
that allows the various desired analyses to be performed. The latter has been made
possible with the use of various back-end tools, such as model checkers.

1.2

Approach

COMPASS provides a general framework that can tackle the aforementioned problems. Since there is a single input language, all functions offered by the toolset
can be used based on a single model specified using that language. This means
that COMPASS has the potential to cover many of the aspects that are part of the
early validation and verification activities during a project. The initial COMPASS
project covered many of these aspects, and was later extended in follow-up projects
to cover further needs. The work described in this thesis was performed as part
of some of these projects, targeting specific needs for space projects (though in
general applicable to others).
1.2.1

Problem Statement

One of the key strengths of the COMPASS toolset is its formal nature, combined
with an interface that allows to abstract away from this for the user. The formal
semantics of the SLIM language and analyses based on formal verification allow
it to perform each function with mathematical rigor, making it possible to prove
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A method to deal with this, is a model-based system and software engineering
(MBSSE) approach, or more generally model-driven engineering (MDE). The engineering of the system and software is based on a single model specified at the
start of the project, and which continuously gets refined in later stages. The output
generated as part of the various subsequent phases can be based on or derived from
this model. At the least, such a model allows for a clear traceability between it and
the derived artifacts, allowing for easy detection of missing or inconsistent information. Moving further, when such artifacts are generated based on well-defined
mappings, this process can be automated, up to the point where a change in the
model can automatically be propagated to the various derived elements.

that facts about the system, in particular with regard to correctness, safety and
performability.
4
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One problem, however, is on the specification side: Directly translating a specification conveyed in natural language to some formalism is a non-trivial task, fraught
with its own risks. Problems may occur either because the specification has errors,
or mistakes are made during the translation thereof. Ideally, such problems are
avoided by either providing automation, or otherwise assistance, during translation, or simply constructing the specification in a way that is already backed by
formal semantics. The first part of this thesis covers this area, discussing the SLIM
language of COMPASS and ways of dealing with the specification and analysis of
requirements.
On the other end it may be the case that the analysis of certain problems can be hard,
even undecidable. This means that a straightforward approach does not always
work, or that the analysis is not feasible with state-of-the-art implementations and
hardware. Aside from searching for solutions for open problems, the answer lies in
finding alternative approaches, or tailoring the solution to a specific subproblem
that can effectively be tackled. This thesis covers this aspect in the second part,
describing how statistical means can be used to provide probabilistic metrics, and
how the COMPASS toolset itself implements its various functions.

1.3

Outline

The complete contents of the following chapters are briefly described below:
» Chapter 2 introduces the language used by the COMPASS toolset, SLIM.
This is the language used to specify the input model used for the various
functions of the COMPASS toolset. Both the syntax of the language and the
semantics of the language are described. In addition, the model extension
concept is explained, used to introduce error behavior into the model.
» In Chapter 3, the specification and analysis of requirements is treated. A
taxonomy of possible requirement types is given, as well as an overview of
possible approaches to formalize requirements. In particular, formalization
based on predefined patterns and formalization based on design attributes
is treated.
The following two chapters then deal with the analysis thereof, in particular with
regards to tooling:
» In Chapter 4, the notion and use of statistical model checking (SMC) is
introduced, which permits the probabilistic analysis of systems for which
other methods may be intractable or no other analysis methods even exist.
This chapter explains the concept behind statistical model checking, some
of its caveats in the setting of this thesis and an implementation that is used
within the COMPASS toolset.

» Chapter 5 describes the COMPASS toolset. It covers the architecture of the
toolset, its features and the artifacts that it produces. The chapter is based
on the latest iteration at time of writing, which is version 3.0.
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» In Chapter 6 a demonstrator is described which is intended to showcase
how the COMPASS toolset works in a more tangible manner. It describes
a translation from SLIM to Simulink, which is used to deploy executable
code on the LEGO® Mindstorms platform, which in turn is used to drive a
LEGO® model of a satellite.
» Chapter 7 describes the modeling and analysis of the command and data
management system (CDMS) system of the CubETH nano-satellite, originally provided as a case study performed using the BIP framework. It has
been translated to the COMPASS setting, making use of the SLIM language.
The architecture patterns that were defined and used in the prior case study
are treated here as well.

1.4

Prior Publications

Parts of this thesis have been published in prior work. The following gives a brief
description of the origins of this work and what parts of this thesis it is a basis for.
The work in Chapter 3, related to the ESA-funded CSSP in particular, was developed
as part of the CATSY project. It stems for the most part from the (non-public)
project deliverables, which led to the publication of
V. Bos, H. Bruintjes, and S. Tonetta. “Catalogue of system and software properties”. In:
35th International Conference on Computer Safety, Reliability, and Security, SAFECOMP 2016.
Proceedings. (Sept. 21–23, 2016). Ed. by A. Skavhaug, J. Guiochet, and F. Bitsch. Vol. 9922.
LNCS. Trondheim, Norway: Springer, 2016, pp. 88–101. isbn: 978- 3- 319- 45476- 4. doi:
10.1007/978-3-319-45477-1_8.

Chapter 4 is based on two prior publications which were made as part of the ESAfunded HASDEL project. During the initial phases, possible approaches to statistical model checking (SMC) were investigated, which led to the results published in
D. Bohlender et al. “A review of statistical model checking pitfalls on real-time stochastic
models”. In: 6th International Symposium on Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods,
Verification and Validation. Specialized Techniques and Applications, ISoLA 2014. Proceedings, Part II. (Oct. 8–11, 2014). Ed. by T. Margaria and B. Steffen. Vol. 8803. LNCS. Imperial,
Corfu, Greece: Springer, 2014, pp. 177–192. isbn: 978-3-662-45230-1. doi: 10.1007/978-3662-45231-8_13.

Later during the project, a tool was implemented based on this work. After the
project had completed, a case study was performed using it, which led to the publication of

1.4 – Prior Publications

Finally, Chapters 6 and 7 deal with applications of the COMPASS toolset:
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H. Bruintjes, J.-P. Katoen, and D. Lesens. “A statistical approach for timed reachability in
AADL models”. In: 45th Annual IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Dependable Systems
and Networks, DSN 2015. (June 22–25, 2015). Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: IEEE Computer Society,
2015, pp. 81–88. isbn: 978-1-4799-8629-3. doi: 10.1109/DSN.2015.32.
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The COMPASS toolset, described in Chapter 5, was revised as part of the COMPASS
3 project. The result was published previously as the following short tool paper by
M. Bozzano et al. “The COMPASS 3.0 toolset (short paper)”. In: Proceedings of the 5th
International Symposium on Model-Based Safety and Assessment, IMBSA 2017. 2017. url:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9DzO9PFER2xRElXeGh6X1pjS1k.

The work in Chapter 6 is based on the bachelor thesis:
L. Armborst. “Generating Simulink Models from AADL system descriptions”. Bachelor’s
Thesis. RWTH Aachen University, Oct. 2015,

who under the supervision of the author both designed and implemented the
Simulink translator and designed and constructed the SLIM and LEGO® models.

1.5

Contributions

The work presented in this thesis contributed both theoretical in nature as well
as practical applications that are present in the COMPASS toolset. They can be
summarized as follows:
» The SLIM language has been revised, bringing new features and capabilities.
This includes extended support for timed specifications (time delay specifications, clocks in error models), the addition of event data ports, property
specifications and state specifications. Aside from making the language easier to use and more powerful, these changes also bring it closer to the AADL.
The fault injection system has been extended to support event inhibition
and forced modes, giving more control over the influence of error models.
» A taxonomy of requires types has been defined, permitting the identification
of various design attributes from which such requirements can be derived,
and possible methods of derivation. A design-attribute based approach is
introduced as well, referred to as the CSSP.
» The practical use of statistical model checking has been investigated, which
lead to the identification of possible caveats and methods of classifying possible statistical model checking algorithms. A simulator has been implemented for the COMPASS toolset, allowing for the use of statistical model
checking when verifying SLIM models, addressing the possible caveats by
means of providing possible strategies to deal with them.
» The COMPASS toolset has been updated and extended as part of the various ESA-funded projects. This includes the addition of support for nondeterministic models in the scope of performability analysis, the integration
of statistical model checking (SMC), extended fault injection capabilities—

» A case study has been created, modeling (part of) the software running on
the CubETH satellite, based on a prior case study that used the BIP framework.
Model checking has been performed, verifying both properties derived from
the structure of the model, based on architectural patterns, as well as those
derived from requirement specifications. Note that no prior publications
exist for this work.
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forced modes and inhibited events— and new property specification methods — properties can now be specified directly using SLIM (temporal) expressions, using patterns constructed from various parameters, or by means
of the newly introduced CSSP.

2
Modeling
Abstract – Similar to how any space project requires a system to be implemented to fulfill its requirements, any formal verification requires a model to
check its properties. In this chapter, the modeling language used by COMPASS
is introduced, namely SLIM. It has been derived from the AADL. First, an
overview of the general syntax is given by which a model can be specified, followed by the semantics used by SLIM which provide the transition systems
that the model represents.

alidation and verification of any system model, in particular analyzing its
requirements or reliability, strongly depend on the fact that the semantics of
that model have been rigorously defined. To make this possible within the
scope of COMPASS, the SLIM language has been created, which provides a modeling formalism suitable for — but not limited to — aerospace systems. SLIM has
been derived from the Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) (formerly
avionics architecture description language), a language originating from, and standardized by, the automotive industry, and currently used in other domains as well.

V

The importance of a well-defined semantics for a language becomes apparent when
deriving other artifacts from it, in particular those involved in reliability, availability,
maintainability and safety (RAMS), failure detection, isolation and recovery (FDIR)
or safety analysis. For such artifacts it is important that they are generated in a
sound and complete manner, for which a clear semantics is required. For SLIM,
such a semantics is defined, as will be explained in Section 2.5.
Since its inception, the SLIM language has seen multiple revisions, resulting from
work performed in prior projects that followed COMPASS, for example AUTOGEF,
HASDEL, and CATSY (cf. Section 5.1). The extensions and alterations from these
projects have been brought together, ultimately leading to the current revision of

the language, SLIM 3.0. In the following, a basic overview of the language will be
given.
10
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SLIM and Modeling Aerospace Systems

Chapter 2 – Modeling

SLIM, short for System Level Integration Modeling, has been designed with modeling aerospace systems in mind. As such, it has some features specifically tailored to
this domain, though they may be applicable to others as well. As aerospace systems
need to be highly reliable, significant effort is put into making such systems fault
tolerant, or resilient. This imposes two requirements on the modeling language: the
ability to model fault-management systems, as well as the possible faults that may
occur. The AADL architecture-based approach permits the prior, with the possibility to dynamically reconfigure the system as necessary. For the latter, SLIM features
an error modeling extension, as will be explained in Section 2.3. In particular, the
choice has been made to keep nominal and error models separate, and join them
by means of a fault injection-based approach. This allows the nominal system to be
developed independently from the error model.
A further aspect that needs to be considered is the refinement of systems as the
development of a project progresses. This generally entails a hierarchical decomposition of systems into subsystems, at which point it has to be ensured that the
subsystems fulfill the specifications of the system itself. The hierarchical nature of
AADL permits to represent this. To ensure the consistency of the system specification after refinement, SLIM provides the notion of contracts, though this aspect
will be discussed later in Section 3.3.3.
SLIM provides extensions on top of AADL to be able to specify the behavior of the
system, in particular with respect to its data. Conditional behavior and effects on
data can directly be specified on states, or modes, of the system.
In addition, SLIM features capabilities to model timed and hybrid systems. Aerospace systems show a clear need for such capabilities, be it to model, e.g., the charge
state of a battery, or stringent time bounds on fault-management behavior. SLIM
supports both fixed-rate clocks to model timing, as well and continuous variables
which may change according to an arbitrary— but constant— rate.

2.2

Modeling Systems

In this section, the aspects of AADL that are relevant for SLIM are described. The
full specification of AADL can be found in [AS5506C], that of SLIM in [SLIMv3].
AADL provides language features geared towards describing both hardware and
software aspects of a system, such as buses, processors, threads and routines. Each
AADL model is described in terms of components, the basic elements of the system
it represents. Components are defined in terms of types and implementations.
Types specify the interface of a component, by which it can communicate with

Listing 2.1: Component type for a GPS receiver.
other components. The implementation specifies the internal details, such as its
subsystems, internal connections and possible modes of operation.
2.2.1

Component Types

An example of a component type is given in Listing 2.1. It represents a GPS receiver,
with four ports that communicate its state. In this particular case, the component is
defined as a system component. Alternatives are bus, device, memory, process,
processor, thread, and thread group. Finally, abstract can be used for components for which the type is not defined.
Ports
Communication between components is achieved by means of ports, of which
there are three kinds:
» Event ports, which provide a means for communicating using instantaneous
events. These events can be used to synchronize components as they can be
used as transition triggers, which is explained further on;
» Data ports, which provide continuous transmission of data. The type of data
is specified by the port;
» Event data ports, a combination of the above. Their behavior is similar to
that of event ports, but an event is associated with some data.
Ports have a direction associated with them, being either in, out or inout. These
directions mean respectively that a port can receive, transmit or both receive and
transit events respectively data. AADL further allows the specification of ordering
and queuing of port transmissions. However, for the rest of this thesis this is not
relevant, as SLIM employs its own semantics in this regard.
In the case of SLIM, port directions are limited to in and out, and— more importantly— communicate synchronously, meaning events and data are not queued, but
take effect immediately.
In the example of Listing 2.1, the has_fix and lost_fix ports both provide the
ability to synchronize (trigger) on these events (acquiring respectively losing a GPS
fix). The signal port provides a continuously readable source of data, in this case

11
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system gps_receiver
features
has_fix : out event port;
lost_fix : out event port;
signal : out data port int {Default => "100";};
position : out event data port real;
end gps_receiver;

12
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system implementation gps_receiver.impl
states
init : activation state urgent in 4.0 sec;
acquire: state urgent in 12.0 sec;
enabled: state urgent in 1.0 sec;
failed: state;
transitions
init -[when signal > 0 within 2.0 sec to 4.0 sec]-> acquire;
init -[when signal = 0]-> failed;
acquire -[has_fix when signal > 0
within 1.0 sec to 12.0 sec]-> enabled;
enabled -[position(read_pos(signal)) when signal >= 25
within 1.0 sec to 1.0 sec ]-> enabled;
enabled -[lost_fix when signal < 25 and signal > 0]-> acquire;
enabled -[when signal = 0]-> failed;
end gps_receiver.impl;

Listing 2.2: Component implementation for a GPS receiver.
the signal strength represented as an integer. Finally, the event data port position
provides an event which, upon synchronization, allows the position to be read as a
real number.
2.2.2

Component Implementations

The actual details of how a component should behave are defined by a component
implementation, an example of which is given in Listing 2.2. Component implementations can describe their own configuration by means of modes, or state by
means of states. Changes to modes and states are described by transitions. Furthermore, component implementations can also specify that other components are
contained inside by means of subcomponents, and connections between those, itself
and its environment.
In the example, a state machine is constructed by defining four states and six transitions, which describe how the GPS receiver acquires a fix for its position.
Modes and States
Modes and states describe the possible configurations or states of the system. The
difference will be described more in depth when treating transitions, but, in short,
modes control the topology of the system, whereas states control its behavior from
the bottom up.
The states given in the example show two important attributes: which state is active
upon initialization, and possible invariants. Each component implementation must

Invariants are specified by means of a while or during keyword. The invariant
specifies an expression over clocks or continuous variables which is guaranteed to
hold true while its respective mode or state is active. In case of the example, the
during statements specify an upper bound on the amount of time the system is
allowed to reside in that state. It implies that when this upper bound is reached, the
system must transition to another mode before time can move forward again.
Invariants may also specify trajectory equations, which are expressions of the form
x ' := a, where x is a continuous variable, and a some constant real number. Such
trajectory equations specify the rate at which x changes while the mode for which it
is defined is active (i.e., ẋ = a, with a ∈ R). For example, such trajectory equations
can be used to specify the discharge rate of a battery under various conditions.
Transitions
Modes can be switched by means of transitions. Such transitions specify a source
m and target m′ , and are written in the form m -[ t when g between l and u
then e ]-> m′ . Here, t represents the trigger. The trigger is an event or event
data port that synchronizes the transition with any other such ports that may be
connected. For modes, such triggers may only receive events, whereas for states
they may also send them. Furthermore, states also permit the trigger not to be
specified. In that case, the transition becomes an internal transition, which is not
visible to the environment of the component it is defined in.
A transition may optionally specify a guard, represented as when g, which is a
Boolean expression g over the data variables readable within the component. If at
the time of receiving the event the expression evaluates to true, the transition is
said to be enabled. Otherwise, the transition cannot be taken, possibly blocking
any other synchronizing transition. If no guard is specified, it is implicitly assumed
to always be enabled. A shorthand to bound the time during which a transition is
enabled is provided by means of the between l and u syntax. Here, l and u specify a (numeric) lower and upper bound respectively, during which the transition is
enabled.
Finally, then e allows (optionally) effects to be specified, where e is a set of expressions of the form x := f , which assign the result of expression f to data port or
component x. The value of x will be updated after the transition has been taken,
such that effects like x := y; y := x simply swap values.
A special transition exists to allow fine grained control over the reactivation of a
component (see Section 2.2.3). Normally, reactivation behavior is defined by specifying either an activation or initial mode. With reactivation transitions, this
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specify at least one initial or activation state. In the initial state of the entire system,
these are the modes and states that are active. However, their difference becomes
apparent when a component is reactivated: upon reactivation, components with an
activation mode or state will have this state become active. When they have an
initial mode or state, the previous mode and state remains active.
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can be specified depending on the current state of the component. A reactivation
transition is a transition of the form m -[ @activation then e ]-> m′ . Such
a transition is triggered if the component is deactivated while in mode m, and subsequently activated again. The component will then transition to mode m′ while
being activated. Thus, if such a transition is specified and enabled, it will override
any activation mode. Any effects specified by e will apply as well.
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Time delays The time delays that can be specified by means of the urgent in and
between l and u keywords are internally translated into invariants and guards.
If a component contains such specifications, a new clock is introduced. This clock
is used to specify an upper bound in invariants for modes which have a urgent
in specification, and specify a guard with a lower and upper bound for transitions
with a between l and u specification. Finally, on each transition the clock is reset
to 0. For details see Section 2.5.1.
2.2.3

Composition and Reconfiguration

Models of systems are constructed by composing various subsystems into larger
systems. In SLIM, this is done by means of specifying subcomponents, and connecting them. In the following, the example shown in Listing 2.3 is used, which is
a system consisting of two GPS receiver components are presented before. Both
components run in a redundant configuration, with the containing component
forwarding the position of the first GPS receiver that got a fix.
Subcomponents
SLIM supports two kinds of subcomponent: data subcomponents, and non-data
subcomponents. Data subcomponents are simple data elements based on either an
intrinsic SLIM data type, or a user-defined data component. They permit values to
be read from and written to by means of transition guards and effects. In the GPS
example, two data subcomponents are defined (e.g., has_fix_prim) which are used
to store a Boolean value. Guards such as when not has_fix_prim and effects like
then has_fix_prim := false are used to read from respectively write to them.
Non-data subcomponents define the topology of the entire model. They reference
other components (though never recursively) instances of which will be contained
by the component. Components that do not have any non-data subcomponents
are said to be atomic— also named leaf components— whereas those that do are
labeled composite. In the example of Listing 2.3, primary and secondary define
two subcomponents based on the GPS receiver component.
Connections
In order to allow subcomponents to interact with each other and their environment (parent), connections can be made between the ports of components. Port
connection can be made between ports of the same kind, and for (event) data ports

system implementation gps.impl
subcomponents
primary : system gps_receiver.impl;
secondary : system gps_receiver.impl;
has_fix_prim : data bool {Default => "false";};
has_fix_sec : data bool {Default => "false";};
connections
flow true -> fix in modes(m_prim, m_sec);
flow false -> fix in modes(m_none);
port primary.position -> position in modes(m_prim);
port secondary.position -> position in modes(m_sec);
modes
m_none : activation mode;
m_prim : mode;
m_sec : mode;
transitions
m_none -[primary.has_fix then has_fix_prim := true]-> m_prim;
m_none -[secondary.has_fix then has_fix_sec := true]-> m_sec;
m_prim -[primary.lost_fix when not has_fix_sec
then has_fix_prim := false]-> m_none;
m_prim -[primary.lost_fix when has_fix_sec
then has_fix_prim := false]-> m_sec;
m_prim -[secondary.has_fix then has_fix_sec := true]-> m_prim;
m_prim -[secondary.lost_fix then has_fix_sec := false]-> m_prim;
m_sec -[secondary.lost_fix when not has_fix_prim
then has_fix_sec := false]-> m_none;
m_sec -[secondary.lost_fix when has_fix_prim
then has_fix_sec := false]-> m_prim;
m_sec -[primary.has_fix then has_fix_sec := true]-> m_sec;
m_sec -[primary.lost_fix then has_fix_sec := false]-> m_sec;
end gps.impl;

Listing 2.3: Component type and implementation of a composite GPS system.
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system gps
features
fix : out data port bool;
position : out event data port real;
end gps;
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between those of the same type. Such connections permit events and data to flow
through the system from one component to the other. These connections are always
directional. Between systems, output ports must be connected to input ports. From
subsystem to system, connections can be made between two output ports, and in
the other direction— toward the subsystem— between input ports. In SLIM, some
restrictions have to be adhered to in order to avoid cyclic behavior. In particular,
event ports may not be forwarded to an output port from an input port of the same
system. Connections are written in the form port p -> q;, where p and q refer
to the respective ports to connect.
When a connection is made between event ports, all components involved in the
transitive closure of the active connection have to participate in synchronizing on
the event. In other words, if one component cannot make a transition based on
this event, the event is blocked.
A connection between data ports allows the instantaneous transmission of data
between components. As soon as data is assigned to the input of such a connection,
all connected data ports permit this value to be read. More interesting is the data
flow, which allows the input of a data connection to be an expression over the
readable data in the component. This allows the data to be transformed as it is
propagated through the connections. For this, the syntax flow e -> p; is used,
where e is an expression of the same type as port p.
Bindings
Subcomponents can be bound to each other. By specifying a binding, a relation
between subcomponents is made explicit¹. Three such bindings are possible:
1. running on: This binding specifies for a given process component the
processor component it runs on.
2. stored in: This binding specifies for a given process the memory component
it is stored in.
3. accesses: This binding specifies for a processor, memory, bus, device or
system component the (common) bus component it accesses.
These bindings influence how errors may propagate within the system, which will
be discussed later in Section 2.4.2.
Reconfiguration
As previously mentioned, modes play an important role in the configuration of the
system. In particular, using modes the topology can be reconfigured dynamically.
This is done by specifying for components and connection in which modes they
are active, using the in modes (. . . ) syntax.
1 Prior versions of SLIM required bindings to be specified to make port connections between
subcomponents, however, this restriction has been lifted.

system implementation gps.impl
...
end gps.impl;
private
system gps_receiver
...
end gps_receiver;
system implementation gps_receiver.impl
...
end gps_receiver.impl;
end Gps;

Listing 2.4: Example package containing the GPS and GPS receiver components.

If for an element it is not specified for which modes it is active, it is active in all
modes. Otherwise, it is active only in those modes which have been listed. In
the GPS example, take for instance the connections targeting the position port.
The position event from the primary respectively secondary component is forwarded when the m_prim respectively m_sec mode is active. Note that neither
connection is enabled in the m_none mode.
For data subcomponents, reactivation— that is, activation after having been deactivated — will reset the value of the component to its default, if specified. When
reactivating non-data subcomponents: If an initial mode is specified, the component restores its prior state. Otherwise, it returns to the activation mode, and
any data subcomponents will be reactivated. Non-data subcomponents will be
reactivated in either case. Data components will be reset to their initial value (if
any) when an activation mode is specified, unless overridden by the effects of a
reactivation transition.
2.2.4

Packages

In order to help structure larger models, components can be defined in packages,
which provides namespacing support. Packages consist of a public section and an
optional private section. Between packages, only components from a public section
are accessible. Within a private package, private components are accessible as well.
An example is given in Listing 2.4, where the gps component is declared public,
and the gps_receiver component is declared private.
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package Gps
public
system gps
...
end gps;

data Position
end Position;

18
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data Position.Vec3
subcomponents
x: data real;
y: data real;
z: data real;
end Position.Vec3;

Listing 2.5: Example of a user-defined data component, both an abstract type and
a concrete implementation.
2.2.5

Data

SLIM provides a number of built-in types, as well as the ability for users to define
custom types by defining data components. These types can be used when defining
(event) data ports or data subcomponents, which can subsequently be used in flow,
invariant, guard and effect expressions.
The SLIM provided built-in types are as follows:
» bool: Provides the values true (⊺) and false ();
» int: Provides values in Z;
» [ l .. u ]: Specifies a range of values {x ∣ x ∈ Z ∧ x >= l ∧ x <= u}, with
l , u ∈ Z and l <= u;
» real: Provides values in R;
» clock: Provides values in R≥0 that continuously increase over time with a
fixed rate;
» continuous: Provides values in R that continuously increase over time
with a user specified rate (using trajectory equations).
More complex types can be specified using tuples, denoted as (t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t n ),
where t i is a valid built-in or tuple type in SLIM.
Alternatively, keeping in line with AADL, components of the data category can
be specified as well. The example in Listing 2.5 presents a type Position, which
in terms of SLIM represents an abstract type. Variables of such abstract types hold
some arbitrary value which is not concretely specified and can only be tested for
(in)equality or assigned to other variables. If an implementation is given, it can
be mapped to a composite concrete type. The Position.Vec3 implementation in
the example represents a SLIM tuple consisting of three real numbers, i.e., (real,
real, real).
SLIM provides the package SLIMdatatypes, which contains aliases for the builtin types as data component types. These can be used in lieu of SLIM types, e.g.,

Listing 2.6: Example constants specification for a package.
SLIMdatatypes::bool instead of simply bool, and are more compatible with

AADL.
2.2.6 Constants
In order to avoid hardcoding recurring data values, SLIM provides an extension
that allows user-defined constants to be specified. Such constants can be used in
expressions, but also range types, trajectory equations and error rates (the latter
are explained in Section 2.3). These constants are specified by means of a special
property Constants for packages. An example is given in Listing 2.6.
Two types of constants are defined in this example. The first, signal_max, is a
constant integer value of 100. The second is an example of an abstract constant.
Defined for the abstract type Position (see Section 2.2.5), it defines some arbitrary
but fixed value for this data type.
The third element, read_pos, defines a so-called uninterpreted function. This is an
abstract function that accepts some arguments as input, and results in some value as
output. The relation, however, is left undefined (for more details see Section 2.5.3).
2.2.7

Hybrid Models

The clock and continuous types make it possible to specify timed models, which
allow reasoning over the duration of certain behavior. This means SLIM effectively
provides two kinds of behavior: discrete and timed. Models that exhibit both kinds
of behavior are called hybrid.
Discrete behavior can be described in discrete steps, whereas timed behavior is
described as a continuous evolution. Discrete behavior is based on the transitions
between modes and states in the model. At the moment such transitions are taken,
both the discrete and continuous values of the model are updated according to the
transitions’ effects, based on constant values. Continuous behavior is described
solely by the progression of time, at which point the discrete aspects of the model
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package Gps
public
...
properties
Constants => "
signal_max : int := 100;
greenwich : Position;
read_pos : function int -> real;
";
end Gps;
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property set SLIMpropset is
SlimExpr: type aadlstring;
Default: SlimExpr applies to (port, data);
ClockTimeUnit: type enumeration (Milliseconds, Seconds,
Minutes, Hours, Days);
TimeUnit: ClockTimeUnit applies to (data);
FDIR: aadlboolean => false applies to (all);
Alarm: aadlboolean => false applies to (port);
Observable: aadlboolean => false applies to (port);
Max_Aadlinteger : constant aadlinteger => 2#1#e32;
...
end SLIMpropset;

Listing 2.7: Example property set, based on a subset of the built-in SLIMpropset.
remain unchanged. The continuous values are updated according to the (unique)
solution of the linear equation system that describes the continuous variables.
SLIM permits timed models to be written either without the use of time units, such
as sec, min or hour, or with time units fully specified. The example for Listing 2.2 for
instance makes use of such time units. Internally, these time units will be translated,
by means of scaling, into a single abstract notion of time. Converting between timed
values from clock data to, e.g., a real data component is possible by specifying
the time unit needed to represent the value. For example, an effect such as x :=
c sec will store the time since clock c was last reset into variable x, expressed in
seconds. The converse works similarly.
2.2.8

Properties

An aspect introduced in the latest version of SLIM— 3.0— is the ability to specify
properties. Properties permit the user to specify the value for certain attributes for
all elements in the model, ranging from components down to individual modes.
Properties are defined in property sets. Such property sets can be thought of as
packages for properties. Property sets can define new property types, constants for
property values and the properties which may be used in the model.
Property types are used to limit the range of values a given property may be assigned,
similar to the built-in data types supported by SLIM². Various basic property types
exist, which can be aggregated into more complex types, or simply be aliased. SLIM
supports the following types:
» aadlboolean: simple Boolean type;
» aadlinteger: simple integer type, optionally bound by a range;
» aadlreal: simple floating point type;
2 This similarity is addressed in Section 2.7.1.

» aadlstring: simple string type;
» enumeration: enumeration of identifiers;

» classifier: A reference to a classifier in the mode. Can optionally be
restricted to various classifier types (e.g., device or system);
» range: allows values that represent a range of integers or real numbers;
» list of: a list of property values of a given type;
» record: a record containing named key-value pairs.
In addition, numeric types may have an additional unit specified, which consists
of a base unit, and derived units. For example, time is generally represented in
seconds, with derived units for minutes and hours.
By defining a new type, it is possible to specify further properties and property
value constants using that type to limit their domain. In the example given in
Listing 2.7, the property type SlimExpr is an alias for aadlstring, which SLIM
uses internally to represent expressions (such as for default values).
Properties are defined in terms of an identifier and type for its value domain. Additionally, it may specify for what model elements it is applicable. In the example
above, the property Default has the type SlimExpr and applies only to data ports
and components.
Finally, property constants can be used to define often recurring values, such as for
example some limit. In the above example, the constant Max_Aadlinteger of type
aadlinteger is defined with a value of 232 .
Using properties in a model is done by means of property associations. Such associations assign a property value to some property that can be specified for a
particular element in the model. Recall from the example in Listing 2.2 the data
subcomponent definition
has_fix_prim : data bool {Default => "false";};

Here, the Default property is assigned the value "false". Alternatively, elements
that are contained by some other element may be assigned a value by the parent
element using the applies to syntax. For example, one could write
system implementation gps_receiver.impl
...
subcomponents
has_fix_prim : data bool
...
properties
Default => "false" applies to reference(has_fix_prim);
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» reference: A reference to an element in the model. Can optionally be
restricted to various subsets of element types (e.g., ports or modes);

2.3
22
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In any physical system, faults may occur due to a variety of causes (wear, single event
upsets (SEUs), damage). Such faults have to be modeled as well in order to perform
any analysis on the model related to, e.g., fault management and reliability. One
possibility is to model such faults into the model, but generally the two domains
are treated separately (and in fact developed and analyzed by different engineers).
SLIM allows error models to be defined separately, which can be integrated with
the nominal model at a later state (see Section 2.4).
SLIM error models describe how fault may evolve and propagate throughout the
system. Similar to modes and transitions in nominal models, error states and transitions between them describe the exact error behavior. Error events and propagations then trigger such transitions. An example error model is given in Listing 2.8.
Error models are described in terms of types and implementations akin to nominal
components. As with nominal components, communication is possible between
error components, though in this setting the intent is to model the propagation
of errors in the system. Such error propagations model the fact that an error in a
single component can trigger an error in a neighboring component.
The possible propagations are defined in error model types (similar to nominal
event ports). Propagations are given a direction, with the same meaning as ports
in nominal component. For details on how propagations are connected/mapped,
see Section 2.4.
Error events are events that occur internally in the error component, and are defined
in error model implementations. Error events may be associated with an error rate,
which describes the probabilistic distribution by which the events occur. It is based
on the exponential distribution function λe −λt , where λ ∈ R>0 is the rate by which
the error event occurs. For a given time period t, the total probability of the event
occurring is 1 − e −λt . Its expected value is E[X] = λ1 , where X is the error event
associated with rate λ. In the example of Listing 2.8, the trans_fail event is given
a rate of 0.5 per hour, meaning it is expected to occur once every two hours, and
the probability of it occurring after 30 minutes is 1 − e −0.5∗0.5 ≈ 0.221.
Error model implementations describe the behavior of the error model in terms
of error states and transitions between such states. The transitions between the
states are triggered by an error propagation, making communication between error components possible; an error event or the reset event. The reset event can
be triggered by a nominal component, and allows the nominal component to attempt a recovery of an error condition by changing the error state. Note that the
reset event is the only means by which the nominal components can influence an
associated error model directly.
Error model implementations may also specify clocks, which can be used to model
the delayed nature of certain errors. Similar to nominal components, error states

error model implementation err_timed.impl
events
trans_fail : error event occurrence poisson 0.5 per hour;
hot_fail : error event occurrence poisson 0.05 per day;
perm_fail : error event occurrence poisson 0.001 per day;
trans_clear : error event;
perm_reset : error event;
states
-- allowed states
e_nom : initial state;
e_trans : error state urgent in 2.0 sec;
e_hot : error state;
e_perm : error state;
transitions
e_nom -[trans_fail]-> e_trans;
e_trans -[trans_clear within 0.5 sec to 2.0 sec]-> e_nom;
e_nom -[hot_fail]-> e_hot;
e_nom -[ext_err]-> e_hot;
e_hot -[@activation]-> e_nom;
e_nom -[perm_fail]-> e_perm;
end err_timed.impl;

Listing 2.8: Example error model and error model implementation showing transient, hot and permanent errors.
may specify invariants for these clocks, and error transitions may specify guards.
Again, time delays can be used as well.
The example shown in Listing 2.8 shows three kinds of error behavior according to
their lifetime: The trans_fail event defines a transient error, that will return to
the original state after a delay of maximally 2 seconds. The perm_fail event defines
a permanent error, which cannot be recovered from (cf. the initial error state).
Finally, the hot_fail defines an hot error, but can be recovered from by interacting
with the system, in this case reactivating it (as this will trigger the reactivation
transition).
One important remark is that the use of probabilistic events cannot be combined
with timed transitions, i.e., such an event cannot be used as the trigger of a timedelayed transition. The reason is that the semantics would not be well defined:
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error model err_timed
features
ext_err : in error propagation;
end err_timed;
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system implementation gps_receiver.impl
states
...
properties
ErrorModel => classifier(err_timed.impl);
FaultEffects => (
[State=>"e_trans"; Target=>reference(signal); Effect=>"10";],
[State=>"e_hot"; Target=>reference(signal); Effect=>"0";],
[State=>"e_perm"; Target=>reference(signal); Effect=>"0";]
);
end gps_receiver.impl;

Listing 2.9: Example fault injection properties.

The exponential probability distribution has an infinite support, such that its delay
always falls in the interval R≥0 . This directly conflicts with any bounded interval
based on a time delay.
A further restriction is that for every transition e -[t . . .]-> e ′ , the pair (e, t)
has to be unique within the error model implementation. The reason is technical
in nature, as it facilitates the support for fault effects as described in Section 2.4.3.

2.4

Model Extension

After both nominal and error components have been defined, they can be linked
together using the process of model extension. This process enables the specification
of the effects the error model has on the nominal, as well as provide the link for the
reset event.
First, it is defined which error models are linked, or associated, to which nominal components. This is specified by means of the ErrorModel property, which
names the error model classifier that is to be associated with the component for
which the property is specified. The latter can be a component type, component
implementation or subcomponent (the more specific property association overriding any other). For an example, see Listing 2.9, which associates err_timed.impl
with gps_receiver.impl.
Specifying an error model will make the necessary associations, which will allow the
error model to run in parallel with the nominal one, providing error propagations
to the full system and making it possible for the nominal model to send reset
events. However, the error model will not have any direct influence on the nominal
model this way. For this, fault injections will have to be specified.
2.4.1

Fault Injections

Three types of fault injections can be specified:

» fault effects;
» forced modes;

Fault effects specify how the various error states affect the data of the component
to which they are associated. Each effect specifies the state it applies to, and the
expression which determines how the data is affected. An example is shown in
Listing 2.9. Three fault effects are specified, which affect the signal data port.
When the e_trans error state is active, the port’s value is forced to 10 (which
in turn will trigger the nominal model to try and reacquire it). The two other
effects apply to the states e_hot and e_perm, force the signal value to 0, which
subsequently triggers the nominal component to enter the failed mode.
Forced modes provide for any given error state the possible modes the nominal component is allowed to be in. If the error state becomes active, and transitions leaving
this set of modes are disabled. If the current mode of the nominal component is
not in this list, it is forced to the first listed mode. For example, a forced mode
specification of
ForcedModes => ([State=>"e_perm"; Modes=>(reference(failed))]);

would force the nominal component to enter, and remain in, the failed mode as
long as the error model is in the e_perm state.
Event inhibition determines which effects can no longer be triggered or triggered
upon when the state for which it is specified is active. This makes it possible to alter
the behavior of the component upon entering an error condition. As an example,
Inhibit => ([State=>"e_hot"; Ports=>(reference(position))]);

would block the sending of the position event while the e_hot state is active.
2.4.2

Error Propagations

The model extension process takes into account how error propagations may take
place in the system topology. Unlike nominal ports, which are connected by explicitly specifying port connections, propagation ports are linked by name when
performing model extension.
Propagations are linked automatically between subcomponents and their parents,
and in some cases between subcomponents. For this to apply, both the names of
the propagations have to match, as well as both propagations having a consistent
direction (e.g., an in propagation is not connected to an out propagation). Similar
topological restrictions apply as for nominal ports.
Not all (sub)components with an associated error model will have their propagations connected however. Between subcomponents, some binding has to exist in
order for the connection to be made (otherwise, unrelated components would be
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» event inhibition.
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able to influence each other). Thus, if either an accesses, running on, or stored in
binding is specified, the subcomponents involved in the binding are connected with
each other.
2.4.3

Model Transformation

Chapter 2 – Modeling

The model extension process itself is performed by transforming the input SLIM
model. In short, this transformation adds the error components as subcomponents
into the system, and modifies the nominal components to behave accordingly.
Generating Error Systems
Each used error model is translated into a system component, which is added as
a subcomponent to the implementation it is associated with. The interface of this
system, i.e., its ports, is based on the defined propagations, but also the reset event,
the error events, and a data port that transmits the current error state. For each
of these items, a port is added. The error event ports and data port are required,
despite not influencing other error models, in order to apply the fault injections, if
any, to the nominal component.
As both the type and implementation of the error model define its interface, a
unique system component implementation and type are generated for each error
model implementation (as opposed to, say, mapping an error model type to system
type). The system type is generated is follows:
» Each error propagation with direction d is mapped to a new event port with
the same direction d.
» Each error event is mapped to an outgoing event port, with a possible annotation for the error rate.
» An input event port for the reset event is added.
» An outgoing data port errorState is generated, of which the type is an
enumeration, with a unique identifier for each error state defined in the
implementation.
The translation of the error model implementation to a system implementation is
fairly straightforward:
» Each clock is mapped to a clock data subcomponent.
» Each error state is mapped to a mode, with initial or activation states
mapped to the corresponding modes, and respecting any invariants specified.
» Each transition is translated directly, with the source and target state translated to their mode counterparts. However, to each transition m -[. . .]->
m′ an effect errorState := m′ is added, which updates the data port that
tracks the current error state. The same holds for reactivation transitions.

» The reset event is made input-enabled. For modes m that do not already
have an outgoing transition triggered by reset, a transition m -[reset]->
m is added.
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For each component with an associated error model, a new subcomponent will be
added that is based on this error component.
The nominal component is modified to synchronize on the error events and propagations. For each event and propagation, a self-loop is added to each mode that
is triggered on this event or propagation. Furthermore, ports are added to the
component’s type for each error propagation, and they are connected to the error
subcomponent.
Connections are made between nominal components to accommodate for the possible error propagations. Such connections are made between components and
their subcomponents that contain an error subcomponent, thus making the error
propagation available on its interface. Furthermore, error propagations are connected between subcomponents that share an accesses, running on, or stored in
relation.
As error propagations will be integrated into the interface of the nominal component, a unique type and implementation is generated for every combination of
nominal component and error type. Starting from the original type, the following
modifications are made:
» For each error propagation, a corresponding event port is added.
» A data port is added matching the type of the data port in the error component representing the current error state.
The implementation requires more extensive modifications, in particular related to
error propagations. For the implementation the modifications look as follows:
» The generated error implementation is added as a subcomponent.
» A self-loop is added to each mode that is triggered on one of the incoming
error propagation ports, outgoing error propagation ports of the error subcomponent, or error event ports of the error subcomponent (ensuring the
error state stays synchronized).
» A connection is added from the error subcomponent’s errorState port to
the errorState port of the component itself³.
» For each error propagation port of the error subcomponent, a connection
is added to the corresponding port of the component itself.
3 As SLIM prohibits transitions from reading data of subcomponents, this connection is required.
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Further propagation connections for subcomponents are made, based on whether
or not such a subcomponent has an associated error model, and if there exists a
binding between these subcomponents. Subcomponents that do not have an error
model associated are not considered. Otherwise, the following rules are applied to
generate propagation connections:
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» Propagations from the environment to subcomponents: If a subcomponent
contains an error propagation port with the same name as a propagation
port of the component it is contained in, and they have the same direction,
they are connected.
» Propagations between the component and its subcomponents: If a subcomponent contains an error propagation port with the same name as a propagation port of the error subcomponent of the component it is contained in,
and they have opposing directions, they are connected from out- to in-port.
» Between any two subcomponents that share a binding: If both subcomponents contain an error propagation port with the same name, and they have
opposing directions, they are connected from out- to in-port.
Adding Fault Injections
After the error components have been integrated into the model, any specified fault
injections are applied. These fault injections are applied in the following order:
1. forced modes;
2. fault effects;
3. event inhibition.
Forced modes For forced modes, two modifications are made: The transitions
leaving a nominal mode are guarded such that they are disabled when they leave
the set of current forced modes, if any. For modes that are outside this set, a selfloop that is triggered by the current error event or propagation is replaced by a
transition to the first mode of the set of forced modes that will be active in the new
error state.
The following procedure is used to apply the forced modes to the nominal component:
» For every mode m in the component, the disjunction over every comparison
errorState = e for each error state e for which m is a permitted mode, is
conjoined to the invariant of m. This prevents m becoming the active mode
while this is prohibited.
» For every mode m in the component, a transition is added to the first mode
m f in the forced mode-lists specified for error states e, with the guard
errorState = e, providing a transition to the first forced mode of an activated error state.

Fault effects For fault effects that apply to a data component that is not the target
of a data flow, an effect is added to each transition in the nominal component that
is triggered by the error event that leads up to the error state for which the effect
applies. For data components that are a target of a data flow, the flow is modified
such that under no error condition the original source expression is used, and when
an error effect applies the effect’s expression is used. To this end, a case expression
is used.
An important restriction should be considered for fault effects. These effects are
both applied when an error event or propagation occurs, or when a nominal transition occurs. The latter can simply check the current error state and apply it accordingly. The prior, however, will have to determine the next error state (that the
effect or propagation leads to) based on the current state and the error event or
propagation. For this reason, an error model may not define two transitions leaving
the same error state with the same error event or propagation.
Fault effects are added to each mode m in the component, by modifying existing
transitions or flows. Assuming a fault effect targeting a data port or component d,
applying value v f and active in error state e, the following modifications are made:
» Each flow flow a -> d ; is replaced by a flow
flow case errorState = e then v f otherwise a end; -> d ;.
» For each transition m -[t when g then f ]-> m′ , including reactivation
transitions, where t is not an error propagation, error event or reset, the assignment d := case errorState = e then v f otherwise a end; is
added to f , where a ∶= ex if d := ex ∈ f , and a ∶= d otherwise.
» For each transition m -[t when g then f ]-> m′ , where t is an error
propagation, error event or reset, the assignment
d := case errorState = e ′ then v f otherwise a end; is added to
f , where a ∶= ex if d := ex ∈ f , and a ∶= d otherwise. Here, e ′ is the
error state preceding e. This error state can be determined uniquely, as
the combination of error state and error event or propagation is unque.
This is necessary, as the value of errorEvent will only be updated after the
transition has been taken.
Event inhibition Finally, event inhibitions are applied by adding an extra guard
to transitions triggered by an inhibited event, that disables them when such an
inhibition comes into effect. The procedure is straightforward. For each effect
inhibition specified for error state e and event port p, and each transition m -[ p
when g . . .]-> m′ , the guard g is replaced by g and errorState := e.
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The invariants added will ensure the system enters and remains in any forced mode
when applicable. The transitions added ensure the system can and will enter a
forced mode when an error state with forced modes specified becomes active.

2.5
30

Semantics

As previously mentioned, an important aspect of SLIM is its semantics. Whereas
the SLIM models are described in terms of components, the semantics of those
models are expressed using event data automata (EDAs), and their interactions,
resulting in a network of event data automata (NEDA).
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2.5.1

EDAs

An EDA is a tuple of the form
A = (M, m 0 , X, v 0 , χ, ϕ, E, →, ⇉) ,
where
» M is a finite set of modes;
» m 0 ∈ M is the initial mode;
» X is a finite set of variables, subdivided into the disjoint sets
– IX, the input variables;
– OX, the output variables;
– LX, the local variables;
» v 0 ∈ VX is the initial valuation, where VX is the set of all valuations, which
are partial functions that assign values to the variables in X;
» χ ∶ M → (VLX → B) specifies the mode constraints and associated with
every mode a function that maps the valuation of local variables to Boolean
values.
» ϕ ∶ M → (LX → R) specifies the change rates, and associated with every
mode a function that maps local variables to real numbers;
» E is a finite set of events, subdivided into the disjoint sets
– IE, the input events;
– OE, the output events;
» → ⊆ M × E τ × (Exp(LX ∪ IX) ∪ {ε}) × (VX → B) × (VX → VX ) × M is

a finite transition relation, of which elements are denoted as m Ð→ m′ .
Here, E τ = E ∪ {τ}.
e ,ex, g, f

» ⇉ ⊆ M × (VX → VX ) × M is a finite reactivation transition relation, of which
elements are denoted as m ⇉ m′ .
f

Valuations from VX map variables to their respective values. Thus, χ specifies
functions that evaluate to ⊺ or  depending on the current valuation. Furthermore,
for a mode transition m Ð→ m′ , m and m′ are the source and target mode
respectively. g specifies a guard which evaluates to ⊺ or  depending on the current
e ,ex, g, f

valuation, and f the effect, which maps one valuation to another. Furthermore, ex is
an expression Exp(X) over variables in X, or the empty expression ε, representing
f

The function Exp(X) denotes the expressions over variables in X, which are functions (VX → (B∪E∪R)) that are the result of applying an expression over variables
in X given a valuation from VX , which result in a Boolean, (real) number or a value
of the abstract set E used for enumerations. The notation JaK(v) denotes evaluating
the expression a ∈ Exp(X) using valuation v ∈ VX .
EDA Semantics
The semantics of EDAs are based on a labeled transition system (LTS). The states
of this LTS— here referred to as configurations— are pairs of modes and valuations.
Transitions are subdivided in discrete and timed transitions. The prior are based on
events, can change the current mode and update discrete values. The latter model
the passing of time and update continuous variables.
The LTS that models an EDA A = (M, m 0 , X, v 0 , χ, ϕ, E, →, ⇉) is defined as
LA = (Cnf , κ 0 , L, Ð→) ,
where
»
»
»
»

Cnf = M × VX is the possibly infinite set of configurations;
κ 0 ∈ Cnf is the initial configuration;
L = R>0 ∪ E τ is the set of transition labels;
Ð→⊆ Cnf × L × Cnf is the transition relation.

The temporal modification of variables v + t ⋅ ϕ(m) denotes the change of the
current valuation v ∈ VX according to the passage of t ∈ R>0 time units while the
rates specified by ϕ(m) are in effect. The update is defined as follows: For each
local variable x ∈ LX, it holds that
v(x) + t ⋅ ϕ(m)(x)
(v + t ⋅ ϕ)(m)(x) ∶= {
v(x)

if x ∈ LX ,
otherwise.

The transition relation consists of timed- and event transitions (reactivation transitions are handled separately by the NEDA). It holds that (m, v) Ð→ (m′ , v ′ ) ∈ Ð→
whenever:
l

» l ∈ R>0 and χ(m)(v ′ ) = ⊺ for t ′ ∈ (0, t] (meaning the mode constraint
remains true), where v ′ ∶= v + l ⋅ ϕ(m) and m′ ∶= m;
» (m, l , ex, g, f , m′ ) ∈ →, with v ′ ∶= f (v), when
– g(v) = ⊺ (the guard is true) and
– χ(m′ )( f (v)) = ⊺ (the mode constraint of the target mode is true after
applying the transition effects).
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the trigger value for event data ports. For a reactivation transition m ⇉ m′ , m, m′
and f hold the same meaning.

Mapping Components to EDAs
32

For each component implementation, the local behavior can be described by an
EDA with the above semantics. Summarizing, the following associations are used
to make this mapping:
» In and out data ports are mapped to input and output variables respectively;
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» Data subcomponents are mapped to local variables;
» Event ports are mapped to events in the EDA. Furthermore, references
to events of subcomponents in the SLIM components, such as sub.e, are
mapped to events in the EDA of opposite direction;
» Modes are identical between SLIM components and EDAs;
» Mode invariants are mapped to mode constraints;
» Trajectory equations are mapped to change rates;
» Default values are mapped to the initial valuation;
» Trigger expressions are mapped directly. In their absence, the empty expression ε is used.
The predicate active(e, m) is used to denote that the element e (contained in some
component ci), is active in mode m. This is true if e is specified either without an
in modes specification, or with in modes( M ) where m ∈ M.
Formally, the mapping between component implementation ci and its associated
component type ct, and its corresponding EDA
Aci = (M, m 0 , X, v 0 , χ, ϕ, E, →, ⇉) ,
is defined as follows:
» M = modes(ci);
» m 0 ∈ M, such that m 0 maps to the unique initial or activation mode;
» X = IX ∪ OX ∪ LX where
– IX = {p ∣ p ∈ dataports(ct) ∧ dir(p) = in};
– OX = {p ∣ p ∈ dataports(ct) ∧ dir(p) = out};
– LX = datacomponents(ci);
» v 0 = init, with init ∈ VX , denoting the initial valuation, which is determined
by the default value assigned to output ports and data subcomponents, if
any, and left undefined otherwise;
» χ(m) ∶= ⋀ i∈invariants(m) JiK;
» ϕ(m) is defined as follows:

⎧
r if x ′ := r ∈ trajectories(m) ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
ϕ(m)(x) ∶= ⎨1 if x ∈ clocks(m) ,
⎪
⎪0 otherwise;
⎪
⎩

» E = IE ∪ OE, where
– IE = {p ∣ p ∈ eventports(ct) ∪ eventdataports(ct) ∧ dir(p) = in} ∪
{sc.p ∣ sc ∈ nondatacomponents(ci),
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– OE = {p ∣ p ∈ eventports(ct) ∪ eventdataports(ct) ∧ dir(p) = out} ∪
{sc.p ∣ sc ∈ nondatacomponents(ci),
p ∈ eventports(sc.ct) ∪ eventdataports(sc.ct) ∧ dir(p) = in} .
» For each transition m -[t(tx) when g then e ]-> m′ , there exists a transition (m, e, ex, JgK, f , m′ ) in →, where
⎧
τ
if t is the empty/internal trigger,
⎪
⎪
⎪
– e ∶= ⎨sc.p if t is of the form sc.p, and
⎪
⎪
⎪
otherwise;
⎩p

– ex ∶= {
JtxK

if tx is the empty expression ε, and
otherwise;

– ∀d ∈ IX. f (v)(d) ∶= v(d);
JaK(v)
– ∀d ∈ OX. f (v)(d) ∶= {
v(d)
⎧
JaK(v)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪v 0 (d)
– ∀d ∈ LX. f (d) ∶= ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩v(d)

if d := a ∈ e , and
otherwise;

if d := a ∈ e ,
if m 0 is an activation mode and
¬ active(d, m) ∧ active(d, m′ ) , and
otherwise.

» Let act ∶ M → M be the function that maps a mode to its activation mode,
where
⎧
m′
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
act(m) ∶= ⎨
m0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
m
⎩

if m -[@activation then e ]-> m′ is a
reactivation transition in ci,
if ci has an activation mode, and
otherwise.

Then, ∀m ∈ M. (m, f , act(m)) ∈ ⇉, with f is defined as follows:
⎧
v(d)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
JaK(v)
⎪
⎪
⎪
f (v)(d) ∶= ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
v 0 (d)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩v(d)

if d ∈ IX ,
if m -[@activation then e ]-> act(m)
is a reactivation transition in ci and d := a ∈ e ,
if m 0 is an activation mode, and
otherwise.

Example mapping Using the above rules, the EDA of the GPS receiver implementation gps_receiver.impl shown in Listing 2.2 is defined as follows:
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p ∈ eventports(sc.ct) ∪ eventdataports(sc.ct) ∧ dir(p) = out} ,

M = {init, acquire, enabled, failed}
34

m 0 = init
X = OX = {signal, _t}
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v 0 = {signal ↦ 100, _t ↦ 0}
χ = { (init ↦ (_t ≤ 4)),
(enabled ↦ (_t ≤ 1),
ϕ = { (init ↦ (_t ↦ 1)),
(enabled ↦ (_t ↦ 1),

(acquire ↦ (_t ≤ 12)),
(failed ↦ (⊺))) }
(acquire ↦ (_t ↦ 1)),
(failed ↦ (_t ↦ 1))) }

E = OE = {has_fix, lost_fix, position}
→ = { (init, τ, ε, signal > 0 ∧ _t ≥ 1 ∧ _t ≤ 12.0, {(_t ↦ 0)} , acquire) ,
(init, τ, ε, signal = 0, {(_t ↦ 0)} , failed) ,
(acquire, has_fix, ε, signal > 0 ∧ _t ≥ 1 ∧ _t ≤ 12, {(_t ↦ 0)} , enabled) ,
(enabled, position, read_pos(signal), signal ≥ 25 ∧ _t = 1,
{(_t ↦ 0)} , enabled) ,
(enabled, lost_fix, ε, signal < 25 ∧ signal > 0 ∧ _t = 1,
{(_t ↦ 0)} , acquire) ,
(enabled, τ, ε, signal = 0, {(_t ↦ 0)} , failed) ,
(failed, τ, ε, ⊺, {(_t ↦ 0)}, failed} )
⇉ = { (init, {(signal ↦ 100)} , init) ,
(enabled, {(signal ↦ 100)} , init) ,

(acquired, {(signal ↦ 100)} , init) ,
(failed, {(signal ↦ 100)}, init} )

It should be noted that the urgent in and within syntactic constructions have
been translated to make use of a new clock _t, with corresponding invariants,
guards and (reset) transition effects. As the initial mode is an activation state, the
set of reactivation transitions is constructed such that reactivation will return the
component to the init state.
2.5.2

NEDAs

The full semantics of a SLIM model is defined by a NEDA, which is the network
created by connecting the various EDAs that comprise the SLIM model. In other
words, where the semantics of a single component from the specification are defined
by an EDA, those of the complete model are defined by a NEDA.
A NEDA is formally defined as a tuple
N = ({A i ∣ i ∈ [n]} , α, EC, DD) ,
of which

» A i is the i’th EDA in the model;

» α ∶ M → 2[n] is the activation mapping;

» DD ∶ M → ({i.x ∣ i ∈ [n], x ∈ OX i } ⇢ {i.a ∣ i ∈ [n], a ∈ Exp(IX i ∪ LX i )})
is the data dependence mapping.
For a NEDA, the set M denotes the global set of modes, where M = Π i∈[n] M i ,
with M i being the set of modes for EDA i. Such global modes determine which
components are active and what connections apply.
The activation mapping defines which EDAs are active given some current mode
m ∈ M. That is, EDA i is active if and only if i ∈ α(m).
The event connection mapping defines which events are connected given the current mode, determining which transitions will synchronize. For a given mode, it
specifies pairs (i.oe, j.ie) of some output event oe of EDA i and some input event
ie of EDA j that are connected.
The data dependence mapping is a partial mapping that maps some expression over
local or input variables to some output variable. For a given EDA i, if ( j.x, i.a) ∈
DD(m), then the value of port x of EDA j is determined by the expression a for
EDA i. Note that unlike EC, DD is defined as a partial function since a data port
cannot depend on multiple inputs, as its value is then not necessarily unique.
The first EDA in {A i ∣ i ∈ [n]}, that is A1 , is labeled the root EDA. In terms of a
SLIM model, this is the root component that is at the top of the hierarchy (see also
Section 5.2.1). An important consideration is that the ports of this component are
not (explicitly) connected to anything. In particular, this means only ports of the
form sc.p ∈ E 1 can occur in EC.
NEDA Semantics
Like for EDAs, the semantics of a NEDA are defined in terms of a labeled transition
system, specifically as
LN = (Cnf , κ 0 , L, Ô⇒) .
In the following, LA i = (Cnfi , κ 0,i , L i , Ô⇒ i ) denotes the LTS associated with the
constituent EDAs of N .
Formally, the components of LN are:
» Cnf = Π i∈[n] Cnfi the set of global configurations;
» κ 0 = ⟨κ 0,1 , . . . , κ 0,n ⟩ the initial configuration;
» L = R>0 ∪ {τ} ∪ ⋃ i∈[n] OE i ∪ IE i the set of transition labels;
» Ô⇒ ⊆ (Cnf × L × Cnf ) the transition relation.
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» EC ∶ M → ({i.e ∣ i ∈ [n], e ∈ E i } × { j.e ∣ j ∈ [n], e ∈ E j }) is the event connection mapping;
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Let κ = ⟨(m 1 , v 1 ) , . . . , (m n , v n )⟩ ∈ Cnf be the current configuration, and mod κ =
⟨m 1 , . . . , m n ⟩ the currently active modes. The transition relation is constructed
from timed, internal and event transitions as follows:
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» Timed transitions can be taken if all active components can take a timed
transition of the same duration. Inactive EDAs will remain in the same
configuration.
Thus, ∀t ∈ R>0 . (⟨κ 1 , . . . , κ i , . . . , κ n ⟩, t, ⟨κ 1′ , . . . , κ ′i , . . . , κ ′n ⟩) ∈ Ô⇒ if and
only if ∀i ∈ α(mod κ). (κ i Ð→ κ ′i ) ∈ Ô⇒ i ).
t

» Internal transitions do not communicate, and thus do not require the configuration of other EDAs to be taken into account.
Thus, (⟨κ 1 , . . . , κ i , . . . , κ n ⟩, τ, nxt(α(mod κ), ⟨κ 1 , . . . , κ ′i , . . . , κ n ⟩)) ∈ Ô⇒
τ
if and only if ∃i ∈ α(mod κ). (κ i Ð→ κ ′i ) ∈ Ô⇒ i ).
» Event transitions can only occur if all EDAs connected via EC can perform
a transition synchronizing on the connected event. The origin is either an
output event, or an input event from the root EDA, A1 .
Thus, ∀e ∈ (⋃ i∈[n] OE i ) ∪ IE1 . (κ, e, nxt(α(mod κ), κ ′ )) ∈Ô⇒ if and only
if
– i ∈ α(mod κ) ∧ (e ∈ IE1 ∨ (κ i , e, κ ′i ) ∈ Ô⇒ i ) and
– ∀ (i.e, j.e′ ) ∈ EC(mod κ). (κ j , e ′ , κ ′j ) ∈ Ô⇒ j .

If a trigger expression ex is defined for the corresponding transition in
EDA i, such that m i Ð→ i m′i for some g and f , where κ i = (m i , v i ) and
κ ′i = (m′i , v ′i ), then v i (e) ∶= JexK(v i ).
The target configuration κ ′ = ⟨κ 1′ , . . . , κ ′n ⟩ is constructed by
e ,ex, g, f

κ ′k

⎧
κ ′′
⎪
⎪
⎪ ′′k
∶= ⎨κ k
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩κ k

if e ∈/ IE1 ∧ (κ i , e, κ ′′i ) ∈ Ô⇒ i ,
if (i.e, k.e′ ) ∈ EC(mod κ) ∧ (κ k , e ′ , κ ′′k ) ∈ Ô⇒ j ,
otherwise.

In the definition of the transition relation above, the function nxt ∶ (2[n] , Cnf ) →
Cnf makes a configuration consistent by updating the data dependence mapping,
and the mode configuration depending on the activation mapping.
First the semantics for reactivation are defined. This is done recursively, as the
activation of one component can trigger that of another. Note that for deactivation
no update of the configuration is necessary, as it remains the same.
Let β(κ, κ ′ ) be the set of activated EDAs, i.e. β(κ, κ ′ ) = α(mod κ ′ ) ∖ α(mod κ),
and activate(κ, κ ′ ) the predicate that results in the configuration determined by
applying the reactivation transitions for the EDAs specified by β, i.e.,
activate(κ = ⟨(m 1 , v 1 ) , . . . , (m n , v n )⟩, κ ′ = ⟨(m′1 , v 1′ ) , . . . , (m′n , v n′ )⟩) ∶= κ ′′ ,

where κ ′′ = ⟨(m′′1 , v 1′′ ) , . . . , (m′′n , v n′′ )⟩ with
if i ∈/ β(κ, κ ′ ) ,
f

otherwise, where m i ⇉

m′′′
i

∧ f (v i ) =

v ′′′
i
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Next, the effect of the data dependence mapping on the configuration is defined.
Valuations are updated according to existing connections, or when a connection is
broken, leading to the value being reset to the initial value.
Let cns(κ, κ ′ ) result in the configuration determined by applying the effects of the
data dependence mapping, i.e.
cns(κ, κ ′ = ⟨(m′1 , v 1′ ) , . . . , (m′n , v n′ )⟩) ∶= κ ′′ ,
with κ ′′ = ⟨(m′1 , v 1′′ ) , . . . , (m′n , v n′′ )⟩ and
∀i ∈ [n], d ∈ IX i ∪ OX i .
⎧
JaK(v ′i ) if ∃ j ∈ [n]. DD(⟨m′1 , . . . , m′n ⟩)(i.d) = (j.a) ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
′′
v i (d) ∶= ⎨v 0,i (d) else if ∃ j ∈ [n]. DD(mod κ)(i.d) = (j.a) ,
⎪
′
⎪
⎪
otherwise.
⎩v i (d)
The next configuration is then determined as
nxt(κ, κ ′ ) ∶= cns(κ ′ , activate(κ, κ ′ )) .
Mapping a SLIM Model to a NEDA
A complete SLIM model can be mapped to a NEDA, where each individual component is represented by an EDA, but connections between components, as well as
their (de)activation are governed by the NEDA.
First, each component in the hierarchy of the SLIM model is mapped to its corresponding EDA as described in Section 2.5.1. The root component is always mapped
to A1 , subsequent components to A2 , . . . , An , n being the number of components
and corresponding to [n].
The activation mapping α is constructed such that the root component is always active, and subcomponents can only be active when their parent is. More specifically,
∀i ∈ [n]. i ∈ α(⟨m 1 , . . . , m n ⟩) ⇐⇒ i=1 ∨ ∃ j. active(i, m j ) ∧ j ∈ α(⟨m 1 , . . . , m n ⟩) .
The event connection mapping is constructed by taking the transitive closure of
connections active in a given global mode. First, the direct connection relation EC1
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⎧
⎪
⎪(m i , v i )
(m′′i , v ′′i ) ∶= ⎨
′′′ ′′′
⎪
⎪
⎩(m i , v i )

is defined as follows:
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EC1 (M = ⟨m 1 , . . . , m n ⟩) ∶=
{(j.p, i.j.p) ∣ i, j ∈ [n] ∧ i ≠ j ∧ j ∈ subcomponents(i) ∧ j ∈ α(M) ∧ p ∈ OE j } ∪
{(i.j.p, j.p) ∣ i, j ∈ [n] ∧ i ≠ j ∧ j ∈ subcomponents(i) ∧ j ∈ α(M) ∧ p ∈ IE j } ∪
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{(sc1 .p, sc2 .q) ∣ c = port sc 1 .p -> sc 2 .q ∈ connections(i)∧
sc1 , sc2 ∈ (subcomponents(i) ∪ {ε}) ∧ active(c, m i )} .
Then, EC is the transitive closure of that, such that
(p, q) ∈ EC(M) ⇐⇒ (p, q) ∈ EC1 (M) ∨ ∃r. (p, r) ∈ EC(M) ∧ (r, q) ∈ EC(M) .
The data dependence mapping is generated from data flows and connections such
that ∀i ∈ [n], x ∈ (IX i ∪ OX i ):
⎧
JaK
⎪
⎪
⎪
DD(⟨m 1 , . . . , m n ⟩)(i.x) ∶= ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩undefined

if (flow a -> i.x = f ) ∈ flows(i) ∧
active( f , m i ) , and
otherwise.

Here, port p -> q is considered an alias for flow p -> q if p and q refer to data
ports.
Example mapping As an example, the system from Listing 2.3 is mapped to a
NEDA using the principles above. As there are three components in total, it holds
that n = 3. The EDAs are assumed to exist for all the systems, with A1 being the root
EDA for the gps.impl system, and A2 and A3 the EDAs for gps_receiver.impl
as defined in Section 2.5.1. The modes and activation mapping are constructed in a
straightforward manner:
M = {m_none1 , m_prim1 , m_sec1 } × {init 2 , acquire2 , enabled2 , failed2 } ×
{init 3 , acquire3 , enabled3 , failed3 }
α = {m ↦ {A i ∣ i ∈ [n]} ∣ m ∈ M} .

The connections between the root component and its subcomponents are always
present and do not depend on the mode. These are defined as
EC sub = { (2.has_fix, 1.primary.has_fix) , (2.lost_fix, 1.primary.lost_fix) ,
(2.position, 1.primary.position) , (3.has_fix, 1.secondary.has_fix) ,
(3.lost_fix, 1.secondary.lost_fix) , (3.position, 1.secondary.position) } .
The event connections and data dependence relations can then be constructed
using these definitions. Note that they depend only on the modes of the root component, those of the subcomponents do not affect them. Making use of this fact,

the following definitions suffice:
∶= EC sub

EC({m ∣ m ∈ M ∧ m 1 = m_prim1 })

∶= EC sub ∪ {(2.position, 1.position)}

EC({m ∣ m ∈ M ∧ m 1 = m_sec1 })

∶= EC sub ∪ {(3.position, 1.position)}

DD({m ∣ m ∈ M ∧ m 1 = m_none1 })

∶= {( ↦ 1.fix)}

DD({m ∣ m ∈ M ∧ m 1 = m_prim1 })

∶= {(⊺ ↦ 1.fix)}

DD({m ∣ m ∈ M ∧ m 1 = m_sec1 })

∶= {(⊺ ↦ 1.fix)} .

2.5.3

Non-Determinism

If more than one transition is possible— i.e., enabled— the choice on what transition to take is made non-deterministically. This effectively means that any analysis
will consider all possibilities. In particular, for a NEDA, in any given configuration
κ, a possibly infinite set of successor configurations κ ′ can be reached in a single
step via transitions κ Ô⇒ κ ′ , with l ∈ L.
l

Variables for which the valuation is undefined provide a further source of nondeterminism. Such variables hold an arbitrary value from their domain, that is not
specified anywhere in the model. This is particularly relevant for the variables in
IX 1 , which are the ports on the root component. These port can take any value at
any point in time, which is part of what is referred to as the open world assumption,
the other part being that transitions triggered by IE1 are always possible as well.
Furthermore, uninterpreted functions can be specified by the model, which given
some input value, result in an arbitrary, but fixed, output value.
2.5.4

Probabilistic Semantics

Aside from the hybrid semantics described above, a probabilistic interpretation of
the NEDA can be used as well, which is based on event rates, which in SLIM are
defined using error rates on error events. In the case of probabilistic systems, or
rather models that contain probabilistic aspects, properties reason over the probabilistic measure of possible traces in the model. In the case of SLIM and its NEDA,
these measures are based on continuous distributions.
First, the transitions and transition rates of probabilistic events have to be considered. If in SLIM an event is defined with occurrence poisson λ, it is associated
with the exponential distribution with rate λ. This means that given a time bound t,
the probability of this event occurring within t, assuming the transition is enabled,
is 1 − e λt .
If the model is non-deterministic, a scheduler is required to resolve this. In general, such schedulers can either be minimizing or maximizing for the sought-after
probability. Such schedulers function by mapping the possible, non-deterministic
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EC({m ∣ m ∈ M ∧ m 1 = m_none1 })
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paths to a probability distribution (in such a way that they are measurable). This
will allow the model to be interpreted in a fully probabilistic fashion again, making
it possible to determine the probability of paths in the model.
Interactive Markov Chains
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The fully probabilistic (i.e., untimed) underlying model corresponds to an interactive Markov chain (IMC) [79], which can be defined as a tuple
I = (S, L a , →, ⇒, s 0 ) ,
of which
»
»
»
»
»

S is the finite set of states;
L a is the finite set of actions, including internal action τ;
→⊆ S × L × S is the action transition relation;
⇒⊆ S × R>0 × S is the Markovian (or probabilistic) transition relation;
s 0 is the initial state.

The function rate ∶ OE → R≥0 results in the rate associated with some output event,
and is defined as follows:
r if e was originally defined with occurrence poisson r, and
rate(e) ∶= {
0 otherwise.
The construction of such an IMC is based on the LTS of the NEDA. The states of
the IMC are based on the configurations of the NEDA. The action transitions are
based on those transitions in the NEDA that are neither timed, nor associated with
a rate. The Markovian transitions are based on the transitions that are associated
with a rate.
Given an NEDA LN = (Cnf , κ 0 , L, Ô⇒), I is defined as follows:
»
»
»
»
»

S ∶= Cnf ;
L a ∶= L ∖ R;
→∶= {(κ, l , κ ′ ) ∣ (κ, l , κ ′ ) ∈Ô⇒ ∧l ∈/ R ∧ (l ∈/ OE ∨ rate(e) = 0)}
⇒∶= {(κ, rate(e), κ ′ ) ∣ (κ, l , κ ′ ) ∈Ô⇒ ∧l ∈ OE ∧ rate(e) > 0}
s 0 ∶= κ 0 .

Maximal Progress In IMCs, action transitions are considered to be instantaneous, whereas Markovian transitions are taken after some delay governed by
its rate (or rather, the probability distribution that depends on it). This observation leads to the following: If there exists s, s′ , s ′′ ∈ S, l ∈ L, λ ∈ R>0 such that
(s, l , s′ ) ∈→ ∧ (s, λ, s′′ ) ∈⇒, then the Markovian transition (s, λ, s′′ ) will be ignored. The reasoning is that the probability of taking this transition instantaneously,
that is with zero delay, is zero, as 1 − e λt = 0 if t = 0. This is called the maximal
progress assumption [80].

Invalid Behaviors

It is possible for the NEDA described by the model to exhibit behavior which is
either unwanted or simply invalid. Such behavior can occur as either it is possible
to syntactically restrict it, or doing so would be undesirable as it would limit the
expressivity of the language too much. In the following, such behavior is classified.
Perhaps the best known example is the deadlock, which is a configuration κ from

which no other configuration is reachable, i.e., ∃/ κ ′ ∈ Cnf , l ∈ L. κ Ô⇒ κ ′ . Under
the semantics of SLIM, such a configuration is considered invalid. COMPASS
offers the functionality to check if such states are reachable for discrete systems, see
Section 5.3.3 (where the ramifications of their existence is discussed as well), but
this check is not available for timed/hybrid systems.
l

For timed systems, two different invalid behaviors may occur: Zeno cycles and timedivergence. First, Zeno cycles are traces of infinite length where the total sum of
elapsed time is finite. This means that an infinite number of discrete steps have
occurred over a finite amount of time, which is unrealistic and affects some analysis,
as will be discussed in Section 4.3.7.
Time divergence is the occurrence of traces where the value of one or more clocks
grows unbounded (i.e., clocks that are never reset). Though the concept in and
of itself may be expected, it is nevertheless not allowed for SLIM, as it has a negative influence on analysis similar to deadlocks. Again, this is further discussed in
Section 5.3.3.
Finally, the invariants specified for the model must be convex at all times. This
means that for any reachable state, there may be no delays d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ∈ R≥0 with
d 1 < d 2 < d 3 , such that an invariant of the active modes is true at d 1 and d 3 , but
false at d 2 .

2.6

Differences between SLIM and AADL

Although SLIM is based on AADL, there are some significant differences. On
the one hand, SLIM features the subset of AADL most critical to validation and
verification of aerospace systems within the scope of COMPASS. On the other
hand, some extensions were made, again for the purpose of V&V. Therefore, SLIM
can be described as an “extended subset” of AADL. Recent efforts have closed the
gap between the two to some degree, but differences remain. The following gives a
quick summary of the differences.
Error Specifications In AADL, error modeling is possible by means of the error
modeling annex (EMA)— which at the time of writing is specified in [AS5506-1A].
As the name implies, this is an annex for AADL, meaning it is not directly embedded in the language, but available as an extension. In the EMA, error specifications
are modeled directly as part of a component, as opposed to SLIM where they are
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provided as separate entities. This directly affects how they are integrated, or bound,
into the system. In the EMA, errors can propagate along existing ports in the nominal model, or other connection points. In SLIM, a separate, implicit, connection
is provided for this. Furthermore, the EMA provides a separate type hierarchy for
possible errors. SLIM does not have this notion, where errors occur as untyped
events or propagations. Finally, SLIM permits the error model to directly influence
the data and behavior of the model by means of fault injections. As the behavioral
aspects of AADL are covered in a separate annex, the behavioral annex, such a
link is not possible with the EMA. The EMA, however, can influence the events
that occur between components and, thanks to its type system, provides more fine
grained control on the flow and transformation of errors.
Behavioral Specifications A major difference between AADL and SLIM remains
the specification of behavior. For AADL, the behavioral annex [AS5506-2] permits
the definition of state machines as part of a component. Syntactically these are
similar to the states specified by SLIM, though already at first glance there are some
key differences:
» The state machine functions more like a program, with an initial and return
state. In fact, they are often exemplified as the behavior of a subprogram
component, a category that SLIM does not support.
» Data values are passed as component parameters, whereas SLIM defines
these using data ports. Local variables are provided as state variables in the
annex, whereas SLIM uses data subcomponents.
The main difference regarding behavioral and error specifications with respect to
AADL remains, however, that in SLIM, they are directly integrated into the language, whereas for AADL they are specified by means of annexes. This permits
SLIM to consider the combination of both aspects directly, instead of individually.
Furthermore, the formal aspects of SLIM can be fully specified this way.
Component Execution In SLIM, all components are executing concurrently, performing either internal transitions or synchronizing event transitions. In AADL,
concurrency is modeled solely using thread components, of which the execution
is based on the dispatch policy specified in the model (AADL defines properties
for this), and can be further controlled by receiving events which may trigger the
dispatch of a thread.
Port Connections The semantics of ports and port connections differ between
AADL and SLIM as described in Section 2.2.1. In particular the flow style of connection is a concept only known to SLIM. Furthermore, events in SLIM are synchronous, requiring transitions to synchronize on them. In AADL, events and
data are sampled (though with various possible configurations), depending on the
dispatch rates of the involved components.

2.7

Future Work

Although SLIM is already a practically applicable modeling language, further improvements can still be made. One point remains the current differences between
SLIM and AADL. With SLIM 3.0 efforts have been made to close this gap, but
further differences still exist that could be consolidated.
Of particular interest are the behavioral and error annexes that have been defined
for AADL. The SLIM behavioral and error specifications have been (loosely) based
on past versions of these annexes, but newer versions exist. Updating SLIM to be
closer in line with these would make it easier to adopt for those who are already
familiar with them, as well as open up possibilities to use AADL-based tooling for
SLIM models, and vice versa.
2.7.1

AADL v3

AADL is still being developed and maintained, which also includes the addition
of new features and extensions of existing ones. The latest version of AADL is
v2.2 [AS5506C], with the next version of AADL (v3) being in the design stages.
AADL v3 introduces some new concepts that should be considered for adoption
in the SLIM language.
First and foremost, a unified type system is considered. In this unified type system,
the same types will be used for data components as well as properties, and introduce
a few basic types for Booleans, integers, real numbers and strings. Adopting such
a unification removes some of the disparity between SLIM and AADL, as SLIM
can then adopt AADL data types instead of defining its own (built-in). This also
applies to types defined in SLIM that cannot directly be mapped to the basic AADL
types, by means of user-defined types such as can be found currently in property
sets. This may include things such as bounded integers, ranges, or types with some
attached unit (such as time).
Expressions will also be supported beyond those that currently exist for Boolean
properties. Currently, SLIM requires expressions to be provided by means of a
property string, as no specialized parser rules have been provided (as is the case for
default values for example). Having expressions be part of the AADL language also
permits this solution to be replaced with a first-class language construct, improving
usability.
Note that at the time of writing, no concrete syntax for these features exists, nor any
guarantee that they will be adopted in the next major release of AADL. Nevertheless,
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Properties AADL defines a set of properties that differs from that of SLIM. For
the most part, the AADL properties pertain only to the subset that is not supported
by SLIM, and hence are left out. SLIM in turn defines some properties that are
relevant to describing the behavior of certain aspects of the model that are not
relevant to AADL.
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these features will be helpful to provide a closer match between SLIM and AADL,
ultimately making it easier to adopt SLIM for someone that is already familiar with
AADL.
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3
Specifying Requirements
Abstract – This chapter discusses the specification of requirements in the
scope of formal verification of systems. It starts by defining a taxonomy of
requirement types commonly found in aerospace projects. With regard to the
formalization process, automation of requirement formalization— or even of
the specification of the requirements — is a key point. Techniques using patterns or design attributes are treated. The prior use placeholders in sentences,
formulated using natural language. The latter make use of elements in the
model, and assign some values to them which match those specified by the requirements. On a formal level, the requirements are translated into formulas
using a variety of logics. These formulas can then be verified against the formal
semantics of the model.

effectively any project’s success depends on the correct specification of its
requirements. They define the scope and goals of the project and, as they get
progressively more detailed, constraints and guidelines[93, 117]. Hence, a lot
of effort is spent on tracking requirements, tracing them to the various artifacts
produced during the project’s development, as well as validating and verifying them.

E

It is a well-known fact that any defect in the requirements, it being a contradiction,
oversight or otherwise, can lead to costly consequences when detected only in the
later stages of the project. Therefore, being able to validate and verify these requirements early on is highly beneficial [96, 125]. However, as most requirements are
specified rather informally, usually in plain natural language, it is hard to do so consistently. Using formal methods enables a much more structured approach, but this
requires a formal representation of the requirements. In this chapter, specifically
Section 3.3, approaches to tackle this problem are discussed. It also gives a more
detailed description of the approach taken by the COMPASS toolset. The aforementioned refinement of requirements is also discussed. As a project progresses,

Activity
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Mission/Function
Requirements
Definition
Verification
Production
Utilization
Disposal
Figure 3.1 – Overview of project lifecycle. This lifecycle is defined by [MST10C], which also
provides more details about the phases and activities.

abstract requirements are (gradually) made more concrete. In this process, it is important to ensure that they remain consistent, and the satisfaction of requirements
is preserved under refinement.

3.1

Requirements in Aerospace

During several phases of the space system project lifecycle, requirements are defined and refined. This means that the scope of requirements and their level of
detail changes as the project progresses.
The various phases of a project lifecycle are well established, with the requirements
being treated in the early phases as shown in Figure 3.1. A project starts in phase 0—
Mission analysis— and continues through Phases A–F. Requirement engineering
starts in phase 0, followed by phases A and B— Feasibility and Preliminary definition, respectively. Later phases involve the implementation and execution of the
project.
Two import aspects play a role when specifying requirements during the various
phases: the types of requirements that are specified and the refinement of requirements specified in earlier phases. For the prior a taxonomy can be constructed,
which is described in the following section. The latter is addressed in Section 3.3.3.
3.1.1

Abstraction Levels

During the development of space projects, various levels of abstraction are traversed
as the project progresses. At the starting point, only the highest levels of abstraction
are considered, and are refined further to lower levels towards the end. The various
levels of abstraction are related through realization or refinement, where a lower
level of abstraction realizes or refines a higher level one. This in turn means that
project items at higher abstraction levels are described in more detail by those of
lower levels.
The abstraction levels considered in this chapter are based on those of [EHB1002A]
as they apply specifically to the engineering of aerospace systems. They can be

described as follows:

2. Overall-system, or System-of-systems: This level considers the system solution to achieve the goals specified by the mission. This encompasses such
entities as the ground, launch, space, and support segments.
3. System: At this level the various elements of the overall-system level items
are considered individually, such as launchers and satellites.
4. Sub-system: The sub-system level considers the components out of which
system level items consist. For example, a satellite contains control for avionics and attitude, power distribution and software systems.
5. Equipment: The lowest considered level, for which a further level of refinement is out of scope. Example elements are for instance batteries, processors
and sensors.
Requirements can be specified at the various abstraction levels, and be further refined by those specified at lower abstraction levels (which will be further discussed
in Section 3.3.3). Moreover, certain classes of requirements are only introduced at
specific levels in the abstraction hierarchy, and refined further down (insofar applicable). Therefore, when classifying requirements, as discussed in the next section,
the abstraction level should be considered as well.
Concerning the formalization of requirements within COMPASS, only the system,
sub-system, and equipment levels are considered, as these can be represented by the
SLIM modeling language. Requirements specified at higher levels of abstraction
can be considered and linked into the model by means of the mission specification
as discussed in Chapter 5, but will not be further considered in the remainder of
this chapter.

3.2

Classifying Requirements

Distinguishing between various types of requirements is a well-established practice,
most notably the separation between functional and non-functional requirements,
and the further subdivisions thereof, e.g., see [42]. This section presents a taxonomy
of requirement types that are typically found in the space domain. Note however,
that throughout the various industries and disciplines there is not always agreement
on how classifications should be made [64]. However, within the scope of the
COMPASS project, the primary target domain is that of space projects, for which
standards exist that can be used for this purpose. Therefore, the taxonomy is largely
based on[EST1006C].
An overview of the taxonomy is given in Figure 3.2. At the top level, requirements
are categorized as technical requirements and process requirements. The technical
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1. Mission: At this level the entire mission is described, with its goals and
expected products and services.
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Context

Rescue
Traceability
Metrics
Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Quality Standards

Figure 3.2 – Overview of the requirements taxonomy.

Applying the taxonomy to requirements is not a simple one-to-one mapping, but
may involve having multiple classes be applicable to a single requirement. This is
particularly true for more complex requirements, though this is an indication the
requirement itself may be better specified as two separate requirements.
The taxonomy presented here is not unique in its nature, and other taxonomies exist,
also in the aerospace domain. Rather, it has been designed with the formalization
of requirements in mind, in particular geared towards use in the COMPASS toolset.
Technical Requirements
Technical requirements provide specifications of the system under development.
They describe characteristics of the system, but not, e.g., how it is developed or
used.
From a formal point of view, these requirements are the most interesting, as they
describe the system itself; in particular what functions are provided, how they are
to be implemented and under which constraints. See Section 3.3 for more details.
The classes defined in the technical category are listed below:
1. Context Requirements: These requirements specify the context of the system. Such a context can consist of external devices, physical conditions and
resources. This class of requirements encompasses the Environmental and
Physical requirement classes of [EST1006C].
2. Configuration Requirements: These requirements specify the composition
of a system, both sub-systems and their connections. As such, these requirements provide a direct link to requirements of lower abstraction levels.
3. Interface Requirements: These requirements specify both physical and virtual interfaces of the system. Further subclasses are defined as follows:
a) Physical Interface Requirements: Requirements concerning the physical constraints regarding various physical dimensions, such as geometry, mass and inertia.
b) Electrical Interface Requirements: Specification of electrical properties of a system. This also includes margins on the electrical effects the
system may have on its (nearby) environment.
c) Thermal Interface Requirements: Specify properties such as conductibility (thermal resistance).
d) Software Interface Requirements: These specify the interfaces which
software may use to interact with other software or hardware.
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requirements define the “required technical capability of the product in terms of performances, interfaces and operations” [EST1006C], whereas process requirements
defines the required processes to be followed by people to develop, use and maintain the system. Process requirements are generally not formalizable, and therefore
not considered for formalization. The technical requirement classes are considered
on a case-by-case basis.
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4. Functional Requirements: Specify what the system should do. This class
of requirements also entails the Mission requirements class of [EST1006C],
which are considered functional requirements at the mission abstraction
level. These requirements are of a qualitative nature. A set of subclasses is
defined as follows:
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a) Operational Requirements: These requirements specify the rules according to which the system can communicate. Such rules include the
commands and results that may be applicable, as well as the sequences
in which they occur.
i. State Requirements: These requirements describe the possible
states and state transitions of the system. States define how the
system is to respond to inputs, transitions can specify conditions
and triggers relating to their behavior. State requirements also
encompass the specification of state invariants.
ii. Protocol Requirements: They specify the order and format of
messages used for system communication.
b) Algorithmic Requirements: Specify the relation between in- and output in a functional manner, as, e.g., formulas, (pseudo-)code or textual
description.
5. Quality Requirements: Specify the way a system must perform and the
characteristics it must have for it to allow developers, maintainers and users
to performs their tasks related to the system.
a) Performance Requirements: Specify the performance of the system
according to various metrics, e.g., latency or processing capacity.
b) Dependability Requirements: The specifications that relate to the dependability of the system, such as possible failures and their effects.
Dependability requirements can be further subdivided according to
the RAMS attributes:
c) Reliability Requirements: Specify reliability metrics, such as mean
time between failures (MTBF).
d) Availability Requirements: Specify availability metrics. Availability
can be considered the fraction of time, on average, the system is available.
e) Maintainability Requirements: Specify the acceptable amount of effort
required to maintain the system in an operational status, or bring it
back to it.
f) Safety: Specify possible system hazards (internal and external) and the
amount of associated risk that is acceptable.
6. Modifiability Requirements: Specify the effort required to adapt the system
to new applications.
7. Portability Requirements: Specify the effort required to adapt the system to
new environments.

8. Internationalization Requirements: Specify the effort required to adapt the
system to new (natural) languages.
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Process requirements specify the tasks to be performed by people in order to develop, maintain and use the system. Such requirements identify the roles of users,
as well as their associated tasks. Process requirements also identify tools, input and
outputs for associated activities.
In the following, the various subcategories of process requirements are described.
Note, however, that in the rest of this chapter, such requirements will no further be
referenced. This is because of the fact that these requirements do not describe the
system itself, and are not suitable for the types of formal analysis discussed in the
rest of this chapter.
1. Design Requirements: Such requirements are used to ensure that the design
of the system is performed in a systematic and organized way.
2. Verification Requirements: These requirements specify how the system is
to be verified, in particular with respect to other specified requirements.
3. Usage Requirements: Requirements that specify how the system should be
operated by users, in particular which processes are to be followed. They
can be further subdivided as follows:
a) Operational Use Requirements: Specify the processes that operators
have to follow in order to achieve the objectives of the system.
b) Operational Maintenance Requirements: Specify the processes that
are to be followed for maintenance of the system.
c) Handling Requirements: Specify the processes that are to be followed
for handling the system.
d) Training Requirements: Specify the processes that are to be followed
in order to train users on using the system.
e) Installation Requirements: Specify the processes that are to be followed to install the system.
4. Quality Assurance Requirements: Specify how processes are executed correctly.

3.3

Formal Analysis

Considering the importance of technical requirements in the design process, there
is a high demand for validating and verifying them. The earlier this can be achieved,
the more cost-efficient any required changes may be applied. Formally verifying
them provides the best possible guarantees, as correctness can be mathematically
proven.
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Process Requirements
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A variety of methodologies exist around formalization targeting the various aspects
of requirements engineering such as their management, elicitation, representation,
validation and verification. This section looks into the formalization of requirements, in particular with respect to the approach taken in COMPASS, as well as
formally representing and validating the refinement of requirements.
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One major benefit of a formal approach is that the impact of changing a requirement
can much easier be estimated. Updating the formal representation of the requirement allows subsequent analysis to be performed automatically. Furthermore, any
artifacts derived from these specifications can be updated as well.
3.3.1

Formalization

The process of formalizing requirements is a long considered problem, with a variety
of approaches. At the basis, some formalism is required to represent the requirement in the form of a (formal) property. Different formalisms provide varying
levels of expressiveness, which is often correlated to the complexity of algorithms
that can be used for analysis. An overview will directly follow.
Aside from the formalism chosen, the formalization step itself can also be treated
in various ways. Directly formalizing a requirement by hand requires a great deal
of expertise, and is error prone. Automating this task alleviates this. Although full
automation is the ideal, some degree of manual translation is often required.
Formalisms
Perhaps the best known formalisms to represent properties (derived from requirements) are temporal logics. Typical examples are linear temporal logic (LTL) and
computation tree logic (CTL) [49, 116], which apply to discrete systems. These logics capture behavior along paths or trees respectively, and permit the construction
of complex specifications. In Appendix A, these and other logics are descibed in
more detail, including their formal definition.
For real time systems, metric temporal logic (MTL) [94] is an applicable logic. MTL
allows reasoning over continuous time intervals on the ‘until’ operator, making it
suitable for the specification of timed properties. A subset of MTL is metric interval
temporal logic (MITL) [6], which prohibits point intervals.
On the probabilistic side, well-known logics are probabilistic computation tree logic
(PCTL) [73] and continuous stochastic logic (CSL) [12, 13]. Whereas PCTL lends
itself well for discrete probabilistic systems, it is currently not known whether its
associated satisfiability problem is decidable. CSL is well suited for the continuous
domain. The latter is used by COMPASS, as SLIM specifies probabilities by means
of error rates.
Other approaches make use of automata to formally represent system properties,
such as Büchi, Muller and Rabin automata [66], or timed automata [39]. Other

Safety and liveness One aspect of temporal properties is that specific instances
can be categorized as safety or liveness properties [4, 116]. Intuitively, safety properties are satisfied when something bad does not happen, whereas liveness properties
specify that some good behavior occurs eventually. Safety and liveness properties
have been characterized for the linear-time [5, 88] and branching-time settings [28,
97], as well as in the probabilistic setting [86]. Furthermore, in the linear-time
setting, every LTL property can be written as a conjunction of a safety and liveness
property.
The ability to distinguish between the two fragments is useful for verification. Different algorithms are applicable, or event required, for either category. A specialized
algorithm may be more efficient than one that handles all instances of a property
language. For instance, safety properties only need to consider a finite path (prefix).
Highlighting the difference, model checking or checking satisfiability of the safety
fragment of MTL [114] is decidable, but is undecidable in general.
Pattern-based Formalization
So far the discussion considered approaches to represent requirements, though not
the methodology to perform the actual formalization. A well studied approach to
formalization, and one that is used by COMPASS, is the use of patterns [55]. The
concept of patterns is that many requirements are phrased in often recurring ways,
allowing patterns to be derived from them. Based on known requirements a set of
patterns can be built, each pattern containing one or more placeholders, which may
be replaced with concrete statements about the system. To use these patterns, a user
(domain expert) would map a requirement to a patterns, and fill in the placeholders
based on the details of the requirement. Each pattern is mapped to a formula a
priori, with the placeholders representing (usually atomic) propositions.
A variety of catalogs exist that define a set of patterns for a particular class of systems,
e.g., discrete or timed, as well as those that combine them. Initially, the work of
[55] defined a number of patterns for qualitative properties, including LTL and
CTL. Later, in [16, 92] patterns for real-time systems have been introduced. Finally,
[68] covers a set of patterns for probabilistic systems. Patterns from these works
generally apply to various systems, and can be applied to the aerospace domain.
Other, more specific approaches exist as well, such as for security [40] and epistemic
properties [33].
Between all these approaches, a common set of patterns can be found, which is used
as a basis for the work in [10]. COMPASS makes use of a pattern-based approach
as well, using this set as the basis. In particular, this set supports qualitative, timed
and probabilistic properties, which coincides with the semantics supported by the
SLIM language.
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formalisms used include abstract state machines (ASMs) [72], Z [129], B [2], Alloy [82] and OCL [OCL]. However, these will not be discussed further as they are
not used within the framework of COMPASS.
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Patterns are constructed based on two factors: Their class, and their scope. The
pattern classes define the overall structure of the pattern, and determine when the
embedded proposition(s) should hold. More specifically the classes relate to the
materialization of propositions, e.g., whether they appear once, always or never,
and the relation with other propositions, e.g., whether they occur before or after
some other proposition. The scope determines during which period(s) the property
specified by the class should hold.
Classes are primarily divided into groups, namely occurrence and order. The occurrence classes describe the expected lifetime of single properties, whereas order
classes the relation of the lifetime between different properties. Both groups are
summarized below.
As mentioned, classes are instantiated with propositions. In the descriptions below,
these are indicated by φ and ψ. Note that the example formulas are just indicative,
and vary between the various logics that a pattern may be mapped to.
Occurrence classes
» Existence: The proposition φ shall eventually hold. Generally mapped to
the exists operator (i.e., ◊φ), this class of pattern is satisfied when φ holds
true at least once.
» Universality: The proposition φ always holds. This maps to the always operator (i.e., ◻φ). This class is satisfied when the proposition holds true without
interruption.
» Absence: The opposite of universality. This class requires the proposition to
never hold true (i.e., ◻¬φ).
» Recurrence: the proposition φ shall eventually hold, regardless whether it
held previously or not. This can be considered a combination of both the
always and existence operators (i.e., ◻◊φ).
Order classes
» Precedence: The proposition φ is always preceded by the occurrence of
proposition ψ, i.e., some other proposition must have held in the past.
» Response: The proposition φ is always followed by the proposition ψ. Similar to precedence, this class considers another proposition to happen in the
future.
» Response-Invariance: Once the proposition φ holds, the proposition ψ
holds continuously.
» Until: The proposition φ holds until proposition ψ occurs (i.e., φ U ψ). Important to note is that ψ is required to occur for the pattern to be satisfied.
The scope of patterns determine during which period in the lifetime of the whole
system the specification of the class should hold. Like the classes, scopes can be

parameterized. Here, these parameters will use the variables ρ and ω. The following
scopes are defined:

» Before: The pattern is only considered before some other proposition ρ
holds.
» After: The pattern is only considered after some other proposition ρ holds.
» Between: The pattern is only considered after some proposition ρ, up to
some proposition ω holding true. In this case, ω is not required to occur
(weak until).
» After-Until: Like the between scope, but ω is required to occur (strong
until).
Note that the between and after-until scopes consider repetition as well, whereas
before and after only consider the first instance of proposition ρ.
With both the class and the scope known, a formal representation of the pattern
can be constructed. However, further parameters can be provided for timed and
probabilistic aspects. In particular, for ordered classes time bounds can be provided,
and a pattern can be made probabilistic by asserting the bound on the probability
of the pattern being true.
The patterns permit various logics to be used depending on the underlying model.
In the scope of COMPASS, these are LTL, CTL, MTL and CSL, for discrete, timed
and probabilistic models respectively.
The actual formalization of patterns is handled via lookup-tables, which are presented in section B.2. Though some general intuition can be given of the formalization, as presented in the description of classes, the combination of class and scope
is hard to automate. Note that the amount of useful combinations is limited, allowing this to remain practical in use. An overview of those supported by COMPASS
is given in Table 3.1. Note that for probabilistic patterns not all combinations are
supported.
Each pattern can be described in natural language, which makes them much easier to understand. In [10], a grammar has been defined which can use phrases
expressed in the English language to derive instances of patterns, an approach used
in COMPASS as well to save and load properties. This grammar, called the structured English grammar, contains a phrase for each class and scope, as well as the
various parameters that they may be associated with. Text used to fill placeholders
is delimited to allow the pattern to be unambiguously parsed. The grammar itself
is provided in section B.1.
Taking for instance the GPS system described in Listing 2.3, a possible requirement
could be formulated as “After the primary GPS receiver has lost its fix, whenever its
signal strength exceeds 10, eventually a fix is reacquired.” Here, both the response
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» Global: The whole lifetime of the system is considered. In other words, the
lifetime considered is not restricted.

Table 3.1 – Supported classes and scopes in COMPASS. p̄ means probabilistic patterns are
not supported for that combination.
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Class

Global

Before

After

Between

After-Until

Universality
Absense
Existence
Recurrence
Precedence
Reponse
Reponse-Invariance
Until

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓ p̄
✓ p̄
✓
✓ p̄

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓ p̄
✓
✓
✓ p̄

✓
✓
✓ p̄
✓
✓ p̄
✓ p̄
✓
✓ p̄

✓
✓
✓ p̄
✓
✓ p̄
✓ p̄
✓
✓ p̄

class and after scope can be applied. The propositions for the response class would
then be φ = primary.signal > 10 and ψ = has_fix_prim. For the scope then ρ =
¬has_fix_prim. Using the grammar from section B.1, this would be phrased as
After {not has_fix_prim}, if {primary.signal > 10} has occurred then in response
{has_fix_prim} eventually holds..

Property-based Approach
A further approach is based on the use of properties— i.e. design-attributes— specified on the system. The idea is to integrate the specification of requirements directly
into the model of the system by means of attributes within this model. Formal properties are extracted automatically from these properties, permitting the verification
of the requirements. The implementation of this approach used by COMPASS is
considered separately and in more detail in Section 3.4.

Other Linguistic Techniques
A few studies have looked into approaches that distill formal specification from natural language automatically. One branch uses specific subsets of natural language,
controlled natural language (CNL), that have a precise mapping. The grammar
mentioned in Section 3.3.1 is such an approach. Similar work can be found in [109]
and [63].
Other approaches translate requirements based on fully automatic recognition of
natural language descriptions, i.e., natural language processing (NLP). In [89], followed by [90], linguistic techniques are used to extract terms from requirements to
build an ontology for use with message sequence charts (MSCs), based on named
entity recognition (NER). In [61] a tool named NL2ACTL is used for NLP of requirements, representing them in the tree-based logic action-based CTL (CTL) [111]. [8]
provides the tool Circe for this purpose.

Model Checking

The formal specification of requirements alone permits them to be validated, such as
checking for inconsistencies. Such a check can be performed by checking whether
the conjunction of two requirements is unsatisfiable. However, for the verification
of requirements, a (design) model is required for the system against which the
requirements are verified. In COMPASS, this role is fulfilled by the model specified
in SLIM.
Verifying requirements then becomes a model-checking problem, checking that
the model satisfies the formal property. In the simplest cases, this is either a yes/no
answer. Alternatively, some quantitative measure can be determined, e.g., probabilities. Model checking in COMPASS is discussed in Chapter 5.
These models also let themselves naturally be refined by means of defining subcomponents for systems which prior were still abstract. The following deals with the
refinement of requirement based on contract-based analysis (CBA), the implementation of which is treated in Chapter 5.
3.3.3

Requirements Refinement and Contract Based Design

As previously mentioned, during project development requirements are refined
into requirements of lower levels of abstraction. This is a common source of errors,
such as inconsistent requirements or refined requirements not fulfilling the higher
level requirement. Thus, being able to validate refined requirements is certainly
beneficial.
Within the component-based methodology of COMPASS, properties can be specified against the interface of components. As systems are further decomposed into
subcomponents, associated requirements can be refined into specifications for the
subcomponents. Between each level, this refinement can be validated with a contract-based approach. Such a contract-based design (CBD) [46, 104] fits well within
the hierarchical specification of SLIM models.
Contracts are specified on the interface of a component, and are structured into
an assumption and a guarantee. The assumption asserts the environment fulfills
certain conditions. The guarantee specifies how the component must respond, i.e.,
what its behavior is. Formally, such contracts are denoted as ⟨α, β⟩, where α is the
assumption, and β the guarantee, both being properties specified on the interface
of a component.
A contract ⟨α 2 , β 2 ⟩ is said to refine a contract ⟨α 1 , β 1 ⟩ if and only if β 2 refines β 1
and α 1 refines α 2 . The refinement of properties is expressed in terms of traces.
e1
Each property is associated with a set of traces, where a trace is a sequence s 0 Ð→
e3
e2
s 1 Ð→ s 2 Ð→ . . ., with each s i being a configuration of the EDA associated with the
component, and e i some (internal) event or time delay. For a given property φ this
set of traces Tr(φ) is exactly the set of traces that satisfy the property. A property
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Contract
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Contract
refinement
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Subsystem
Requirements
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GPS_receiver

GPS_receiver

Figure 3.3 – Overview of contract based refinement. Formal properties are derived from
requirements and used to specify contracts. Systems are refined into subsystems, for which
in turn contracts are specified as well. These contracts then refine those of the system.

φ 2 is said to refine a property φ 1 if its set of traces is contained within that of φ 1 , i.e.,
Tr(φ 2 ) ⊆ Tr(φ 1 ). For example, a property ◻(◊a ∧ ◊b) is refined by ◻◊a and ◻◊b.
Requirements that specify constraints in the inputs of systems can be mapped to
assumptions. A common source is interface requirements that specify what the
system must, or must not, accept. The requirements that specify how the system
should function, in particular what outputs should be provided are mapped to the
guarantees. When a requirement is refined, it leads to assumptions and guarantees
on subsystems. The refinement can then be validated by checking whether the
contracts specified on the subsystems refine that of the system itself. The implementation of this approach in COMPASS is discussed in Chapter 5. A graphical
depiction of this process is shown in Figure 3.3. For instance, the contract of the
top-level system GPS could state ⟨⊺, ◻◊position⟩¹. This contract can be refined by
the contracts of the GPS_receiver subsystems, which may state ⟨⊺, ◻◊position⟩
as well. Thus, the contracts of the subsystems can be used to prove the GPS system
always will have a fix.

1 As no assumption is required, it can be defined as ⊺.

Catalogue of System and Software Properties

The taxonomy of Section 3.2 can be used to look at formalizing requirements from
a different perspective. Instead of looking for patterns in the way requirements
are formulated, it is possible to look at the design attributes of the system that
requirements impose their conditions and limitations on. As a system is further
refined and expanded, such attributes are specified to configure parts of the system
or specify some measures. For example, design attributes may specify scheduling
constraints or the boundaries of system parameters.
This provides an opportunity to improve the way models and requirements are
formalized. Such design attributes are often specified early on in the design of the
system, allowing the formal process to be integrated earlier and with less effort in
the development process.
This idea led to the development of the CSSP [HB2], which is a collection of formal properties that are associated with such design attributes. Providing a formal
representation of these properties provides a way to formally capture the meaning
of the design attributes. One or more properties can automatically be mapped to a
formal specification of the associated attributes, which can subsequently be used
for model checking, checking the consistency of requirements or CBA.
3.4.1

Properties as Design Attributes

When specifying requirements for physical system, they commonly refer to certain
properties or the system, from here on referred to as design attributes. Examples of
such attributes are response times and mode invariants.
These design attributes can be applied directly to the model representing the system,
the same as mentioned in Section 3.3.2. Elements of this design model are assigned
values to their specific design attributes (e.g., modes are assigned invariants) based
on the relevant requirements (such as state requirements).
As part of the Catalogue of System and Software Properties (CATSY) project, a
catalog has been made of the various attributes that can be found in aerospace
projects. From this catalog, formal properties were defined which can automatically
be derived from such properties.
Concretely, the CSSP is a collection of properties specified for SLIM, aggregated
into a property set. Such properties reflect particular design attributes, and can be
used together with other CSSP properties to derive one or more formal properties
automatically.
Based on the taxonomy presented in Section 3.2, a number of common properties
can be identified in aerospace project requirements. These properties have been
taken as a basis to define the CSSP property set that will be introduced in Section 3.4.2. Examples of such properties are monitored parameters (as can be found
in monitoring requirement types), latency (performance requirements) or mean
time to failure (MTTF) (reliability requirements).
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Such properties can either be mapped to CSSP properties directly, or be represented
by modeling them in the system specification. In section C.4, the design attributes
known by the CSSP approach are identified, classified according to requirement
types.
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3.4.2

CSSP Property Set

Based on the aforementioned aerospace related properties, the CSSP property set
has been defined for SLIM, which is used for the automatic derivation of formal
properties. Like other AADL-based properties, they are applied directly to elements
of the model.
An example property is FailureCondition, which is a property that can be specified directly on components in the model. The type of the property is a list of mode
references. When specified, this list contains those modes in which the component is considered to be in a failure state. As will be detailed later, various formal
properties can be derived using this information. For example, metrics such as
availability can be determined based on this information (by determining the fraction of time spend in non-failure modes versus failure modes). In section C.1, a
complete overview is given of the AADL properties defined within the CSSP.
An advantage of this approach is that it is easily extensible. When further design
attributes need to be captured by the CSSP, new properties can be defined in its
property set. A domain expert can define the associated formal properties, which
can subsequently be used by users who are not experts in formal methods. The
following section defines the formal properties that can currently be derived from
the CSSP.
3.4.3

CSSP Derived Properties

Completing the CSSP approach, formal properties can be derived from the CSSP
properties. Each individual CSSP property models a certain expectation, which
combined with others provides a means to encode them in a formal specification.
The mapping between CSSP properties and formal properties is many-to-many, as
multiple CSSP properties may be involved in specifying formal properties, some
optionally, and multiple formal properties may refer to the same CSSP property.
An overview of the possible formal properties that can be derived from the CSSP
is given in section C.2. Such properties apply to a single element from the model,
as is indicated by the parameter.
For example, some requirement may specify that an alarm must be triggered upon
entering a certain failure condition. This requirement thus specifies the failure detection delay attribute for this failure condition. Two CSSP properties allow this to be
specified. First, the model must specify some port that is used to represent the alarm
which should be raised. Then, the FailureCondition property can be specified for
this alarm port, which specifies under which condition it must be triggered. Next,

Listing 3.1: Example watchdog device with CSSP properties.
the AlarmDelay property specifies the maximum delay, as specified by the failure
detection delay attribute. Finally, two formal properties can be derived according to
section C.2: CompleteAlarmProperty(p) and CorrectAlarmProperty(p). Verifying both allows one to verify that the specification fulfills the original requirement.
As a more concrete example, consider a watchdog that monitors some signal, and
fires an event if that signal does not occur within some predetermined time-bound.
In terms of the GPS example from Chapter 2. it could monitor the position port,
and trigger some event if it is not updated on-time. An example specification is
given in Listing 3.1. It specifies two properties, namely Timeout and TimeoutReset.
Both are applied to the anomaly_detected port. As indicated in section C.2, these
properties suffice to define the CompleteTimeoutProperty and CorrectTimeoutProperty for this port, which correspond to the formulae ◻◊≤20 (anomaly_detected ∨
watchdog_event) and ◻(O≤20 watchdog_event → ¬anomaly_detected) respectively.

3.5

Discussion

When it comes to the development of any project, and aerospace projects in particular, the importance of requirements engineering should not be underestimated.
Although an important aspect of requirements is answering what is to be done,
ensuring the answer is valid is equally as important.
Both validation (doing the right thing) and verification (doing the thing right) of
requirements is non-trivial. Doing so by means of formal methods provides hard
guarantees that this is done correctly, avoiding some costly pitfalls. However, this is
not simple to do, and various aspects and approaches have to be taken into account.
Various logics provide different degrees of expressiveness and support for different
classes of models. However, support for more complex expressions or semantics
often comes at the cost of a higher complexity for solving satisfiability or model
checking problems. Therefore, it makes sense to adapt the choice of logic to the
specific query imposed by a requirement, rather than going for a single all-encompassing solution. However, this imposes a higher burden on the framework chosen
for formalization.
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device Watchdog
features
watchdog_event : in event port;
anomaly_detected : out event port;
properties
CSSP::Timeout => 20 Sec applies to anomaly_detected;
CSSP::TimeoutReset => reference(watchdog_event)
applies to anomaly_detected;
end Watchdog;
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Formalizing requirements by hand is known to be difficult, and various degrees
of automation exist to alleviate this. Pattern-based approaches are common and
cover many types of requirements. Mapping them to natural language is possible,
though restricted to a limited set of grammatical structures. Full natural language
processing can improve this, but comes at a significantly higher complexity.
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The CSSP provides an approach that encodes requirements directly into the model
of the system being developed. Although this requires such a model to exist prior to
translating the requirements, it provides a simple structured way of formalization.
The current set of supported properties is very specific to the aerospace domain
it was originally designed for, but can easily be extended to others. Unfortunately,
no case study has yet been performed that makes extensive use of the approach,
making it difficult to estimate its effect on the validation of requirement. This
remains to be future work.
The possibilities for specification and analysis of requirements addressed in this
chapter can be summarized as follows: First, the taxonomy presented in Section 3.2
can be used to identify the type of a particular requirement, which influence the
parameters that drive the analysis.
Next, the requirement can be formalized into a formal property. Pattern-based
approaches allow for selecting a pre-formatted structure with placeholders, that
can be filled in according to the requirement. An attribute-based approach instead
inserts properties into the model specification. Both approaches automatically
derive a formal property from the specification. Otherwise, a formal logic may be
used (such as one from Appendix A), but this requires expert-level knowledge of
these logics that the other approaches avoid. A possible workflow will be discussed
in Section 5.3.1.
Finally, properties can be used to specify contracts for the various systems and
subsystems in the model, permitting the use of CBA. This allows for a compositional-based approach, which helps tracking the refinement of requirements across
project abstraction levels, as well as enabling compositional-based reasoning, the
latter making formal analysis tractable for a larger class of model than monolithic
approaches may be able to handle.

4
Statistical Model Checking
Abstract – This chapter introduces the principles of SMC, some of its benefits and shortcomings, as well as its application within the COMPASS toolset
by means of the slimsim tool. Two key advantages make SMC very useful in
practice: it can handle a very large class of input models, and it scales well with
regard to the complexity of the input model.

ost commonly when people refer to model checking, it is implicitly assumed to be of exact or numerical nature. Most model checkers use such
methods to provide hard guarantees about their results. An unfortunate
consequence is that such methods are often computationally very hard, or even
undecidable. An alternative approach uses statistical methods, which make use of
simulation in order to decide whether some property holds or not. Such outcomes
come with a certain statistical significance, determined by the thoroughness of the
simulation. This means that a statistical model checker will not be able to provide
the absolute results that conventional (i.e., analytical or numerical) model checkers
would. The advantages of statistical methods are, however, significant. As the only
requirement is that the model can be simulated— in other words, have measurable
execution paths— a much larger class of models can be handled by statistical model
checkers. The approach is also highly parallelizable, taking the benefit from modern multi-core architectures. Finally, the demand for system resources is generally
more favorable. A statistical model checker only needs to keep track of the current
simulation state, and does not need to built the complete state space, or part thereof.

M

As the SLIM language permits the specifications of models that contain discrete,
continuous and probabilistic behavior, the need for statistical model checking for
quantitative analysis becomes apparent, as neither numerical nor analytical methods are available that can handle this class of models. Prior to the use of statistical
model checking, probabilistic analysis was limited to those models that did not spec-
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ify any continuous dynamics, or even infinitely sized models. To fulfill this need, a
statistical model checker named slimsim was created, which supports the analysis
of quantitative properties for SLIM models without any restrictions regarding their
specification.
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4.1

Accuracy and Precision

Two key concepts play a role when discussing statistical methods for model checking: accuracy and precision. Accuracy pertains to how close an answer is to the
truth. In qualitative model checking, answers are accurate if and only if the modelchecking algorithm results in true if and only if the property is true. For quantitative model checking, it is the distance between the calculated probability of the
property being true and the actual probability of the property holding true.
Precision pertains to the closeness of different results under the same conditions.
More specifically, it describes either repeatability or reproducability. In the scope
of quantitative model checking, usually repeatability is meant. A precision of 10−6
would mean the results has an absolute error of at most 10−6 .
All prior mentioned model checking methods have either been analytical or numerical in nature. Analytical methods can provide answers that are guaranteed
to be correct, and with infinite precision. For instance, analysis on probabilistic
programs may generate expressions over the expected runtime of a program [85].
Numerical methods also provide guarantees, but at a (arbitraryly) limited precision.
Many model checkers for Markov-models support some variant of value iteration,
which can determine metrics such as a reachability probability or expected time up
to a certain precision (intuitively, values are updated until their change is within a
certain threshold). Better precision generally makes the problem computationally
harder. Thus, a tradeoff is required between the preciseness of the result, and the
time and memory available to calculate it.
statistical model checking relaxes this by using statistical means to derive an answer,
meaning not only precision, but also accuracy is limited. Statistical approaches have
an inherent amount of error in their results, which is expressed in the confidence.
This is the probability of the result obtained by simulation being true. For qualitative
analysis, this involves the probability of either a false positive or a false negative. For
quantitative analysis, it is the probability that the calculated result coincides with
the actual probability. For quantitative algorithms, the error bound additionally
specifies the size of the range in which the result is deemed true. Both metrics
can be chosen arbitrarily within the range [0, 1), with similar trade-offs as for the
precision of numerical methods.

Statistical Analysis

SMC [67, 142] techniques are based on the Monte-Carlo method, and extend it to be
able to verify bounded temporal properties¹. Effectively, the simulation “executes”
the model, and checks at runtime if the property holds.
The Monte-Carlo method [110, 135] was originally invented around 1946, providing
a way to tackle problems that could not be solved by deterministic methods. It can
be used for problems of a probabilistic nature. For such a problem, a random set
of inputs is sampled, to which then a deterministic computation is applied (i.e., to
check whether they lie in a certain set). These results can then be used to provide a
solution for this problem.
In the case of SMC, the problem can be stated as determining if some property
holds true with some probability above or below some threshold. To estimate this
using the Monte-Carlo method, samples are generated in the form of traces from
the transition system described by the model. The outcome of each generated trace
is used to determine the likelihood that this is the case.
A variant thereof determines for probabilistic properties the actual probability. Samples are generated until some threshold is exceeded, at which point the mean of the
samples can be used to estimate the probability.
Taking the above into account, any SMC algorithm relies on three components:
» A path generator (discrete event simulator);
» A property checker;
» Some termination condition.
The property checker decides whether the path generation needs to continue or
not. It checks at runtime if the property holds, does not hold or if more simulation
steps are required in order to draw a conclusion. This also means it can only verify properties that only require a bound (but arbitrary) number of steps to verify.
Otherwise an infinite number of steps may be required.
The termination condition is necessary to determine the number of traces that need
to be generated. Normally, some metric is used which either decides a priori the
number of traces to reach a statistically significant conclusion, or decides on the fly
if enough traces have been collected, which may vary depending on the variation
of the outcome.
The two SMC algorithms can be classified as probability estimation and hypothesis
testing. The latter formulates a hypothesis that the estimated probability is above or
below some threshold probability θ. This is relevant for many probabilistic model
checking properties, which encompass queries such as “does the probability of
occurrence of x exceed θ?”
1 Properties that can be checked in a finite number of steps or with a finite amount of time.
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4.2

Table 4.1 – Overview of hypothesis test algorithms.
Name
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Gauss-CI
Chernoff-CI
Chow-Robbins
SPRT
Gauss-SSP

Sample size
Fixed
Fixed
Mixed
Sequential
Fixed

Parameters (excluding α, β)
N
є
є
δ
δ

Probability estimation on the other hand simply determines the probability of the
property holding true. In other words, it tries to answers questions like “what is
the probability of occurrence of x?”
4.2.1

Hypothesis Testing

In the case of hypothesis testing, the problem is formulated using a null hypothesis
H 0 and one or more alternative hypotheses H n . The idea is to collect enough samples to allow either H 0 to be rejected (accepting one of H n ), or vice versa. Note
that neither type of hypothesis can be proven to hold, but only be given a certain
confidence. The latter is achieved by limiting the probability of drawing a conclusion erroneously. One possibility is to reject H 0 incorrectly, which is an error of
type I — a false negative. The probability of a type I error α is the significance level.
The other is to accept H 0 when in truth some H n holds true, which is an error of
type II — a false positive. Having β be the probability of a type II error, 1 − β is the
power of the hypothesis test.
In the setting of model checking, the question is generally whether or not the true
probability lies above or below some threshold. This can be formulated by means of
a null hypothesis H 0 ∶ p = θ² and alternative hypotheses H+ ∶ p > θ and H− ∶ p < θ.
In order to determine which of the hypotheses to accept, the number of positive
samples either has to be above some threshold to accept H+ , or below another to
accept H− . Alternatively, it may happen that such a threshold is never reached, at
which point the test becomes inconclusive.
A variety of algorithms exist that can perform hypothesis testing [120]. They vary
in terms of achievable power, significance or the number of samples required for
drawing a conclusion of a particular power and significance.
A summary of those tests can be found in Table 4.1. They hint towards their sample
sizes and what input parameters are expected. For the prior, fixed means the sample
size is defined a priori, sequential means the decision is made after each sample,
and mixed means a decision is also made after each sample, but with some known
upper-bound. What follows is a summary of the tests from [120] which are most
relevant for the discussion that will follow.
2 Note that

p = θ can never be shown to be correct, but the inverse is possible.

Gauss-CI The Gauss-CI test is based on the central limit theorem (CLT). The
sample size N is fixed beforehand, from which a confidence interval can be derived.
The variable N is determined such that Pr[S N > u ∗ ∣ H 0 ] < α, where u∗ defines
the boundary between accepting H+ and not being able to draw a conclusion yet
(i.e., not rejecting H 0 ). In other words, if ϕ is the standard normal cumulative
distribution, then
√
u ∗ = ϕ−1 (1 − α) N θ(1 − θ) = −l ∗ .
Here, l ∗ is the lower bound where H− can be accepted.
Chernoff-CI The Chernoff-CI test uses a different confidence interval, and uses
the Chernoff-Hoefding (CH)-bound to determine the number of required samples.
Choosing α and an approximation parameter є, the number of samples to draw is
then determined as
2
1
N = 2 log .
2є
α
It then holds that
Pr[∣ X̄ − θ∣ ≥ є] ≤ α .
After sampling N times, if ∣ X̄ − θ∣ > є, where X̄ = N1 S N , then H+ or H− is accepted
depending on whether X̄ > θ or X̄ < θ. If that is not the case, the test is inconclusive.
Chow-Robbins The Chow-Robbins test is based on the Gauss-CI test. However,
as samples are generated the width of the confidence interval for p̂ N = SNN is deter√
(1− p̂′ )
mined. At N ′ samples this width is 2ϕ−1 α p̂′N N ′N . If the confidence interval is
then entirely above θ, H+ can be accepted with confidence 1 − 2α (and vice versa
for H− when below θ). This allows the test to terminate possibly before generating
N samples.
SPRT The sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) test [142] is based on the work
of Wald [140]. The idea is to calculate the ratio
p+S N (1 − p+ ) N−S N
,
p−S N (1 − p− ) N−S N
where p+ = θ+δ and p− = θ−δ, with δ being a parameter specifying the indifference
level. If the above ratio is large, H+ is accepted, and if it is small H− . To determine
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In the following, N refers to the number of samples. Each sample is drawn from a
Bernoulli process with X i , i ∈ [1..N] random variables, each variable representing
the outcome of testing a property φ, where X i = 1 means φ = ⊺ and X i = 0 means
φ = . Finally, S N = ∑ Ni=1 X i gives the estimator sum.

the boundaries at which the ratio becomes large, respectively small enough, the
following can be used:
1
(log u ′ − q 2 N) − N θ
q1
1
l(N) = (log l ′ − q 2 N) − N θ ,
q1
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where
q 1 = log (
and

p+ ⋅ (1 − p− )
1 − p+
), q 2 = log (
)
(1 − p+ ) ⋅ p−
1 − p−
l′ =

α1
1 − α1
, u′ =
.
1 − α2
α2

Gauss-SSP The Gauss-SSP test can be compared to the SPRT test, but with a fixed
sample size N. After sampling N times, if S N > N θ then H+ is accepted, otherwise
H− . N has to be chosen large enough according to α, for which the following
equations apply:
N ≥(

ϕ−1 (1 − α 1 )
) (θ − δ)(1 − θ + δ) ,
δ

N ≥(

ϕ−1 (α 2 )
) (θ + δ)(1 − θ − δ) .
δ

2

2

Here, α 1 is the probability of a false positive when accepting H+ , whereas α 2 is the
probability of a false positive when accepting H− .
4.2.2

Probability Estimation

Probability estimation concerns itself with the quantitative aspect of probabilistic
model checking, where the probability of a property holding true (Pr[ϕ] = p) is
estimated. Such an estimation can be acquired by generating N samples, and taking
the ratio S N/N = p′ . The question remains on how to determine N. To this end, the
confidence interval (CI) methods can be used, as the CI gives a direct quantitative
measure. This makes the Gauss-CI, Chernoff-CI and Chow-Robbins approaches
suitable. For example, the CH-bound can be used as follows. Given the parameters
є and α, recall the number of samples can be determined by 4 log( δ2 )/є 2 . Then, the
probability is estimated such that Pr[∣p′ − p∣ ≤ є] = 1 − α.
4.2.3

Related Work and Tools

A variety of tools exists, each tool supporting various modeling formalisms and
statistical model checking approaches. Most tools focus on hypothesis testing, although a few support probability estimation as well.

YMER [143] supports qualitative analysis using SPRT for discrete-time Markov
chains (DTMCs) and continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs), as well as generalized semi-Markov processs (GSMPs). MRMC [87] supports DTMCs, CTMCs
and Markov reward models (MRMs), and can perform qualitative analysis using
CI-based approaches. Gauss-single sample plan (SSP) and the Chow-Robbins (CR)method. An extension PVeStA adds support for parallelization. It further evolved
with MultiVeStA [124], adding support for multiple simulation engines.
On the quantitative side, a few tools exist as well. APMC [78] support statistical
analysis for DTMCs, using an approach based on CH-bound. COSMOS [14] supports stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) based on the CR test for probability estimation.
Both quantitative and qualitative analysis is supported by UPPAAL(-SMC) [53] (version 4.1.14 and up), PLASMA-lab [31], PRISM [95] (version 4.0) and MODES [27].
UPPAAL(-SMC) can verify properties for priced timed automata (PTA), using
the SPRT approach for qualitative purposes, the CH-bound for quantitative purposes. PRISM supports DTMCs, CTMCs and Markov decision processs (MDPs).
For quantitative analysis, confidence interval and CH-based approaches are available, with additionally SPRT for qualitative analysis. PLASMA supports DTMCs,
MDPs and, with an extension, PTA. MODES is part of the Modest toolset, and
supports the analysis of stochastic timed automata (STA) using either SPRT, CI or
CH methods.

4.3

Caveats in Simulation Semantics

For fully probabilistic models, statistical model checking is a very useful approach.
However, employed in the context of the models treated in this thesis, some caveats
need to be taken into consideration [HB1]. These mostly pertain to the problem
of scheduling. As a statistical model checker requires a fully probabilistic model
as input, any non-determinism has to be resolved. The same holds for scheduling
concurrent systems. These considerations, as well as some other technical ones, are
presented in the following.
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The choice of statistical method used depends on the domain of the problem and
which parameters are most relevant. Fixed sample sizes allow the computational
effort to be determined up front, but lack the ability to terminate earlier when the
result can be decided beforehand. On the other hand, sequential tests may need an
arbitrarily large number of samples. However, in all cases it is important to consider
what the driving parameters are. Some amount of error has to be accepted, but the
type depends on the approach used. Finally, for problems where the estimated
probability lies close to the true probability, CI methods generally do not work
very well, the result being either inconclusive or requiring a impractical number of
samples. An overview of these effects can be found in [120].

4.3.1
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Transition Interleaving
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For timed models, a particular aspect that needs to be considered is the ordering
and interleaving between discrete and timed transitions. Such models do not specify this, and it is up to the analysis engine to explore the different combinations that
lead to all possible states. This means that subsequent timed or discrete transitions
are possible. However, for performance reasons a simulator may choose to only
consider a single timed transition between discrete transitions. Such an implementation must still consider the possible points in time that may be relevant to the
property under investigation, when its truth value may change transiently under
the possible range of time delays.
Most often, the timed and discrete steps are considered as integral. This leads to
the notion of the one-step probability, which is the probability associated with
both waiting a specific delay (which may be none) and choosing a specific discrete
transition. With such an approach, the possible combinations must be considered
carefully, which is discussed below.
4.3.2

Underspecification

A major difference between SMC and other model checking techniques is that SMC
relies on simulations, which in turn require the model to be — to some degree —
concrete. This means that from any given state that the model is in, it must be
possible to determine a unique next state.
Generally, as models provide some level of abstraction from a real system, some
branching is possible, i.e., from one state multiple next states are reachable. Such
branches generally stem from the fact that either it is not known a priori what state
the system will be in next, given the current state, or because it is left open to permit
different implementations. This is referred to as underspecification of the model,
and within the paradigm of COMPASS can take two forms: non-determinism and
time bounds.
If underspecification occurs in a model to which SMC is to be applied, it has to be
resolved somehow. Ideally, a single choice would be made. However, this limits the
search space. More often, some probability distribution is applied over the possible
choices.
The consequence of assuming a probability distribution is that the resulting probabilities do not range from all the probabilities over the choices, but instead are
the weighted sum of them, depending on the distribution used. This means that
any probability determined by the simulator lies somewhere in the range of the
overall minimum or maximum, without knowing how far from either point this
probability is.
Ultimately, the engineer has to decide if this approach is acceptable. For systems
where the non-determinism has only “minor” influence, it may very well be, but
the difference in semantics should be well understood before doing so.

Non-Determinism

As an example, see Figure 4.1. Starting in location p 0 , three choices are available.
Two transitions synchronize on action α, and one on action β. The choice between
the α transitions represent an internal choice, and the choice between α and β an
external choice. External choice influences, or may be influenced by, synchronizing
components, internal choices are not.
Multiple ways of handling this issue are possible. First, the simulator may simply
reject the model, which for example is the default behavior of the Modest tool [27].
This ensures the output of the simulator remains sound, as it will not impose any behavior that the model does not specify. It is, however, quite restrictive and prevents
the simulator from producing results that may otherwise still be useful.
Another possibility is to try and transform the model such that non-determinism
no longer occurs. This is possible by means of slicing away parts of the model that
are not relevant to the property being analyzed [112], or reducing the model by
means of bisimulation minimization. The latter may remove non-determinism if
the possible choices lead to an equivalent outcome. In this case it may be dubbed
spurious [27].
Finally, the simulator may simply assume a probability distribution over the possible choices. This is a discrete probability distribution ranging over the various
possible choices. In COMPASS, the number of choices is always finite, but depending on the model in general this may be either a finite or infinite distribution.
Usually, for finite models the discrete uniform distribution is chosen, basedon the
assumption that without further information, all possibilities can be considered
equipossible and hence should all occur equally likely.
Time Bounds
In the case of timed models (or hybrid in general), timed transitions specify the
delay between state changes. In the model, this delay may be underspecified, meaning it is left open what value the delay assumes in the model when undertaking the
transition. Often, the delay is bounded from above, meaning it has a maximum. A
minimum delay may be specified as well. Finally, it may be unbounded, or bounded
from below only, meaning a maximum delay has not been specified.
To deal with this, the simulator has to assign a probability distribution, similar as is
required for non-determinism. The main difference is that it now is a continuous
distribution function, as delays may vary over a continuous range. For bounded
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Non-determinism applies to the discrete aspects of the model’s behavior, where
from one state multiple other states can be reached, where it is free to choose which
one. In other words, if a state has multiple enabled transitions with the same action,
it is said to be non-deterministic. A particular important aspect of this is that it is a
purely abstract notion, and hence cannot be simulated. Because the model does not
provide any concrete information on what state is next, execution cannot continue.
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Figure 4.1 – Example of non-determinism.

α
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p1

Figure 4.2 – Example with time bounds.

delays, generally the (continuous) uniform distribution is assumed for the same
reasons as for non-determinism. For unbounded delays, a distribution with infinite
support is required. It depends on the semantics of the model what may fit best,
though in the aerospace domain this is often the exponential distribution. This
distribution is frequently used to model, e.g., failure rates, and fits them well in
practice. As there is often no upper bound on the time until failure, an upper
bound cannot be specified. However, failure rates are often already described by
means of an exponential rate, and this information may be embedded in the model
directly.
An example is shown in Figure 4.2, where a transition is enabled between one
and five time units. Furthermore, the location p 0 has an invariant that does not
permit time to exceed five while it is active. Thus, some distribution is required
that supports values ranging from zero to five, or a subset thereof.
4.3.3

Scheduling

In the case of a model that contains more than one process, the scheduling between
these processes is often left unspecified. Such an underspecification makes it possible for analysis to examine all possible scheduling options, but leaves the same
problem as mentioned before in this section.
For timed models, the scheduling may be based on the notion of the ‘fastest’ process,
which is the process for which the shortest delay has been sampled. If the delay and
state change are considered as a single step— a concept which is further discussed
in Section 4.3.1— this solution comes forward naturally.
Alternatively, and required for discrete models, the process to execute has to be
selected probabilistically. Again, based on equiprobability, the uniform distribution
is a good candidate.
4.3.4

Synchronization

When two synchronized processes have the same action transition enabled, care
has to be taken that both processes remain in a consistent state after the transition
has been taken. Foremost, it has to be ensured that the (possible) invariants for
each process are not violated. However, it also affects the possble samples for the
delays that are associated with the transitions. If the ranges of the possible delays
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are not identical and one-step semantics are employed, the intersection of these
ranges should be considered, otherwise at least one transition would not be enabled.
An example is shown in Figure 4.3. Both p 0 and q 0 do not permit time to exceed
five. Synchronizing on action α, both transitions can only be taken in the interval
[0, 5] ∩ [2, 5] = [2, 5]. Furthermore, the target location p 1 does not permit time to
exceed four, hence the transition can only be taken in the interval [2, 5] ∩ [0, 4] =
[2, 4].
4.3.5

Bias

Both inter- and intra-process delay sampling may be subject to a bias depending
on the semantics being used. First of all, the order between selecting a delay and a
non-deterministic transition greatly matters. When non-determinism is resolved
first, the choice of transition is based solely on the distribution between transitions,
normally uniform. On the other hand, if the delay is sampled first, the size of the
time ranges of each transitions adds a bias towards transitions with larger ranges
(see also Section 4.4).
Bias may also be introduced if the generation of a delay is possible at which time
a transition is not enabled. For non-convex intervals, a sample that falls outside
of the interval, but is larger than the interval’s minimum, generates a bias towards
higher delay values.
Consider the examples in Figure 4.4. Determining first which transition to take,
in all three cases the distribution between the two target locations is the same (i.e.,
50/50). However, determining the time delay first some differences become apparent. Assuming a uniform distribution in the interval [0, 5], the first automaton
P has a 0.8 probability of moving to p 1 and 0.2 for p 2 . The inverse holds for the
second automaton Q, as any delay in the interval (1, 4) will eventually lead to a
total delay within [4, 5]. The rightmost automaton R shows that the delay itself
is not enough, as any delay in [4, 5] leaves the choice for either transition open.
Selecting uniformly, the distribution would be 0.9 for r 1 , and 0.1 for r 2 . It is exactly
this behavior that leads to the discussion of strategies presented in Section 4.5.
4.3.6 Strict Bounds
Invariants and transition guards may specify expressions over clocks by means of
strict comparison operators. This results in open ranges for the intervals that govern the possible delays. For instance, an invariant may specify a bound < 5, which
permits delays up to but not including five units of time. For practical implementa-
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Figure 4.3 – Example network with synchronizing actions.
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Figure 4.4 – Examples of underspecification of both choice and time with convex, nonconvex and overlapping intervals respectively.
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Figure 4.5 – Examples showing respectively a time-lock, an action-lock and a deadlock.

tions, such ranges cannot be considered as-is, as a delay has to be a concrete value,
and is stored with a fixed width. Either the simulator will have to reject such models,
or approximate the range by adding or subtracting the smallest representable unit
from the range.
4.3.7

Invalid Paths

In some cases it is possible for the model to permit certain behavior with unsound or
unwanted semantics. In COMPASS, states that exhibit such behavior are either timelocks, action-locks or deadlocks. A time-lock (or Zeno-state) is a state from which no
path emerges that allows time to progress indefinitely. That is, any infinite execution
from this state allows only a finite amount of time to pass. Such executions are called
Zeno [134]. The states of the first automaton in Figure 4.5 are all time-locks, as none
allow time to progress beyond five units.
Action-locks are states in which no further discrete behavior can occur, but time
is permitted to progress. It depends on the semantics of the model if this can be
considered permissible. However, within the aerospace domain, normally reactive
systems are modeled, for which this is invalid behavior. The second automaton
of Figure 4.5 shows such states in location q 1 : No other locations can be reached,
though time is permitted to increase.
Finally, deadlocks are a combination of time- and action-locks, where no behavior
is possible at all. The third automaton in Figure 4.5 has a deadlock in location r 1 ,
where after a total delay of 5, neither time can increase, nor can any location be
reached by a discrete transition.
When such states can be reached it is considered a modeling error, but such errors
cannot always be detected up front. For the simulator, action- and deadlocks simply

Checking for states that exhibit Zeno behavior is a hard problem. Non-Zenoness
can be guaranteed by certain properties [77], but this alone is not sufficient, as for
a simulator a state needs to be Zeno-free. Alternatively, syntactic properties can be
specified that ensure that locations are strongly non-Zeno [30]. However, these may
be too strong. In practice, a simulator is often safeguarded against Zeno behavior by
having a maximum number of steps configured, which terminates the simulation
when exceeded.
4.3.8

Parallelization

As the core algorithm for SMC requires a large number of statistically independent
samples, it allows itself to be trivially parallelized: each processing unit can simply
generate samples individually. However, some care has to be taken not to introduce
a bias, as demonstrated in [143]. When considering the result of a sample as it becomes available, a bias is generated by samples associated with short paths, as these
are generated faster. Some balancing is required in order to avoid such behavior,
where each processor is tasked with generating the same amount of samples, thus
avoiding the issue. Depending on the SMC algorithm, this number may be known
a priori, in which case the number of samples per processor can be determined up
front as well. If this is not the case, processors may simply buffer samples up to a
fixed amount, until processors all have reached this amount, at which point these
samples are considered, similar to a barrier.
4.3.9

Rare Events

A particular challenging aspect of models for SMC are rare events, which represent behavior that has a very low probability of occurring. Measuring for such
events using the regular Monte-Carlo method requires a prohibitively large number of samples in order to reduce the variance enough to be able to give meaningful
statistical answers.
Various techniques do exist to work around this problem, by introducing a controlled bias towards such rare events, making them more likely to occur during
simulation, referred to as rare event simulation [121]. Two approaches are wellknown, importance sampling and importance splitting.
Importance sampling[75] adjusts the probability distribution associated with some
random variable(s) in the model. The result is a biased estimation, which needs to
be corrected by means of weighing it with a likelihood ratio. Being able to compute
such likelihood ratios is therefore required for importance sampling, though a large
variety is known for various stochastic processes.
Importance splitting work by segmenting the reachable states into various levels of
importance, each higher level being “closer” to some rare event that is measured.
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cause the simulation to terminate. Zeno executions pose a larger problem: When
not detected, it may cause a simulation to never terminate assuming the time bound
is not reached for the property under investigation.
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The probability of the rare event can then be estimated using the conditional probability of reaching each level, given the probability of reaching the prior level. A
well-known approach to this is the RESTART method [137]. Effectively, each time
a sample reaches a higher level, further samples are generated starting from that
point, until it either reaches a lower level again, or a higher level.
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The segmentation of states occurs according to some importance function. The
quality of the analysis depends greatly on the quality of this function. They can
either be defined ad hoc by a domain expert, or be derived automatically, e.g.,
see [37].

4.4

Classification of Implementations

Based on the considerations discussed in Section 4.3, some classification can be
made based on the possible design choices. As these choices influence the results
of the simulator, it is important to keep them in mind when designing a simulator.
4.4.1

Order

As mentioned in Section 4.3.5, a simulator may choose between first resolving the
choice between transitions, or the time delay. The prior is referred to as Early
ordering, the latter as Delayed.
With early ordering, the simulator chooses a transition from each enabled process
to execute next, thus choosing the transition purely based on the distribution between them, avoiding any bias that may be introduced by the range of possible time
delays for each of them.
Delayed ordering first samples the time delay, and picks a transition that is enabled
at that point in time, based on the distribution between those enabled transitions.
A combination is possible as well. In [98], the preselection policy enabled the user
to select some transition up front. After sampling a delay, a choice is made between
these transition.
4.4.2 Accuracy
In Section 4.3.2, the need for defining a distribution over time delays was noted.
This can be done in various ways. One aspect that needs to be considered is whether
delays may be sampled at which no transition is enabled, or if the range of possible
delays must match exactly those at which at least one transition is enabled.
With exact accuracy, the latter is achieved. A delay can be sampled if and only
if at least one transition is enabled. This means the simulator must consider the
invariants of source and target locations, as well as all the intervals during which a
transition is enabled, any of which may be non-convex.
With approximate accuracy, such constraints are relaxed, permitting the simulator
to consider a wider range of delays. This means a delay may be sampled at which

time no transition can be taken. What kind of over-approximation is considered, as
determined by the strategy, is discussed in Section 4.5. How to deal with situation
where no transition is enabled is discussed in Section 4.4.4
Scope

Up to this point, implicitly only a single delay was considered per process. However,
a different approach is possible, where a delay is sampled for each possible transition
individually, an option available when the ordering is delayed. If a single delay is
sampled for the current location only, the simulator is said to have a location local
scope. When a sample is generated for each transition individually, the scope is
said to be transition local.
With location local scope, the single sample is generated from a distribution that
has to account for all the currently possible transitions. After sampling a delay, the
transition to be executed has to be selected form those that are enabled after the
delay. Although simpler in use, this approach introduces a bias towards transitions
with larger time intervals in which they are enabled, and may make selecting a
transition with a point interval impossible (probability is zero, though for practical
implementations very low).
With transition local scope, after sampling a delay for each individual transition,
the transition is selected, possibly by selecting the shortest delay, or by a probability
distribution over the transitions.
4.4.4 Race Policy
It is possible for a generated sample not to be used for the next state transition due
to the existence of a race condition. When this happens, a choice needs to be made
over the lifetime of such a sample. Two types of policies control this.
Memory policies dictate what happens to the sample if the process lost the race. In
[98] three such policies are described:
» Age memory: This policy retains the sample;
» Enabling memory: The policy retains the sample as long as the transition
remains enabled, and discards it otherwise;
» Resampling: This policy always discards the sample.
When sampling is performed with approximate accuracy, the attitude policies come
into play:
» The conservative attitude drops a sample when no transition is enabled after
the sampled delay;
» The progressive attitude applies the sampled delay regardless of no transition
being enabled.
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Table 4.2 – Summary of algorithmic policies.
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Policy

Transition

Keep sample

Reject sample

Memory

Enabled
Disabled

Age & Enabling Memory
Age Memory

Resampling
Enabling Memory

Age

Enabled
Disabled

Progressive & Conservative
Progressive

Conservative

If the progressive attitude is followed, a bias is introduced towards higher delays.
If a transition is enabled during the interval [1, 2] ∪ [4, 5], a sample in the range
(2, 4) will automatically imply a total delay in the range [4, 5].
These policies are relevant in case a non-memoryless distribution is used. For
memoryless distributions such as the exponential distribution function, resampling
does not alter the probability distribution.

4.5

Strategies

Based on the accuracy of the approach for simulation, there are various options to
determine the interval in which a delay is sampled. Here, four such strategies are
considered.
» The ASAP strategy selects the earliest possible delay from the possibly enabled transitions. This makes the delay time deterministic, and forces the
system to ‘progress’ as fast as possible.
» The Progressive strategy determines the exact interval(s) in which transition
are enabled. This, it ensures that after a delay, a transition is always enabled.
This corresponds with an exact accuracy.
» The Local strategy uses the invariant of the local state to determine the range
in which a sample is generated. This considers all delays that are considered
valid by the model, but may easily lead to action- or deadlocks.
» The MaxTime strategy delays as much as possible as permitted by the local
invariant. It is the intuitive opposite of the ASAP strategy. It is most useful
for finding states in which action-locks occur.
The effect each strategy has on the outcome is hard to predict. Although the results are guaranteed to remain within the theoretical minimum and maximum,
the difference with each boundary cannot be given. Some work has been done
to improve this, such as making use of reinforcement learning to approach these
boundaries [76], however, no guarantees can be given.
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Figure 4.6 – Architecture of the simulator.

4.6

slimsim

To introduce SMC in the COMPASS toolset, a tool dubbed slimsim was developed [HB4]. The architecture of this tool is described in the following. In brief, it
reads a preprocessed SLIM file and some properties, and will run a statistical analysis for each given property. The tool itself is written in the C++ language (consisting
of about 14K lines of code). An overview of its architecture is given in Figure 4.6.
4.6.1

Input

The initial step is for COMPASS to load the model, and replace any ‘syntactic sugar’
with basic SLIM constructs. This includes
» Replacing time units with untimed values;
» Converting time bounds to clock invariants and guards;
» Replacing references to constants with their actual values.
Furthermore, to simplify the analysis of time bounds, clauses are generated for
invariants and guards that involve timed variables. Such clauses consist of a constant
Boolean expression that does not change over time in the same discrete state, and
a number of linear equations in the form of c = a ⋅ x + ⋯ + b ⋅ y, where x, . . . , y
are timed variables, and a, . . . , b, c constants. This transformation is performed
by simplifying case expressions, transforming the expression into the conjunctive
normal form (CNF) and extracting the clauses.
To simplify case expressions, observe that an expression of the form case c 1 :
a 1 ; c 2 : a 2 ; . . . otherwise a n can be replaced by the (conjoined) implications
(c 1 → a 1 )∧(¬c 1 ∧ c 2 → a 2 )∧ . . . ∧(¬c 1 ∧¬c 2 ∧ . . . ∧¬c n−1 → a n ). Starting from the
bottom of the tree, all Boolean case expressions can be replaced in such a manner.
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Network of Automata
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In the event of nested case expressions, the Cartesian product of the conditions
will have to be taken, as a Boolean expression cannot be nested in an expression of
numeric type.
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The resulting expression is changed into the CNF (pushing negations inwards), with
inequations normalized into c = a ⋅ x + ⋯ + b ⋅ y. As a final step, expressions are
simplified, for example by folding constant expressions.
The SLIM model is then serialized into a format that is based on the Ecore representation of AADL [AS5506-1]. This is an XML-based format that is easier machineparseable than the human readable models using the syntax from Chapter 2, which
is described further in Section 5.2.3.
Properties
The simulator supports properties specified in CSL without nested probabilistic
operators. Similar to the SLIM input, an XML-based format is used, though its
structure is specific to COMPASS.
Properties are of the form Pr&? [[]φ], meaning it queries for the probability of the
formula φ. Here, φ is the time-bounded until operator (i.e., φ = ψ 1 U[l ,u] ψ 2 ) or an
operator that can be derived from it (such as ◊). The upper bound u ∈ R is used to
determine the maximum simulated time.
4.6.2 Model Realization
After reading in the SLIM model, its realization is constructed, which is used to
generate the EDAs and NEDA that will be simulated. The process itself is fairly
straightforward, and functions in the same manner as for other aspects of the
COMPASS toolset. However, a few concerns have to be taken into account.
Expressions
As the majority of the time in the simulator is spent on calculating the next state,
emphasis was put on the performance of expression evaluation, which occurs during checking guards and invariants. For each known operator and type in the SLIM
language, a separate function is generated by the compiler. As the simulator is written in the C++ language, templates are used for this purpose. This allows specialized
functions to be generated for all the operators, reducing the overhead of evaluating
expressions to a minimum. Further reductions would require the expression to be
compiled to machine code directly.
As previously mentioned, guards and invariants are also transformed into clauses.
These are used for the specific purpose of determining the time bounds in which
they evaluate to true (if any). For each clause, the interval is determined in which
the contained (in)equality is satisfied. As they are always of the form c & a ⋅ x + b ⋅
y . . ., where a, b are determined by the change rate specified for the current state—
parameter ϕ in terms of an EDA — and c depends on the current valuation for

x, y, this interval can easily be determined. The intersection is then taken for each
determined interval of all clauses to determine the complete, possibly non-convex,
interval of the guard or invariant in which it evaluates to true.
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When determining the next discrete state of the system, a decision has to be made
about which transitions will be taken next. As the simulator uses an explicit representation of the system, it needs to determine which transitions, if any, synchronize
on the transition scheduled to be taken next. For the NEDA, the relation EC represents the event connections that are relevant. However, it is defined as a mapping
from each possible combinations of modes to connected events. Due to the fact
that the number of such combinations is potentially very large, it is impractical to
store all possible combinations of connections in advance. Instead, the complete
graph of all possible connections is constructed in advance. Edges in the graph are
annotated with the condition in which they can be active: Both the connection and
the EDA it is contained in should be enabled in the current mode. As the discrete
state is updated, the edges of the graph will follow the state of active connections,
though the topology will not have to change.
A similar approach is taken for data flow graphs. However, for data flows the order
in which they are evaluated is relevant as well. Therefore, when the graph is built,
the edges are ordered according to their dependencies. SLIM does not permit for
cyclic data dependencies, which guarantees this is possible. When updating the
discrete state, the flows are then evaluated according to their ordering.
4.6.3 Simulation
The simulation engine consists of two parts: a generator that keeps track of the
generated samples and determines if more are necessary, and a discrete event simulator that generates the samples. The discrete event simulator in turn is based on a
simulation strategy, a NEDA (realized model) and a property.
A generator accepts the value 1 or 0 for each generated trace, depending on whether
the property under investigation holds or not, and indicates whether or not more
samples are needed. In the case of slimsim, a single generator is supported for
quantitative analysis, which is based on the CH-bound. That is, based on input
parameters є and α, it determines a fixed number of samples a priori. Thus, it will
indicate further samples are required until the CH-bound has been reached (or
exceeded).
The discrete event simulator generates the actual traces of the model. This is done
iteratively: A loop generates steps throughout the model, until the property can be
shown to either hold or not. Which step is to be taken next is determined by the
active strategy as described in Section 4.5.
Strategies in the simulator act as a scheduler for the non-deterministic system.
As such, they draw random samples to determine what delays to apply for timed
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transitions, and which discrete transitions are taken. Timed and discrete transitions
are always taken in an alternating fashion. In particular, this allows the strategy
to associate random delays with a specific probabilistic event, ensuring discrete
transitions are taken to the exact probabilistic distribution association with them.
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For random number generation, the SFMT [122] library is used. It provides an implementation of the Mersenne-Twister pseudo random number generator (PRNG),
which is suitable for statistical applications.
The evolution of the state is determined by the NEDA. Given the transitions to
be taken by the strategy, the NEDA updates the state variables. Local and port
variables are updated according to the data flows that are in effect, and the effects
associated with the taken transitions. These variables are double buffered to ensure
updates only depend on the current state, and not the next. Following, the next
mode is determined for each individual EDA, including the activation of possibly
deactivated EDAs. Finally, the event connection and data flow graphs are made
up-to-date.
Properties
The outcome of properties are used as the primary termination condition for the
generated traces. To make this possible, the evaluation of a property results in
either true, false or unknown. The latter is the result when the property contains
path operators, for which (future) states may have to be determined before it can
conclusively said to be true or false. As long as the property evaluates to unknown,
more steps are generated.
4.6.4 Design Choices
The design of the simulation algorithm of slimsim was made with the specific
semantics of SLIM in mind, as well as the goal to provide a performability approach
for COMPASS.
Discrete and timed transitions are taken in tandem, with the order between the
two being determined by the selected strategy. The delay is allowed to be zero,
permitting effectively multiple discrete transitions in succession, but not timed.
This is in correspondence with the semantics of SLIM. Non-deterministic choices
in SLIM models are treated as equiprobable alternatives, for the same reasons as
mentioned in Section 4.3.2 (in fact, all known SMC tools take this approach, or
reject such models).
Process scheduling is done by choosing uniformly between the processes with the
shortest delay. Unused delays based on clocks are retained unless the configuration
of the system changes, to avoid introducing a bias depending on the strategy selected. Those based on the exponential distribution (for error events) are resampled.
Due to the memorylessness property of this distribution, this does not introduce a
bias.

Table 4.3 – Overview of the different approaches taken by slimsim, UPPAAL(-SMC) and
Modes.
Order

Accuracy

Scope

Policy

slimsim
UPPAAL
Modes

Delayed
Delayed
Delayed

Strategy dependent
Approximate
Approximate

Strategy dependent
Local
Local

Mixed
Resampling
Age Memory

Deadlocks can either be treated as errors, or alternatively be considered a state in
which the property under evaluation will never become true. Zeno behavior is not
actively detected as this is not tractable in the current implementation, rather a
(configurable) maximum number of steps is defined.
A comparison can be made with the UPPAAL(-SMC) and Modes tools. These were
selected from those mentioned in Section 4.2.3 as they support the use of continuous
distributions and, to some degree, non-determinism (Modes by default disallows
non-determinism, but this can be overridden). A more detailed explanation of how
these aspects were determined can be found in [HB1]. Table 4.3 shows how these
tools can be classified according to the categories from Section 4.4.
These choices have a measurable effect on the probabilities returned by the tools
depending on the input model. Referring back to some of the examples presented
in Section 4.3, each tool can result in a different reachability property for the various
locations in the automata presented (encoded in the respective language of each
tool). The expected probability of some reachability properties is shown in Table 4.4,
including the effects of the strategies provided by slimsim.

4.7

Case Study

The slimsim simulator was tested with a case study representing the design of a
launcher. The case study was designed to test the simulator as well as the use of
timed variables in SLIM models with a probabilistic nature. It models a hypothetical
launcher — not based on a real design — which permitted some freedom in the
choice of certain modeling parameters.
A launcher is generally short-lived. Its primary task is to bring its payload into
orbit, meaning its lifespan is in the order of a few hours. However, as one might
imagine, a very high availability is required, as the loss of a critical components for
a few milliseconds can cause the loss of the launcher and its payload entirely.
One method of ensuring the required amount of availability is to run critical systems in a redundant configuration. The case study employs two methods: warm
and hot redundancy. The prior runs two or more systems, of which only one communicates with its environment. In case of failure, control is switched to one of the
redundant systems instead. The latter again has multiple systems running. However, the outputs of all of these systems are considered, in the case study by a voter.
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Tool

Table 4.4 – Effect of strategies on expected reachability probabilities for the tools UPPAAL,
Modes and slimsim, based on the examples in Section 4.3.
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Example

Property

Probability as determined by:
UPPAAL Modes
slimsim

Figure 4.2

Pr p=? [(◊[0,4] p 1 )]

0.75

1.0

ASAP:
1.0
Progressive: 0.75
Local:
0.75
MaxTime:
0.0

Figure 4.4, P

Pr p=? [(◊[0,5] p 1 )]

0.8

1.0

ASAP:
Progressive:
Local:
MaxTime:

1.0
0.8
0.8
0.0

Figure 4.4, Q

Pr p=? [(◊[0,5] q 1 )]

0.2

1.0

ASAP:
Progressive:
Local:
MaxTime:

1.0
0.5
0.2
0.0

Figure 4.4, R

Pr p=? [(◊[0,5] r 1 )]

0.9

1.0

ASAP:
Progressive:
Local:
MaxTime:

1.0
0.5
0.9
0.5

The voter compares the output of the various systems, and votes on which systems
outputs correct information in case there is a discrepancy.
In case a component of a redundant system has failed, multiple approaches can be
taken to mitigate this. The simplest option is to disable the defective component,
and resort to a redundant one. This approach is taken in the current generation of
launchers, such as the Ariane 5. More sophisticated approaches will try to bring the
failed system back under nominal conditions, either by waiting, or by resetting it—
possibly by means of power cycling. It may happen that either the failure condition
remains, at which point the component is considered permanently defective, or the
issue may be resolved. In the latter case, the component may be further monitored
more closely, and considered permanently failed if failure occurs again.
Allowing a system to recover a component that failed in the past can improve
availability. In case some other component fails, the recovered component can take
over, preventing a complete failure of the system itself. This approach is considered
for future generations of launchers. However, due to the extra complexity required
to implement this, ensuring proper verification of the system is imperative.
In the case study, both the possible error conditions and the recovery possibilities
were taken into account. It takes some modeling strategies into consideration, and
permits verifying the statistical model checker is capable of handling such models.

4.7.1

Nominal Model

The system being modeled is a launcher consisting of four groups of subsystems:
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» Power conditioning and distribution;
» data processing;
» the thrusters.
The launcher itself is modeled with an offMode mode, various initialization modes
and an onMode mode. The model starts in the offMode, and transitions via the
initialization modes to the onMode. This allows for a warm-up in which not every
system is in its nominal condition. Verification can then be performed such that
properties check that everything is nominal in the onMode mode.
The power of the launcher’s systems is handled via power conditioning and distribution units (PCDUs). Each PCDU contains a battery to provide power, and
some power outputs. The battery has a charge level associated modeled using a
continuous variable, linearly decreasing the charge level as time passes.
The navigation is modeled by means redundant GPS and gyroscopic (Gyro) sensors,
allowing both position and attitude to be measured. Compared to the GPS device
described in Chapter 2, the one used in the case study is simplified to have two
modes: acquisition and active, with an unconditional transition from the first
to the second with some time delay (between ten seconds to two minutes). Two GPS
devices run in parallel, with the system state considered nominal during launch.
The gyroscopes are modeled as devices containing two sensors aligned perpendicular to each other. The whole launcher model contains three such gyroscopes,
providing two sensors for each axis. The system is then considered nominal as long
as one sensor per axis is working. Each sensor holds a Boolean variable to indicate
if it is working.
The input from the navigational devices is processed by two on-board computers
(OBCs), which contain three data processing units (DPUs). The DPUs are responsible for processing the navigational data in order to send the right commands to
the thrusters. In each OBC, the three DPUs are part of a voting triplex, allowing
two DPUs to fail before it itself is considered to have failed.
To model the power distribution, and effect of loss of power, each device is modeled as a system containing a subcomponent that implements the actual behavior
of the device in question. The system has two modes, a powered mode in which the
subcomponent is enabled, and an unpowered mode in which it is disabled. This
approach simplifies the modeling compared to avoiding this indirection; when embedded directly, the containing system would have to specify the reconfiguration
for all combinations of enabled and disabled redundant components directly. Furthermore, the approach taken also permits the effect of power loss to be modeled
solely by the component itself, separating it from the behavior of the system.
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OBC
DPU

DPU

Gyro

Gyro

OBC
DPU

DPU

Voter

Thruster

DPU

DPU

Voter

Thruster

Thruster

Figure 4.7 – The architecture of the industrial case study. The connections between the
GPS, Gyro and DPU units have been hidden for clarity. Rounded connections are for power,
the others for signals.

Power is distributed such that each PCDU powers one gyroscopic device, and one
DPU from each OBC each. Both GPS units draw power from a separate PCDU
each. As such, the existence of a single point of failure is avoided.
Finally, three thrusters are modeled. Each thruster is considered operational as
long as at least one OBC provides correct commands to it. Failure of a thruster
would mean the entire system has failed.
4.7.2

Error Model

The case study considers three types of faults in the system: transient, hot and
permanent faults. They are defined as in Section 2.3. The rates for these faults
are chosen arbitrarily, though with transient faults having the highest rates, and
permanent faults the lowest. The transient faults recover with a non-deterministic
time delay. This delay falls in the range 200–300 ms.
Fault injections are specified to induce errors either in the output power or output
signals. In case of any type of fault, the power is disabled for the PCDUs, the sensor
signal disabled for the GPS receivers and gyroscopes, and the command signal
from the DPUs.
4.7.3

Experimental Results

Some experiments were run to see how the possible configuration of the simulator
would affect the outcome. To this end, two versions of the model were used: One
were repair of the DPU was not possible, and one where it was, with the success
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Figure 4.8 – Probability of system failure for both benchmarks. On the left repair was not
possible, on the right it was.

rate depending on the time of repair. Then, a single property was checked under
each configuration and strategy.
The property under investigation was specified as Pr[◊[0,u] failure], where failure ∶=
mode = onMode ∧ ¬triplex1.cmd ∧ ¬triplex2.cmd. This matches the probabilistic
existence pattern as described in Chapter 3. The property checks the probability of
complete failure (by means of both triplexes in the OBCs failing) within timebound
u. By varying the time bound, some insight can be obtained about the development
of the failure probability over time.
The property was checked for two variants of the system: One variant does not
permit recovery of a DPU that had temporarily failed. The other variant does, by
resetting a failed DPU and waiting a fixed amount of time before checking if it has
recovered. The error model has been adjusted such that a reset of the device too
early while it has failed, will cause it to fail permanently. This is done to highlight
the differences between the various strategies of the simulator.
Experiments were run with the CH-bound parameters α = 0.9 and є = 0.05. The
results are displayed in Figure 4.8. The plots for the system without repair all show
values within the same confidence interval. The reason is that the model does not
contain any underspecification, thus the strategies have no influence. In the case
of the system with repair, in which time bounds were introduced, the effect of
strategies becomes visible. The ASAP strategy shows the highest failure rate. This
is due to the fact that the model causes a DPU to fail permanently if it gets reset too
early, which the ASAP scheduler will always do. On the opposite end is MaxTime,
which will never do so, this allowing to recover the failed DPU. The other two
strategies lie in between. Here, the Local strategy shows a slightly higher failure
rate than the Progressive one. This is due to the fact that it makes it more likely a
delay is chosen for which the nominal model cannot take a transition, allowing the
error model to preempt it.
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Figure 4.9 – The layout of the sensor-filter model.

4.8

Comparison with Performability

Prior to the implementation of slimsim, the COMPASS toolset supported the analysis of probabilistic models only by means of CTMC and IMC model checking. For
this, the MRMC and interactive Markov chain analyzer (IMCA) tools were used.
Although slimsim does not replace this approach, it can be used as an alternative.
Some benchmarking was performed to get insight in the difference in performance
characteristics between the two approaches.
The benchmark compares the approaches for CTMC models, both because CTMC
model checking in COMPASS has a better performance than IMC model checking, and non-determinism is absent so the resulting outcomes can more easily be
compared. COMPASS requires that for CTMC analysis the entire state space is generated. This involves multiple steps and tools, as will be discussed in Section 5.2.3.
Because of this, the expectation is that simulation can generate results much faster
by avoiding the costs associated with these steps.
The model being benchmarked is based on the sensor-filter benchmark included in
the COMPASS toolset. The model represents a system which consists of N sensors
and just as many filter components. A sensor produces values in some expected
range. A filter is a function that processes this value and produces another one. A
monitoring component compares the values from both type of components against
the expected ranges. If the value lies outside this range, the component is considered
failed and a signal is given to switch to the next redundant component, up to N
times. If either N sensors or N filters have failed, the system itself fails. An overview
of the structure is shown in Figure 4.9. Error models are associated with each sensor
and filter component, with fault injections causing values to go out of range. The
error models contain a simple transition from a nominal to error state, with a
fixed error rate. The entire model is fully probabilistic without non-determinism
(otherwise, CTMC analysis would not be possible).
A time-bounded property was specified that checks for the existence of system
failure. The parameters used for simulation were α = 0.98 and є = 10−3 and є = 10−4 ,
and twenty parallel threads. MRMC was configured to use a precision of 10−6 .
The results are shown in Table 4.5, measured on an Opteron 6172 @ 2.10 GHz system. As expected, as the model gets larger, and thus its state space, the modelchecking time using CTMCs grows exponentially. The simulation time increases

Table 4.5 – Benchmarking results for the sensor-filter model. The size indicates the number
of both sensors and filters. The values for the simulator are maxima.
States

CTMC
Time (s)

Simulation
(є = 10−3 )
Time (s)

Simulation
(є = 10−4 )
Time (s)

CTMC
Memory
(MiB)

Simulation
Memory
(MiB)

2
4
6
8
10
12
14

192
768
1 728
3 072
4 800
6 912
9 408

5.33
29.93
59.75
289.97
725.67
1 360.11
3 187.02

47.50
51.61
50.58
52.65
52.65
57.80
59.88

4 453.09
4 887.09
4 725.42
4 801.40
5 120.87
5 398.62
5 668.64

23.19
76.29
89.14
180.22
178.35
196.43
2 469.20

19.91
21.99
24.21
26.63
29.13
32.75
35.00

slowly in comparison. However, reducing the size of the error bound by a factor
of 10 increases the simulation time by a factor 100 (as expected according to the
complexity metrics of the CH-bound). Memory usage³ for the simulator increases
slowly. The memory consumption consists mostly of the model description, which
only increases slightly as N is increased. The state space, however, increases dramatically, and likewise the amount of memory required for CTMC analysis, as it
must be stored in its entirety.
Although from the example it is clear the CTMC-based analysis can easily consume
more time and memory as the model grows, simulation does not provide a “silver
bullet” (as highlighted in Section 4.3). The CTMC-based approach gives a great
deal more accuracy and precision, in particular when it comes to events with low
probability.

4.9

Discussion

The application of SMC within the COMPASS toolset was investigated to provide
support for probabilistic analysis for models employing the full semantics capabilities for SLIM, including the hybrid aspects. As the numerical-based approaches
did not support this, the SMC -based approach was chosen.
The Monte-Carlo method provides as tractable approach, powerful enough to support any SLIM model. This does not come without caveats however. Some scheduler has to be applied to a non-deterministic model, for which it cannot be said
how it will affect the probability directly, though it is assured to be bounded by the
theoretical minimum and maximum.
Although slimsim fulfills the needs it was originally designed for, some points
remain where it could be improved to make it more efficient or provide a wider
range of supported input or results.
3 Measured using the resident set size (RSS).
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Currently, slimsim only provides quantitative results, and uses the CH-bound to
generate them. However, often the exact probability is not required, the knowledge
if it lies below or above some threshold is usually sufficient. For this, support
for hypothesis testing needs to be added, ideally with a selection of algorithms to
provide a close match with the characteristics of the property under investigation.
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On the quantitative side, allowing the estimated probability distribution over time
to be plotted would be helpful as well. The CTMC and IMC-based approaches
support this, SMC does not.
Support for importance splitting (cf. Section 4.3.9) could be added as well. In particular for systems with a high criticality, the detection of rare events, or confidence in
their absence, becomes crucial. Though numerical methods are more suited to the
task, it is a very valuable feature for an SMC -based approach, in particular when
no alternative is possible.
Finally, supporting a different input model would make the tool more versatile and
maintenance friendly. COMPASS* (see Chapter 5) considers supporting a larger
class of input models. In addition, the current model realization step used by slimsim duplicates some of the work already supported by the COMPASS architecture.
When both numerical analysis and SMC are possible, SMC may be able to produce
results faster. However, for probabilities close to 0 or 1, numerical analysis can
provide better performance. Usually, the choice between the two involves a tradeoff in performance and quality of the result. The primary advantage of SMC is
making the analysis of complex models tractable. However, its caveats, in particular
with respect to scheduling, should be taken into account.

5
The COMPASS Toolset
Abstract – This chapter describes the functionality and architecture of the
COMPASS toolset. A global overview of the available analyses and the approach taken to implement them is given, as well as the overall architecture
detailing the interaction of the various tools in the toolset.

oining theory and practice, the COMPASS project¹ is an international research
project aiming to ensure system-level correctness, safety, dependability and performability of on-board computer-based aerospace systems. As part of this
project, the COMPASS toolset was created, which provides an integrated approach to implement these goals.

J

The toolset is designed to perform various orthogonal analysis techniques from
a single input formalism. This avoids the need to provide multiple specifications
by hand, as is common practice even today. COMPASS allows the same model
to be used for, e.g., correctness reliability, and safety analysis, providing artifacts
such as fault trees (cf. Section 5.3.6), timed failure propagation graphs (TFPGs) (cf.
Section 5.3.9) and counterexamples (cf. Section 5.3.3). Adjusting the model only
requires using the toolset again to regenerate these artifacts. This can be done
automatically, preventing them from becoming inconsistent.
The particular version of COMPASS being discussed is COMPASS 3.0, the latest
iteration of the toolset at the time of writing, which was released in 2017. It is the
result of a consolidation effort of the results of various follow-up projects. Since
its first public release, COMPASS has been extended and improved upon, most
notably adding new features that were developed as part of various projects that
used it as a basis. These projects, and their goals, are discussed in more detail below.
1 Short for Correctness, Modeling and Performance of Aerospace Systems.
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Figure 5.1 – Overview of the relation between the various COMPASS projects. Arrows
indicate the dependencies between the various projects.

5.1

(Sub)Projects

The current version of COMPASS is the result of research and extensions of various
spin-off projects that were started after the inception of COMPASS itself [50]. Since
its first public release, various new features have been added that were developed
in these projects, finally integrated as part of the COMPASS 3 project. Figure 5.1
shows the relation between these various projects, with the more recent projects
toward the right. The following will give a brief description for each project.
AUTOGEF The first project following COMPASS was AUTOGEF (Automated
Model Generation Toolset for FDIR), which had the primary goal of automatically
synthesizing FDIR specifications based on dependability requirements of a space
project [3]. More concretely, based on a SLIM model and a set of unwanted system
behaviors generated using COMPASS safety assessment analyses (cf. Section 5.3.6),
an FDIR specification in SLIM is generated.
In addition to this functionality, the mission specification feature was added as well,
which provides the possibility to define various phases and operational modes that
apply to the specification, and bind them to concrete SLIM modes and properties.
This specification can then be used as an additional input for the FDIR synthesis.
Though the synthesis functionality has not been backported to COMPASS, the mission specification feature (cf. Section 5.3.2) has been integrated into COMPASS 3.0.
FAME The FAME (failure and anomaly management engineering) project [71]
followed AUTOGEF, and aimed to improve the overall FDIR support. In particular,
support for the analysis of timed failure propagation models (TFPMs) was added.
This has been achieved by implementing support for the synthesis and analysis of
TFPGs as will be described in Section 5.3.9.

HASDEL added better support for specification of timed behavior in SLIM models,
in the form of timed error models, and the introduction of time units and time
delay specifications. It also introduced the syntax for reactivation transitions.
On the analysis side, correctness checks were added for Zeno behavior and timedivergence, discussed in Section 5.3.3. Diagnosability was extended to support the
specification of diagnosability delays. Performability analysis was improved by
providing Monte-Carlo simulation based techniques, which are discussed in detail
in Chapter 4.
D-MILS The D-MILS (distributed MILS) project, as an exception to the other
projects, did not solely focus on an implementation based on COMPASS, but rather
integrated COMPASS into a new distributed platform based on multiple independent levels of security (MILS). The project had a strong focus on the analysis of
distributed systems, in particular with respect to information security between components, as well as leveraging assurances from individual components to provide
them for the distributed system.
Based on these goals, the toolset was extended in two ways:
» Extension of SLIM to support a type system that permits reasoning over the
security of data;
» Support for CBA, both by extending SLIM to support the specification of
contracts, and adding the analysis capabilities by introducing new tools in
the back-end.
The security-aware type system made it possible to annotate the data in the model
with a privilege level. High and low-level privilege was supported, though theoretically more levels can be supported as well. This makes it possible to verify that no
information leakage of high-level data is possible via low-level channels [118].
CBA added support for compositional analysis. Syntactically, SLIM was extended
to support so-called annotations, a precursor to the current AADL properties.
These annotations were used to specify contracts for individual components. Tooling was added to support their analysis as well, in particular a backend for the
OCRA tool. This functionality was later extended in the CATSY project.
CATSY The main goal of the CATSY project was to improve early validation
and verification activities. As a result, a requirements taxonomy and catalogue of
system and software properties (CSSP) were created, which have been described
in Chapter 3 (with technical details in Appendix C).
The toolset has been extended by improving the possibilities for property specification, the specification of fault injections and improvement of contract-based
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HASDEL HASDEL (short for Hardware Software Dependability for Launchers)
was a project aimed to improve the analysis capabilities for launchers, in particular
with respect to advanced fault-management and timed analysis.

reasoning. The latter includes the support for generating hierarchical fault trees,
discussed in Section 5.3.6.
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In addition, the support for CBA, introduced in the FAME project, has been improved, and updated to reflect a syntax based on AADL properties. Tool support
was extended to support a wider class of models, in particular those which specify
modes in composite components, which was not possible prior.
COMPASS 3 In order to consolidate the results of the prior mentioned projects,
the COMPASS 3 project was started with the aim to provide version 3.0 of the
toolset, incorporating the advancements of past projects. Furthermore, the SLIM
language was brought further in line with the AADL language, improving compatibility with existing AADL tooling. In addition, an overall cleanup of the code
base was performed as well, to be in line with current programming practices. The
functionality described in this chapter is based on the final result of this project, as
is the version of SLIM as described in Chapter 2.

5.2

Architecture

The COMPASS toolset architecture consists of a front-end, written in Python, and
various back-end tools. The front-end is responsible for reading the user input and
specifications, transforming them such that they can be used by the back-end tools,
invoking those tools, and parsing their input to present them to the user. The backend tools provide the core analysis facilities and are written in either C or C++.
Figure 5.2 shows an overview of the architecture. The user provides the SLIM model
and the possible property types. Using either the GUI or command line interface
(CLI), any of the possible analysis tasks are invoked. This starts with compiling
the SLIM model and properties into the internal representation used by the toolset.
Afterward, this data is translated into the formats supported by the analysis tools.
The analysis tool(s) are then invoked, and their results are presented to the user.
5.2.1

Models

The SLIM models are provided using the syntax (and with the semantics) as described in Chapter 2. They can be passed via the compiler directly to the translators
for the back-end tools, however, the model extension (cf. Section 2.4) component
can be called to transform the model to inject error models. When reading in a
SLIM specification, the toolset first parses it into Python data structures (using
ANTLR 3), which are subsequently used throughout the toolset.
One important aspect of compilation is that an instance of the input specification
has to be created, which is based on a root component. The root component is the
topmost component in the component hierarchy, and can be selected by the user
(though for ease of use, if a single component implementation exists that is not
a subcomponent of another it will be selected as the root component by default).
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Figure 5.2 – Overview of the COMPASS toolset architecture. Dashed arrows indicate where
data is provided from, dotted arrows a dependency on data. Straight arrows indicate which
component invokes another.

From the root component, subcomponents are instantiated according to the component implementation (or type) specified in the SLIM model for that subcomponent.
Due to the application of AADL properties, variations can exist between instances
of the same implementation, most notably due to model extension. By default, the
root component is selected automatically when there is a unique implementation
that does not occur as a subcomponent of another. If no such implementation exists,
the user is asked to provide the root component. After the model has been instantiated, henceforth referred to as the instance model, it can be used for subsequent
analyses.
Depending on the data types used in the model, it can be classified in different
categories which will influence the possible analyses that can be performed on it.
First are discrete models, which can either be of finite or infinite size. These models
contain discrete types, which are either countable finite (such as enum or [ l ..u ])
or countable infinite (such as int).
When using uncountable infinite types such as real, the model becomes continuous. If in addition the time domain is considered by the use of either clock or
continuous variables, the model is said to be timed.

5.2.2
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One of the key inputs behind COMPASS analysis of models are the properties that
can be specified, specifically formal specifications that encode certain behavior
in the model. Such properties can be formal representations of requirements, as
described in Chapter 3, but also encoding of particular states, such as error states
which the system should avoid and recover from.
The diagram in Figure 5.2 shows the three different types of properties, which are
either those specified in the SLIM property syntax (see section A.6), those based
on the CSSP (see Section 3.4), and those based on patterns (see Section 3.3.1). The
compiler translates all these into a canonical internal representation, suitable to be
translated into the formats of the various back-end tools.
One important aspect is that the properties in the SLIM model need to be instantiated in order to be applicable to the final compiled instance model. This means that
for properties defined by component types and implementations, a corresponding
instance needs to be created for each instance of these component types and implementations in the instance model. Each of these property instances then has to be
individually verified. (though the user may decide to verify only a subset).
For nuXmv, both LTL and CTL are supported. In addition, certain timed properties based on patterns can be expressed, which map to MITL. For OCRA, a
syntax is used that closely resembles that of SLIM property expressions. The slimsim tool uses an XML-based format to represent CSL properties, which is derived
directly from the internal representation used by COMPASS. The Model2IMC
program uses its own representation, which encodes properties in Polish notation.
For MRMC a translation for its CSL representation is used. For IMCA instead a
fixed set of patterns can be verified (similar as the MITL patterns for nuXmv) by
translating them into the corresponding program options for IMCA.
5.2.3

Model Translation

In order to make the SLIM model available to the various tools in a supported
format, various translations are required. Such translations permit the various
tools that comprise COMPASS to communicate.
SMV The primary backend format for COMPASS models is symbolic model verifier (SMV). This is the input format for the nuXmv [38] and NuSMV [47] model
checkers. The SMV format provides a symbolic representation of the model, expressed using transition relations, invariants and input variables. SMV specifications consist of various modules that can communicate using variables, which are
used to represent the components of the model and their port connections.
OCRA For CBA, the OCRA [44] tool is used (short for Othello Contracts Refinement Analysis), which uses its own input format, OCRA system specification

The refinement specifies the subcomponents, and the connections between the
subcomponents and the component itself. Furthermore, the refinement may specify
further contract refinements. Briefly, contract refinements specify how contracts
of subcomponents refine the contract of the component itself. More details are
provided in Section 5.3.4.
SLIM models are mapped component wise, each component in the instance hierarchy mapped to one in OSS, with ports being mapped directly. SLIM subcomponents
and port connections are placed in the refinement specification.
Finally, components in OSS can be associated with SMV modules, allowing the behavior of models to be included. The previously mentioned SMV translator is used
for this purpose, however, modules for SLIM components are treated individually,
using the OSS specification to build the hierarchy.
Sigref/BDD Probabilistic analysis as described in Section 5.3.5 requires the complete state space to be constructed, and subsequently made readable for either the
MRMC [87] or IMCA [70] model checker. This is done in multiple steps. First,
the SLIM model is translated to SMV. Next, a binary decision diagram (BDD)
is generated by nuXmv. In addition, as SMV does not support the specification
of probabilities, a mapping is generated from SLIM error rates to variables in the
BDD.
The data format of the BDD, used to interchange the model between SMV and
Model2IMC, is based on the one used by the Sigref [141] library. It consists of
a BDD encoding the initial state, a BDD encoding the transition relation, BDDs
for the relevant atomic propositions (APs) (labels) that apply to the states in the
transition system, and BDDs for the actions used in the transition relation, divided
into the internal τ transition, action transitions and probabilistic transitions. The
latter is actually an algebraic decision diagram (ADD), with the terminals representing the rates by which the transitions occur. The probabilities are read from a
separate file that maps the error event transition labels to their corresponding transition rates, which Model2IMC then injects into the terminals of the corresponding
ADD.
The Sigref library is used to minimize the state space induced by the given decision
diagrams (DDs), which depends on the set of APs that apply. This set is based on
the APs that occur in the properties of interest, meaning that these properties have
to be selected a priori. The downside of this is that selecting a different property of
interest may require a potentially expensive recalculation of the (minimized) state
space. To alleviate this, Model2IMC can be instructed to construct a reduced state
space based on the APs found in all properties, and store this. When analyzing
individual properties, the stored state space can be loaded (and further reduced
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(OCRA). The OSS format consists of individual components, each specifying an interface and, optionally, a refinement. The interface defines the ports of a component,
as well as any contracts (see Section 3.3.3).

if the set of APs in the selected properties is smaller) and transformed into the
formats supported by MRMC and IMCA.
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Both MRMC and IMCA use text-based formats to encode the models. MRMC
stores transitions and labels in separate files [144], whereas IMCA uses a single
file [69]. IMCA in addition encodes the goal states in this file, which are the state
for which reachability properties can be determined. MRMC uses the state labels
for this purpose.

Sigref/DFT For probabilistic fault tree analysis, the MRMC and IMCA tools are
used as well, using Sigref to generate their inputs. A similar approach is taken
as for the BDD-based input, however, an extra step is required. Fault trees are
provided as-is using the FT+ file format. This is an XML-based file format that
describes the events and gates of a fault tree. Sigref is used to parse this file and
generate an IMC based on the events and gates of the fault tree. The approach taken
is based on the work published in [29]. Each node in the fault tree is represented by
an IMC. The various IMCs are composed using Sigref, to minimize the resulting
state space after each composition. The resulting final IMC is then passed on to the
MRMC or IMCA for reachability analysis.
Each IMC generated for a node in the fault tree has a unique transition label associated with the transition that leads to the state in which the gate has been activated. For gates, transitions leading from the starting state are labeled the activation
actions of their child gates. This allows for the necessary synchronization when
composing the IMCs together.
The various states in the IMC are labeled according to the gates that have been
triggered in that state. This makes it possible to define properties referring to these
gates in their atomic propositions.

XML/Ecore For statistical analysis the slimsim tool is used. The format used by
slimsim is a modified version of the Ecore-based format used to represent SLIM in
a machine readable format, which in turn is an extension of the AADL variant of
this format. Ecore lies at the basis of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [58],
a modeling framework based on a structured data model, Ecore. Ecore models can
be represented in XMI, in the case of AADL as described in [AS5506-1].
SLIM extends this model to support features that cannot be found in AADL, which
are listed in Section 2.6. For slimsim, support is added to store the clauses of guards
and invariants as discussed in Section 4.6.1.
This format can also be used as a machine readable interface format for SLIM models. This is in particular useful for the AADL-compliant subset, as Ecore permits
data-interchange between different tools.

External Tools

Simulink A well-known modeling tool in the industry is Simulink [126], which
is part of the MATLAB environment. Simulink permits a model to be constructed
from basic blocks, supporting either discrete or continuous signals. One major advantage of Simulink is that is supports generating code for a multitude of platforms,
in particular those that are embedded.
In Chapter 6 it is shown that SLIM models can be translated into Simulink specifications, which can subsequently be used to generate code, so that the benefits
from both modeling paradigms are combined. For this, a translation of SLIM to
Simulink was developed.
BIP Another modeling paradigm can be found in the behavior, interaction, priority (BIP) framework. Similar to SLIM and AADL, it supports model consisting of
atomic and composite components that can be connected. The support to translate
SLIM into the BIP-language was added as port of the distributed MILS (MILS)
project [54]. The case study in Chapter 7 was originally written in BIP as well,
though in that case the model is translated to SLIM.
SXML A graphical modeling tool for COMPASS can be found in the COMPASS
Graphical Modeler (COMPASS). This tool can be used to display and edit SLIM
models using a GUI, though limited to those using the syntax from the COMPASS 2
releases. The format used between this tool and COMPASS is the SXML format,
which is an XML-based format designed by Ellidiss [57]. It is based on a more general AADL-based format, which is used by the AADL Inspector tool [1], however,
adapted to support SLIM specifically.
5.2.4

Back-end Tools

The various function of the COMPASS toolset are handled by a specific back-end
tool, or a chain of tools. For each tool, a brief description of its features will be given.
COMPASS hides most of the configuration required to use these tools. However,
some options have been left for the user to control how the tool is used. These are
described here as well.
nuXmv
nuXmv is the primary tool for generating models from SLIM, and checking its
properties. It reads the SMV format as described above. It offers mainly those
features pertaining to correctness analysis, as described in Section 5.3.3, and some
of those offered for FDIR analysis.
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COMPASS employs some further data formats that are used by external tools (those
that are not directly integrated into the toolset), but may still be used with models
that are based on SLIM.
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Most importantly, nuXmv has three modes of operation that encode the model in
different ways. For finite-state models, a BDD-based representation can be used,
which provides a complete representation of the state space in a symbolic fashion.
This permits the tool to give conclusive answers about properties provided to it.
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The second mode of operation uses bounded model checking (BMC) or simple
bounded model checking (SBMC), which explores the state space by visiting states
that are k-steps away from the initial state, with k increasing from zero to some
predetermined upper bound that is given by the user. The advantage of this method
is that it does not require the model to be finite-state, and supports real numbers.
However, depending on the size of the model and the bound set for k, it may be
that it will not be explored fully. SBMC can check for completeness, but is available
only for discrete models and can be computationally expensive.
Finally, K-Liveness [48] can be used for liveness properties by encoding them as
an invariant and constructing a monitor that checks an accepting condition, which
needs only to occur a finite amount of times. It is based on the IC3 algorithm, which
allow these properties to be checked with a comparatively high efficiency.
The choice of operational mode has a great impact on the analysis of formal properties, which for nuXmv can be encoded in LTL or CTL. Whereas for BDD-based
analysis a property can always be proven to hold, for the other methods this is not
the case. If a counterexample is found, the property is certainly false, but in absence
thereof, the result may be unknown (unless the search was complete). Furthermore,
for the bounded approaches a counterexample must contain a loop. Thus, in the
presence of deadlocks or diverging traces (which never return to a previously visited state), a counterexample may not be found, even if one is to be expected. To
mitigate this, some functions are available to look for such behavior, which are
discussed in Section 5.3.3.

xSAP
For safety analysis, the xSAP tool (the successor of FSAP) is used. Specifically, it
provides functionality for fault tree generation, failure modes and effects analysis
(FMEA), TFPG analysis, and diagnosability analysis. These functions are described
in more detail in Sections 5.3.6, 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 respectively. xSAP makes use of the
nuXmv engine, therefore offering similar options as those mentioned for nuXmv
itself.

OCRA
The OCRA tool is used for CBA of the specification. As mentioned before, it uses the
OSS language for specification of the system hierarchy and contracts, and the SMV
for the behavioral implementation. Like xSAP, OCRA uses the engine nuXmv
engine, and therefore also provides similar options as those described for nuXmv.

slimsim

model2imc
The Model2IMC tool is responsible for converting a BDD representation of the
model specification, or a dynamic fault tree (DFT) specified in FT+, to a Markov
model suitable for IMCA or MRMC. In order to do so, it requires both the model
(either from SLIM or a fault tree) and the properties under verification, as IMCA
and MRMC support different sets of properties. These properties are also used by
Model2IMC to simplify the model. To do this, it makes use of the Sigref library
to minimize the model by means of (weak) bisimulation minimization. Based on
the propositions in the properties, this process can be tuned to provide smaller
models. The minimized model is then exported to the format of either IMCA or
MRMC. The choice is normally made automatically based on the model and the
properties, though the user may choose to override this.
IMCA
IMCA can analyze reachability properties for IMCs, as well as expected time and
long-run average metrics. These are used for performability analysis as described in
Section 5.3.5 As IMCA approaches its solution for reachability properties by value
iteration, it can be configured by setting the error-bound. COMPASS will prove a
default for this value, but it is user configurable as well.
MRMC
For the analysis of CTMCs, the MRMC tool is used. Though IMCA can perform
this function as well, MRMC is more efficient for this particular type of model.
MRMC can perform analysis using either numerical methods or simulation, of
which COMPASS only makes use of the prior.
5.2.5

User Interface

Both a GUI and a CLI are provided. This makes it possible to choose to work
interactively in a graphical environment, or command-driven.
The GUI allows the user to load a SLIM model, define fault injections, and specify
properties, which can subsequently be used for model extension and verification
respectively. The various possible operations are categorized under various activities
(e.g., correctness analysis and safety analysis) and are accessible when the necessary
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For probabilistic analysis based on the Monte-Carlo method, the slimsim tool is
used, which is described in more detail in Section 4.6. It uses an input format
based on the Ecore syntax. Various options are provided by slimsim which are
presented to the user. First, the desired error bound and confidence interval have
to be provided (see Section 4.2.2 for details). Second, the strategy to resolve non-determinism has to be selected, which is any of the strategies discussed in Section 4.5.

input data is provided. Various options can be directly configured from the GUI,
and multiple operations can run in parallel.
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The CLI allows single tasks (types of analysis) to be performed directly, without
user interaction, which is primarily intended to be used for automation. All input
data has to be provided a priori, and the resulting output is either written to the
console, or written to files on disk for later inspection. For some of these, such
as traces or fault trees (which are discussed in Section 5.3), the same visualization
tools can be used as used by the GUI.

5.3

Functions

COMPASS aims to provide an integrated approach to generate various artifacts
from a single input model, all formally proven and used to validate and verify the
model.
This section describes the various functions that the toolset has to offer, also including those that pertain to property specification (which aids the user in providing
the input specification, rather than providing analysis output).
5.3.1

Property Specification

Although properties can be specified by hand in the SLIM specification directly,
this can be a rather cumbersome process. Instead, the GUI offers various interfaces
to assist with the specification of properties interactively.
First, properties can be specified using patterns, using the CSSP or simply using
SLIM logical expression as will be explained in the following. These specifications
then get instantiated for the currently active model, and subsequently translated
into the formalisms (i.e., formal properties) for the various analysis back-ends.
Property Specifications and Requirements
Perhaps one of the most challenging tasks when defining the specification of the
system is the specification of the requirements, in particular the formal representations thereof. This problem has been discussed in Chapter 3, and COMPASS offers
various approaches to assist the user.
From the point of view of the toolset, requirements can define either parts of the
SLIM specification, or some property. The prior will have to be modeled directly,
whereas the latter requires some other method of formalization that maps to a
formal property which can be analyzed later.
COMPASS allows properties to be specified in any of the following three ways:
using the CSSP, using a pattern, or specifying them as a SLIM logical expression.
The CSSP has been introduced in Section 3.4, and makes use of AADL properties
applied to the SLIM specification. Pattern properties are discussed in Section 3.3.1,
and make use of placeholders in combination with a fixed grammar. Finally, SLIM
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Figure 5.3 – Flow for selecting property specification approach.

logical expressions can be used to specify a formal property directly, using the
operators that are given in section A.6.
Determining which approach to take to formalize a requirement can be done according to the flow depicted in Figure 5.3. As a first step, complex requirements
need to be simplified. It can happen that a requirement is specified as a conjunction
of two sub-requirements. Simplification then means that the requirement is broken
up into its constituent parts, which may then be formalized.
Not all requirements are suitable for formalization (cf. Chapter 3). If this is the
case, no further processing can be done by COMPASS, and other (conventional)
V&V approaches should be applied. However, the requirement can still be added
in COMPASS in plain text for traceability purposes.
If the requirement directly applies to the structure of the system, as opposed to
its behavior, it is best represented in the design model itself as encoded in SLIM.
Otherwise, a property (or properties) may be specified for it.
Although properties can be specified by hand in the model, COMPASS also offers
a GUI to assist with this. Individual components can be selected, permitting the
user to define properties for them. Properties can be specified for component
types and their implementation, as well as instances of components that occur
as subcomponents of others. This approach adds some flexibility that allows the
hierarchy of the model to be altered without invalidating any previously specified
properties.
Based on the flow, the first candidate approach to derive a property or properties
is using the CSSP. In Figure 5.4, the GUI is presented that is used for this purpose.
At the top, the model element to which the properties should be applied can be
selected. This can be the component itself, or any of its constituent elements such
as modes or subcomponents. Based on the type of element selected, the possible
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Figure 5.4 – Dialog used by COMPASS for CSSP property specification.

Figure 5.5 – Dialog used by COMPASS for pattern-based property specification.

derivable properties are listed on the left. Selecting one allows the associated CSSP
properties to be set (or unset). Multiple derivable properties can be configured this
way.
If the CSSP can not be used, the pattern-based formalization is the next considered
possibility. The GUI available for this purpose is shown in Figure 5.5. In this dialog,
the user can make selections and fill in placeholders to construct the pattern in
question. Below, both a description phrased in natural language as well as the
formal definition are shown. The syntax used for the placeholders is described in
section A.6. References to model elements in the placeholders can be made relative
to the selected component, and will resolve the specific instances when the instance
model is constructed from the root component.
Finally, properties can be specified directly using the language described in section A.6, which supports various temporal operators. Figure 5.6 shows the dialog
available for this purpose.
Tying it all together is a wizard which helps select the desired approach based
on the flow shown in Figure 5.3. The user is asked to enter a requirement and

Figure 5.6 – Dialog used by COMPASS for manual property specification.

classify it according to the taxonomy presented in Section 3.2. The wizard will then
suggest the approach to be taken, and store the requirement and possible properties
afterward.
Property Types
When a property is specified, it can be classified as either of the following types:
1. propositional properties;
2. qualitative properties;
3. timed properties;
4. probabilistic properties.
The type of property determines for which type of analysis it is applicable. The
primary distinction can be made between properties that describe states and those
that describe paths. The prior, which are the propositional properties, can be used to
express groups of states that share a certain property, which can be used to express
desirable or undesirable states, or constraints when exploring the state space.
The other types, which are all a subset of temporal properties, are used for model
checking purposes, looking at the behavior of the system. These are the qualitative, timed, and probabilistic properties. The first group considers sequences of
states, and uses logics such as LTL and CTL. Timed properties consider in addition
the delay between subsequent states, mapping to logics such as MTL and MITL.
Finally, probabilistic properties consider the probabilities of transitions between
subsequent states, and can be used to measure the overall probability of sets of
paths. These map to logics such as PCTL and CSL.
In COMPASS, the logics used are limited to LTL, CTL, MITL and CSL, which
are the logics used by the back-end analysis tools. In the following, it will be explained for the various functionalities which types of properties and formalisms
are applicable. A more detailed description of these individual logics is given in
Appendix A.
Contracts
Contract specifications can be used for the CBA, as will be presented in Section 5.3.4.
Like properties, they can be specified in the model manually, but the GUI offers a
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Figure 5.7 – Dialog used to specify contracts. The screenshot also shows how errors are
indicated, as in this particular case the CSSP ReactionProperty is used but not set.

dialog for this to make this easier (see Figure 5.7). Contracts are specified in terms
of an assumption and guarantee, both of which are SLIM propositional expressions
as described in section A.6. These may also refer to properties derived from the
CSSP.
5.3.2

Mission Specification

The mission specification functionality allows various mission characteristics to be
modeled and linked to the SLIM specification, such as mission phases, operational
modes, and spacecraft configurations.
This function exists currently for traceability purposes mainly, similar to the specification of requirements, and is not linked to any of the analysis capabilities in the
toolset. Such a function is left for future work.
The mission characteristics can be specified by first defining the various phases,
such as “ground” or “flight”, and operational modes, such as “nominal” and “safe”.
Spacecraft configurations are represented by an identifying label and an associated
SLIM formula. The spacecraft is considered to be in this configuration if and only if
the formula is true. Each configuration can then be association with an (arbitrary)
subset of the operational modes defined before.
Finally, observables can be defined for various combinations of phase and operational modes. Each phase can be associated with a subset of operational modes and,
for each operational mode, a SLIM formula that evaluates to true if and only if the
spacecraft is in that particular configuration of phase and operational mode. Each
possible configuration must be uniquely identified by its corresponding formula.
5.3.3

Correctness Analysis

For the validation and verification of the SLIM model itself, the COMPASS toolset
offers various functions classified under correctness analysis. These functions allow

inspection of the behavior of the model by means of simulation, inspecting the
model for deadlocks or incorrect timed behavior, and finally checking properties.
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A useful feature of COMPASS, to aid in developing and debugging a model, is
model simulation. Simulation allows a user to generate traces from the model
either randomly or guided by the user. The latter can be performed by explicitly
selecting mode transitions that are enabled, or defining the value of variables in
the next state, having the model checker resolve everything else. Furthermore,
propositional properties can be specified to impose constraints on the states that
are reachable.
Internally, this functionality is provided by translating the user input into constraints, either by fixing the next transition or some variable values, as well as
conjoining any selected propositional properties. If from the constraints multiple
states are reachable, they are selected in a random fashion (hence, random trace
generation is simply generating steps without constraints).
Model Checking
Model checking performs an exhaustive check over all possible states in the model,
making it possible to conclusively determine whether or not some property of
interest holds. The common alternative is testing, which only explores parts of the
model based on predefined inputs. As such, testing can only prove the presence of
certain behavior, including faults, whereas model checking can prove their absence
as well. This makes it possible to prove whether or not the system is safe, by ensuring
no unsafe state can be reached.
COMPASS uses the nuXmv engine for model checking. To this end, the SLIM
model M is translated to SMV (cf. Section 5.2.3), and LTL or CTL properties are
provided in the format understood by nuXmv. For each property φ, nuXmv will
check if M ⊧ φ. If so, an indication will be given to the user that the property holds.
If not, a counterexample in the form of a trace will be given.
As described in Section 5.2.4, nuXmv can be used for either BDD-, satisfiability
(SAT)- or IC3-based model checking. Depending on the method, deadlocks (see
Section 5.3.3) may influence the outcome. It is therefore important to ensure the
model is deadlock free, or the correct mode of operation is used.
Fairness One specific aspect that must be considered for model checking fairness.
Fairness conditions impose restrictions on the paths that are considered with respect to the events that occur in infinite paths. Generally, such conditions assume
that certain events (or their negation) must occur infinitely often on infinite traces.
For discrete systems, COMPASS does not impose any fairness constraints. When
dealing with timed systems however, COMPASS considers only timed paths in
which no two consecutive steps are a time delay, preventing certain kinds of Zeno-
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Model Simulation

behavior (in particular starvation of discrete events). Such behaviors are discussed
in more detail in the following.
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An important caveat of models is that due to their abstract nature, it is possible
that they describe unrealistic behavior. This is often unexpected and hard to detect
manually. In addition, they may result in misleading or even incorrect results from
the tools in COMPASS.
One of the most well-known cases is the deadlock. In a deadlock, the model is in a
state from which no other state is reachable. Depending on the formalisms being
used, this may be acceptable or not. Within COMPASS however, a deadlock is a
modeling error. This holds true in particular for reactive systems, where the system
should always be receptive to new input. COMPASS offers the ability to check for
deadlocks in models with a finite state space. By constructing the finite-state model
(FSM), nuXmv can check for states which have no outgoing transitions.
Ensuring the model is deadlock-free is particularly important in case BDD-based
analysis is performed, as in this case only paths of infinite length are considered. It
can thus occur that a path leading to the invalidation of some property is ignored
if it leads to a deadlock state.
More complicated is the occurrence of invalid timed behavior in hybrid models.
This entails Zeno behavior and time-/clock-divergence. Zeno behavior refers to traces
in which an unbounded number of discrete steps occur within a finite time delay
(i.e. the sum of delays of timed steps is finite). This can occur if there is a loop in
the system which does not enforce time to progress when iterating. A particular
case of such behavior is the time-lock, which is a state in the system from which
no path can be extended that permits time to increase (similar to a deadlock, but
discrete state changes are still possible).
Zeno analysis is performed based on three user inputs: the mode to check, a step
bound, and a time bound. The analysis is performed by checking if the mode is
reachable, and whether Zeno behavior can be detected starting from this mode.
The latter is done by checking for paths of infinite length starting from this mode,
based on the given step and time bounds². If there is no infinite path starting from
the mode that exhibits Zeno behavior, the mode is classified as non-Zeno. The
analysis can provide the following results for individual modes:
» Zeno: A Zeno path can be found starting from the mode. In this case a
Zeno trace is given that reaches this mode.
» Non-Zeno: No Zeno path can be found. In this case a non-Zeno trace of
infinite length that reaches the mode is given.
» Unreachable: The mode cannot be reached. In this case no trace is given.
2 Without these bounds, checking for Zenoness is undecidable.

» Unknown: If either the step- or time bound is exceeded, the result is unknown. The analysis should be performed again with higher bounds.

» Unbounded: The clock can reach a value that exceeds the given threshold.
In this case, a trace is provided that leads to a state where this is the case.
» Bounded: The clock’s value does not exceed the threshold.
» Unknown: No path can be found up to the step bound where the clock’s
value exceeds the threshold. However, it is not proven that no path exists
where this is not the case. In this case the step bound can be increased to
try and get a conclusive result.
5.3.4

Contract Based Analysis

The analysis so far has considered the model as a monolithic whole. Alternatively, a
component-based approach can be taken, where the individual parts of the system
are being considered. This approach allows for the application of compositional
reasoning, incremental refinement as well as the reuse of components [18].
With compositional reasoning, the analysis of a system is reduced to that of its
constituent components. This makes it possible to analyze larger models. One of
the major risks of model checking larger systems in the state-space explosion, in
particular when the composition of various systems is considered. Being able to
run analysis on the various (sub)systems individually permits the size of the model
under consideration to be kept manageable.
Reuse of components makes it also possible to reuse any proof associated with them.
Thus, an externally provided component with proven guarantees may be used in
the system with little extra cost in terms of formal analysis. Being able to refine the
system in a step-wise manner also fits well within the scope of aerospace projects,
as well as others. This has been discussed in Section 3.3.3.
Within COMPASS, an assume-guarantee based approach[83] is taken for compositional verification. The assumptions and guarantees of components are specified
pairwise in contracts, defined at the interface of a component.
COMPASS supports three types of analysis for the contracts that may be specified
on the model, which will be explained in further detail in the following sections:
» Validation, where validation properties are checked against the specification;
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The other behavior to be avoided, time-divergence, is also treated by the COMPASS
toolset. Time divergence occurs if the value of a clock is allowed to grow unbounded.
This can be problematic, as SAT-based approaches require loops in order to reason
over paths of infinite length. If a clock value is never reset, such a loop does not
exist. Time divergence analysis operates by searching for paths in which the value
of some clock exceeds a predetermined threshold. The user is asked to provide a
clock (or clocks) and a bound to compare it against, as well as a step bound. The
result of time-divergence analysis can be any of the following:

» Refinement Checking, where the contract refinements are verified;
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» Tightening, where for individual contracts it is checked if they can be tightened, which is the relaxation of assumptions and/or the strengthening of
guarantees.
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Validation
Contract validation makes use of validation properties. These validation properties
are specified on contract refinements, and are defined in terms of assumptions,
guarantees and norm guarantees of contracts. Here, norm guarantees are defined as
A → G, where A and G are the assumption and guarantee of a contract respectively.
Three types of validation property can be specified, which are consistency properties, possibility properties, and entailment/assertion properties.
Consistency properties are used to check for the absence of contradictions between
validation properties in a given subset. If the validation properties are mutually
satisfiable, a witness trace is generated that shows its satisfiability. Otherwise, it is
possible to generate an unsatisfiability core (or simply “unsat core”) which provides
the corresponding counterexample.
The possibility properties check for consistency of a user-specified property with
respect to the (subset of) validation properties. This can be used to check that the
validation properties permit a specific kind of behavior. The result is similar to that
of a consistency check, being either a witness trace or unsat core.
Finally, the entailment (i.e., assertion) properties check if a user-specified property
is implied by the (subset of) validation properties. This permits the user to check
if the properties defined by the contract(s) actually entail some expected property
of the system. If this is not the case, the properties of the contracts may have to be
extended, or a new contract may be added.
Note that these checks are aimed primarily to validate the contracts themselves, as
opposed to the system they are specified for. Similar to requirements validation,
they help ensure the specification is written down correctly.
Refinement Checking
The contract refinement checking function verifies that the contract refinements
specified in the model hold, that is
» if the contracts of the subcomponents are satisfied, then so are those of the
composite component, and
» if the contracts of the subcomponents are satisfied and the environment of
the composite component satisfies its assumptions, then the assumptions
of each subcomponents are satisfied as well.

The OCRA tool will generate the required proof obligations for this purpose, and
reports that either the requirement is satisfied (optionally bounded), or provides a
counterexample.
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The contract tightening functionality allows for automatic weakening or strengthening of assumptions and guarantees. The main benefit is that this releases some of
the burden from the designer of the specification, as this permits the specification
of the contracts to be simplified.
Contract tightening is implemented by means of parameter synthesis as described
in [43]. In summary, parameters are injected into the contract assumptions and
guarantees, which are translated into the, now parameterized, proof obligations.
The result can be treated as a parameter synthesis problem, where parameters are
chosen to find the weakest conditions such that the contract refinements are still
satisfied.
Two tightening approaches are available, top-down and bottom-up:
» Top-down tightening works by weakening the assumptions of composite
components and the guarantees of child components;
» Bottom-up tightening works by strengthening the assumptions of child components, and the guarantees of parent components.
Executing either of these functions will result in the (possibly) tightened contracts,
which can subsequently be applied to the specification by the user.
5.3.5

Performability

The performability [105] functions of COMPASS offer performance and reliability
analysis by means of probabilistic model checking. By transforming the SLIM
model into a CTMC or IMC (depending on the presence of non-determinism, see
below), numerical analysis is possible using either MRMC or IMCA. Alternatively,
the SLIM specification can be subjected to statistical analysis using the Monte-Carlo
method, the functionality of which is provided by slimsim.
In either case, a reachability property is formulated for which the probability of it
holding true is determined. In the case of IMCA, it is also possible to determine the
expected time and long-run average of reaching or remaining in the target state(s).
The following sections explain these processes in more detail.
Numerical
The numerical approach to performability analysis uses the MRMC and IMCA
model checkers to perform the probabilistic analysis of the CTMC or IMC underlying the model. In order to derive these, first the state space of the model has to
be generated.
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Tightening

The state space is generated by nuXmv, the successor of NuSMV. It is given the
SLIM model as input, and calculates the symbolic state space in terms of a BDD.
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The pivot between the model as handled by nuXmv and the IMCA and MRMC
model checkers is Model2IMC. Model2IMC takes a BDD representation of the
model, and applies the necessary transformations to make it suitable for MRMC or
IMCA as described in Section 5.2.3. Model2IMC can also handle DFTs as input,
which will be described in Section 5.3.6.
At this point it is technically possible to derive an IMC directly, however, the state
space at this point is generally prohibitively large. In order to reduce it, symbolic
bisimulation is applied using the Sigref framework [141]. Sigref is applied to the
BDD (annotated with the error rates) in conjunction with the properties of interest
(see Section 5.2.2) in order to minimize it.
If the result is fully deterministic, a CTMC is constructed, otherwise an IMC.
CTMC models can be exported to the file formats supported by both MRMC and
IMCA. The IMC models are supported by IMCA only. As MRMC provides better
efficiency for the analysis of CTMC models, COMPASS will prefer it automatically
if possible.
When using MRMC, the property is provided using the CSL syntax of MRMC.
For IMCA, the property is encoded by specifying the goal states in the IMC input
file and the time bounds using program parameters. As IMCA can handle nondeterministic models, both the minimum and maximum reachability probabilities
are calculated.
For these reachability properties, it is also possible to provide the full cumulative
distribution function (CDF) up to the provided time bound when the start time is
zero. This gives an idea of how the reachability probability changes over time. An
example plot is given in Figure 5.8.
In addition to reachability queries, it is also possible to calculate the expected time
or long-run average for state-based properties [70]. This functionality is provided
by the IMCA tool.
The expected time is determined by the mean sojourn time of the states in the
model. Starting from the initial state, for each path leading to the goal state(s), the
sum of these sojourn times is taken, weighed according to the probability of taking
that path.
For the long-run average, first the maximal end components (MECs) are generated.
Of these MECs, the ratio between the sojourn time of the goal states and non-goal
states is determined. Then, from the initial state the probability to reach each MEC
is determined, which is used to determine to overall weighed average fraction of
time spend in goal states.
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Figure 5.8 – Example CDF as provided by performability analysis.

Simulation
New in COMPASS 3.0 is the possibility to run performability analysis based on
Monte-Carlo simulation. This process depends on the functionality described in
Chapter 4, provided by the slimsim tool.
As SMC does not require the entire state space to be constructed, neither Sigref
nor nuXmv/NuSMV are used. Rather, the model is directly translated into a format
suitable for slimsim.
Whereas for the use of MRMC or IMCA only a single parameter, the error bound,
is given, SMC requires more: Aside from the error bound, also a confidence parameter and strategy are required. The function of these is explained in Chapter 4.
As opposed to the approaches using Markov chains, the simulator only determines
the probability at the upper time bound. Hence, a CDF is not plotted, but only the
final probability estimate is given.
5.3.6

Safety and Dependability

The safety and dependability functions of COMPASS provide insights into possible
failure modes of the system, their interaction and how well the systems responds
to them.
Both fault tree analysis (FTA) and FMEA rely on the generation of minimal cutsets (MCSs). A cut set is a collection of error events the combination of which will
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trigger some other (top-level) event of interest, such as a failure. A minimal cut
set is one of the smallest possible sets of such events, such that the removal of any
events from such a set will cause the event of interest to no longer to occur. The
size of a cut size is referred to as its cardinality.
Fault Tree Analysis
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Fault trees are a well-known concept in safety engineering, and provide a graphical
overview of the possible interactions and dependencies between various faults in
the system, eventually leading to a specific failure mode. Fault trees, as the name implies, are classically tree structured graphs, though this can be extended to directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs). At the bottom the nodes represent basic events, which are
the base faults that may occur in the system. At the top is the node which represents
the top-level event (TLE), which is a specific failure mode. The nodes in between
represent various (logic) gates, which are triggered by specific combinations— and
possibly orderings— of child nodes, thus describing how faults may propagate.
COMPASS provides the ability to automatically generate fault trees from the SLIM
specification, perform quantitative analysis on them to calculate failure probabilities, and provide measures of fault tolerance.
Generation Fault tree generation requires as input the (fault-extended) SLIM
model and a failure condition as TLE φ. The error events and propagations in the
SLIM model are considered as the possible error events leading to the TLE, and
are represented as basic events in the fault tree. The root node of the fault tree
represents the states which satisfy the TLE φ. The combinations of events that lead
to the TLE are determined based on the possible MCSs that lead to φ. To this end
the xSAP [25] tool is used.
xSAP determines the possible MCSs by a forward or backward search, as given
in [32]. Starting from either the initial state (forward search) or the TLE (backward
search), the reachable state space is computed by expanding the frontier incrementally. For each failure mode, a history variable keeps track of its occurrence. When
the complete reachable state space has been explored, the cut sets are determined
by projecting the intersection of the reachable state and the TLE over the history
variables. These cut sets are minimized to determine the final set of MCSs. The
elements of the MCSs correspond to the error events in the model, and with that
the basic event nodes in the fault tree.
Each MCS is represented using a new AND-gate in the tree, the children of which
are the basic events corresponding to the events contained in the MCS. The collection of AND-gates is then given as the children of the OR-gate that represents the
TLE. For cut sets of cardinality one, the basic event is connected to the TLE node
directly.
An extension of this procedure is the generation of DFTs, which takes the ordering
of events into account. The cut sets resulting from analysis using xSAP are ordered,
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Figure 5.9 – Two example fault trees as can be generated by COMPASS. On the left is a
static fault tree, on the right a dynamic fault tree. Here, the TLE, triggered by an OR-gate,
fails if either of the two (P)AND-gates fail, or basic event E5. The (P)AND-gates have 3 and
2 children respectively, of which one is shared.

yielding cut sequences, and are mapped to PAND-gates in the tree.
Figure 5.9 depicts some example fault trees as they could be generated by COMPASS.
On the left is a static fault tree that does not take ordering of events into account.
On the right is a dynamic fault tree that does. The TLE is triggered by an OR-gate,
which itself is triggered by either of two (P)AND gates, or basic event E5. The
(P)AND gates are triggered by the basic events E1, E2 and E3, or E4 and E5 respectively. For the PAND-gates, the ordering of the occurrence of the basic events
matters, requiring them to occur, in the diagram, from left to right. A complete
description of static and dynamic fault trees can be found in sections D.2 and D.2.1
respectively.
Hierarchical generation The approach to generate fault trees so far generates fault
trees based solely on the set of error events in the model, ignoring its structure. A
negative side effect of this is that the model’s structure is not reflected in the fault
tree, resulting in a flat structure with OR-gates on one level, and AND-gates below.
Using CBA a hierarchical approach is possible [34], which results in fault trees of
which the structure follows the hierarchy of the model much more closely, making
them more similar to fault trees designed by hand.
First, faults are injected into the components and contracts, representing the cause
and propagation of failures. This step is performed after the model has been translated to OSS. For each component S, an input and output port are added representing the failure, which are f SI and f SO respectively. The contracts are then extended
to include these failure conditions to weaken them. A contract pair (A S , G S ) is
replaced by (¬ f SI → A S , ¬ f SO → G S ). Next, the port connections are extended. The
output failure port depends on the MCSs driving the failure of S’s guarantee based
on the guarantees of its subcomponents and environmental input. The input failure
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port f UI of each subcomponent U depends in the MCS driving the failure of the
assumption A U based on the failure of other subcomponents or the environment.
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The fault tree is generated using a recursive approach, starting from the TLE. The
TLE is associated with the output failure port of the root component. If the failure
does not depend on that of subcomponents, it is treated as a basic event. Otherwise,
children are recursively added depending on the MCS that was determined for the
port connection.
For each cut set of a component, an AND-gate is created for each of its children.
Between cut sets, and the basic event corresponding to the failure of the environment of the component, an OR-gate is created. A simplification is applied such that
nodes with a single child are removed and the child is added to its parent.
Evaluation Fault tree evaluation determines the probability of the gates being
triggered over a given time-span. In order to do so, each basic event in the fault
tree has to be associated with an error rate, which is derived from the SLIM model.
Using the translation as described in Section 5.2.3, a probabilistic model is derived
from the fault tree.
Given a time bound d, for each gate g a reachability property is derived of the shape
ψ g = ⊺ U [0,d] g. Using MRMC, or IMCA in case the fault tree is non-deterministic,
the reachability probability is determined and associated with the corresponding
gate.
Verification Fault tree verification is a generalization of fault tree evaluation. Instead of determining the reachability probability of the TLE, the user is permitted
to provide any probabilistic property referring to the gates of the fault tree in the
atomic propositions. This makes it possible to provide arbitrary Boolean combinations of gates in the atomic propositions of the properties.
Instead of associating the resulting probability with the generated fault tree, as is
done for evaluation, the resulting CDF is plotted similar to how it is done for performability analysis (cf. Section 5.3.5). This not only provides the overall reachability
probability, but also its progression over time.
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
A well-known technique in the area of safety assessment is FMEA, where for some
failure condition the possible causes are determined. Based on the same MCS
generation as used for fault trees, COMPASS can generate FMEA tables, where
each MCS attributes to an entry in the table.
The cardinality of the MCS to be considered is set prior to generating the table.
This means that an FMEA table is generated for a specific cardinality, but allows
the search for MCSs to be simplified, as lower cardinalities have to consider less
faults.

An extension of FMEA is failure mode, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA),
which considers the criticality of the possible failure effects. However, this is not
considered in COMPASS.
Fault Tolerance Evaluation
Fault tolerance evaluation determines the number of unique cut sets in a set of fault
trees that have been generated prior. In other words, for a set of TLEs the possible
unique cut sets a determined, grouped according to their cardinality, giving an
overall indication of the fault tolerance of the system.
5.3.7

Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery

An important aspect of RAMS analysis is FDIR. COMPASS offers various features
to support FDIR analysis, backed by the xSAP platform.
FDIR analysis relies on the definition of a failure condition and one or more alarms
in the model. The failure condition is a propositional property describing the states
in which the system is considered failed. An alarm is a Boolean data port that
changes state as soon as some fault is detected in the system. Such ports are marked
with the Alarm property. The COMPASS FDIR analysis functionality aims to prove
which faults cause which alarms to trigger.
The two primary means to do so are fault detection and fault isolation analysis.
The prior indicates which alarms are triggered by the occurrence of some failure
condition. The latter results in a fault tree that shows which combinations of faults
in the model (i.e., error states) can lead to some alarm being triggered. Finally, fault
recovery analysis checks whether or not some failure condition can be recovered
from.
Fault Detection
Fault detection analysis can be used to determine which alarms will be raised depending on the failure condition property. To determine which alarms are raised,
a model-checking problem is phrased that checks for each alarm if its state differs from the initial state when the property to be diagnosed no longer holds, i.e.,
◻(φ → (φ U o ≠ o I )), where φ is the property to be diagnosed, o is the alarm’s
current state, and o I the state of the alarm in the initial state.
Optionally a delay bound can be given, which defines the maximum delay that is
permitted to consider an alarm as a means of detection for the failure condition,
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Similar as with fault trees, the ordering of events can be taken into account, which
in COMPASS is referred to as a dynamic FMEA table. Furthermore, the table can
be compacted by detecting cut sets which are a proper subset of other cut sets. These
larger subsets can then be left out, since its failure mode is already implied by the
subset.

i.e., the range I = [0, d] with d the detection delay. This range is applied to the untiloperator in the above model checking problem, yielding a formula in MITL.
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Fault isolation determines which errors lead to some alarm being triggered. For
each alarm a fault tree is constructed, with the SLIM error events that allow the
alarm to be triggered as the basic events, and the alarm itself as the TLE, using the
same condition o ≠ o I as from fault detection.
Fault Recovery
Fault recovery analysis determines whether some recovery property holds. This is a
simple model checking problem that can be expressed by a check that some recovery
state, as described by the recovery property, can be reached after a fault state has
been visited. For this purpose the response property patterns are particularly useful
(cf. Section 3.3.1).
5.3.8

Diagnosability Analysis

Diagnosability analysis concerns itself with the question whether or not a system is
able to correctly diagnosing a fault. A fixed amount of observable data is available,
generally a small subset of all possible data depending on the availability of sensors,
which the system has to use to derive the possible cause for a fault. If insufficient
observable data is available, diagnosing a fault may not be possible. On the other
hand, the amount of observable data is minimized in order to reduce cost and
complexity.
Diagnosability analysis checks if a set of observables is sufficient to detect a failure
condition. More specifically, a failure is considered diagnosable if the state of the
observables always differs between states. If there exist two paths in the system that
lead to the same observations, but with one having the failure condition triggered
and the other not, the failure is considered not-diagnosable. These paths can then
be provided as a counterexample [45].
Diagnosability in COMPASS relies on the definition of observables in the SLIM
model, which are data ports in the model from which a diagnoser can consider
the value when determining what the current fault condition is. An observable is
defined in a SLIM model by tagging a data port with the observable property. This
is combined with a failure condition property similar to those specified for FDIR
analysis (in fact the same properties can be used).
The analysis uses the twin-plant approach [45]. With this approach, two versions of
the model are composed together, one being the original, the second with all state
variables relabeled to primed variants. These are designated M and M ′ respectively.
These models then contain the observable sets {o 1 , . . . , o n } and {o′1 , . . . , o′n } respectively. The property φ for which diagnosability is to be proven is also duplicated

As the computation on the parallel composition is potentially computationally
expensive, the problem can be simplified by the addition of a diagnosability context,
which is a property describing the states under which diagnosability should be
considered, e.g., a safe mode. For such a property ψ, the model-checking problem
then becomes M∣∣M ′ ⊧ ◊(ψ ∧ ψ ′ → o 1 = o′1 ∧ . . . ∧ o n = o′n ∧ φ ∧ ¬φ′ ). It is
also possible to add path restrictions, which are a set of events that have to occur
in a specific order for a path to be considered for diagnosability analysis, further
reducing the size of the state space to be searched.
It is possible to provide a diagnosability delay d, which defines the maximum delay
between the occurrence of the failure condition and its diagnosis. This delay is
explicitly encoded in the model as a timer c d that starts as soon as the failure
condition is triggered, as well as an invariant property ¬(c d ≥ d). This invariant
corresponds to states where the delay bound has been exceeded since triggering
the failure condition, but the observations have not yet diverged.
5.3.9

Timed Failure Propagation Graphs

The support for TFPGs [23] adds the ability to analyze the temporal dependencies
between failure modes and their effects on a system. Structurally there are some
parallels with fault trees. However, whereas fault trees are concerned with the
likelihood of possible failure propagations, TFPGs consider the time delay between
fault propagations. A full description of TFPGs can be found in section D.3.
COMPASS provides three main functions that make use of TFPGs, namely synthesis, behavioral validation, and effectiveness validation. Synthesis concerns itself
with deriving a TFPG from the SLIM model. Behavioral validation checks that a
TFPG matches with a SLIM specification in terms of accepted behavior. Effectiveness validation check that the various failure modes of a TFPG can be diagnosed
in the model.
Linking to SLIM To perform any kind of TFPG analysis based on a SLIM model,
first some associations with the SLIM model have to be made. These associations
link information from the SLIM model to TFPG failure modes and discrepancies
(although at that point a concrete TFPG does not yet have to exist).
First, SLIM error states can be linked to TFPG failure modes. This link associates
entering such an error state in the model with the triggering of the corresponding
failure mode.
Next, SLIM expressions are linked to discrepancies. These are Boolean expressions
that trigger the discrepancy when they become true (i.e., they are true in the current
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with renamed variables, becoming φ′ . Diagnosability then becomes a model-checking problem checking the reachability property M∣∣M ′ ⊧ ◊(o 1 = o′1 ∧ . . . ∧ o n =
o′n ∧ φ ∧ ¬φ′ ). If the property holds true, it means a state exists where the observables have the same value, but the failure condition can either hold or not, meaning
it is not diagnosable.
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Figure 5.10 – Two generated TFPGs. On the left the TFPG has not yet been simplified, on
the right it has.

state, whereas they were false in the previous). These links are subdivided between
monitored and unmonitored discrepancies.
Finally, associations are made between TFPG modes and SLIM expressions. When
an expression evaluates to true, the mode is considered active, and any propagation
edge that is associated with that mode becomes enabled.
Note that for discrepancies and TFPG modes, the association SLIM expressions do
not have to refer to SLIM modes, although this is usually the case.
Synthesis
Given a set of TFPG associations with a SLIM model, it is possible to synthesize
a TFPG. At the basic level a similar procedure is used as for the synthesis of fault
tree, using FTA. The complete algorithm is described in [23], an overview is given
below.
For each discrepancy defined in the SLIM associations, an OR discrepancy node
is added to the graph. Similarly, for each failure mode association, a failure mode
is added as well. Then, using FTA, the MCSs are determined for each discrepancy
node. Each cut set mcs is mapped to a new virtual AND discrepancy node v, with
an edge leading from the discrepancy or failure mode in mcs to v, and an unconstrained edge from v to the discrepancy node for which mcs was determined.
Simplification The generated TFPG is both complete and correct. It can, however,
be simplified. First, some edges towards the virtual AND discrepancy nodes can
be removed. Edges can be removed if they do not alter the triggering conditions of
discrepancy nodes. After the removal of these edges, redundant AND nodes may
be removed as well. AND nodes with an in- and out-degree of one can be removed,
replacing it with an edge between the source and target nodes. If two AND nodes
share the same inputs and outputs, one of them can be removed from the graph, as
well as its connecting edges. Finally, an OR node with only one source edge coming
from an AND node can be simplified by merging it with this AND, the resulting
node being of AND type.
Figure 5.10 shows an example of a generated TFPG before and after simplification.
The AND nodes labeled v are the virtual AND nodes, the other nodes are respec-

After simplification, time bounds and mode conditions can be tightened. Tightening of time bounds is performed based on parameter synthesis and IC3. Time
bounds on edges are incrementally brought closer together until they are sufficiently
tight. For details, refer to [24].
Behavioral Validation
With TFPG behavioral validation, a check is performed to ensure the TFPG captures all the possible behaviors from the SLIM model with respect to the associations that have been made. This is done by ensuring all the traces in the model have
a corresponding trace in the model of the TFPG.
The associations provided by the user are used to map the traces generated by the
SLIM model to the traces of the TFPG model. Behavioral validation then checks
if the traces that are generated by the SLIM model have a corresponding trace in
the TFPG. To this end, proof obligations are generated that are given to the xSAP
tool for verifications. These proof obligations are constructed such that they ensure
an OR discrepancy node is activated only after at least one incoming discrepancy
is triggered, after at least a delay of t min time units, where t min is the minimum
delay associated with that incoming edge. Another proof obligation is defined to
ensure the propagation delay is no more than t max time units, where t max is the
maximum delay associated with an incoming edge. For AND discrepancies, similar
obligations are generated, but then considering the conjunction of all conditions
on edges, rather than their disjunction.
Note that the behavior of the TFPG can be considered an over-approximation of
the SLIM model. That is, any behavior occurring in the SLIM model can be proven
to be captured by the TFPG using behavioral validation, but the TFPG may also
model traces that do not occur in the SLIM model.
Effectiveness Validation
Effectiveness validation can be used to check if failure modes of a TFPG are diagnosable using observable discrepancies, similar to the diagnosability of faults in
the SLIM model as presented in Section 5.3.7.
For each combination of failure mode and system mode in the TFPG, diagnosability
analysis is performed. The monitored discrepancies, system mode and overall time
progression are considered the observables, with the status of the failure mode the
condition to be diagnosed. As for diagnosability of SLIM model, the twin-plant
approach is used, with as input an SMV model translated from the TFPG.
For each combination of failure mode and system mode, the outcome can be either:
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tively the failure modes (dotted, square) and OR discrepancy nodes (solid, round).
The simplification permits the v1 and v2 nodes to be removed, and the D3 and v3
nodes to be merged.

» not diagnosable, in which case a critical pair of traces is given with the same
state of observables, one without the failure mode triggered and one with;
» no counterexample found, in case SAT-based model checking is used, and
no counter-example was found within the SAT-bound;
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» diagnosable otherwise.
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5.4

Future Work/Roadmap

Although COMPASS already provides a fairly extensive set of features, there are
still possibilities for improvement. As part of the COMPASS 3 project, a Roadmap
was defined in which these points were identified [36]. Various objectives have
been identified pertaining to the toolset itself, its associated development process,
various research directions, outreach to the community, and further integration
with other ESA initiatives. This section will give a brief overview of these.
First, various objectives are given to improve the toolset itself. Feedback from
industrial partners mostly indicated a wish for better interoperability with other
design languages and tools. This lead to the definition of the following objectives:
» Better alignment of the SLIM language with AADL and its annexes. In
Chapter 2, various differences between SLIM and AADL have been identified, and better interoperability can be achieved by removing or minimizing
them.
» Provide the ability to use different formalisms and languages for modeling
system specifications, meaning COMPASS supports more languages than
just SLIM, such as Simulink [126] or SysML [132]. The project intended to
do this is current dubbed COMPASS*.
» Better integration possibilities for other design environments, such as OSATE [113] (or other Eclipse-based environments), MATLAB or AutoFOCUS3 [11].
» Automated validation of models, and generation of documentation. Examples of such functions are the automatic comparison of (formal) models,
change management support such as providing traceability information,
and generating artifacts such as a visualization of the input model using
state machines or message sequence charts.
» Improvements in scalability, which requires more efficient analysis engines,
for which further research is required.
On the topic of research, various extensions of existing approaches, as well as new
functions based on ongoing research are proposed:
» Improved property validation, to support checking the consistency not only
of linear time properties, but also branching (including probabilistic) properties. Other validation techniques can analyze the realizability of properties,

» More precise contract-based fault tree generation. Currently, the contractbased fault tree generation is fairly pessimistic and ignores the fault injections specified in the SLIM model. Integrating the two approaches would
solve this.
» Extended dynamic fault tree analysis. Currently, the dynamic fault trees
generated by COMPASS use only Priority-AND gates. However, other gates
may give a better intuition of the possible failure modes. Furthermore, advancements in the state-of-the-art of state-space analysis of fault trees allow
for larger models to be analyzed more efficiently, which could be implemented in COMPASS as well.
» Various improvements and opportunities have been identified for analysis of the FDIR design. Recent work on diagnosis and FDIR [33, 35] can
be incorporated into the toolset, for instance by adding the ability to take
diagnosability delays in more contexts into account. Further research is
being performed to support the automatic generation of observables sufficient for diagnosability. The automatic FDIR component synthesis, as was
introduced in the FAME project, can also be incorporated into COMPASS.
Finally, TFPG analysis can be further extended to support the production of
TFPGs with tighter bounds, generated automatically form the specification.
» The analysis of alternative designs — design space exploration — is particularly relevant during early design stages, where the effect of reliability of
different designs is compared. Some work has been done to do so in a formal
setting [62, 100], and integrating this into COMPASS would be beneficial.
» Introducing parameters into the model allows for algorithms to be used that
can automatically synthesize values for these parameters that fulfill some
property, making it possible to choose them in a optimized fashion[HB5].
Furthermore, they permit the application of model repair, where values
are automatically adjusted such that the model can be made to fulfill some
property.
» Currently, probabilistic analysis concerns itself with only a single metric
for analysis, usually the reachability property for goal states. With multiobjective verification [119], it is possible to consider multiple metrics at the
same time, such as a cost to reach the goal and the time to reach it. This
makes it possible to look for an optimal weighting of these metrics.
» Currently, COMPASS offers no functionality to verify an actual implementation against the model used for verification. With model-based testing
it is possible to do so [65, 131], comparing an actual hardware or software
implementation against the expected behavior from the model.
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checking if there exists an implementation that can fulfill it. Finally, another interesting direction is providing the capability of synthesizing tighter
bounds on delays or probabilities, which aids in understanding and optimizing the properties.

5.5
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Discussion
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For safety-critical systems, verification is one of the most important aspects of its
design process. Yet, with today’s practices a lot of work in this area is done by hand.
Similarly, the documentation associated with it is also manually provided, including
traceability aspects. Finally, since no automatic process is in place, all these artifacts
will have to be validated and verified manually, which can be a significant burden,
or partially skipped due to resource constraints.
This leads to various problems. Most importantly, there is the risk of not covering
all possible cases due to sheer complexity or by mistake. Mismatches between
design and implementation, and between documentation and design may also
occur. Finally, an update of the design (or requirements) requires all documentation
and models to be updated as well, which can easily lead to oversights. Automation
of these tasks mitigates these problems and reduces the overall workload. However,
care should be taken that this is not done by various loosely coupled approaches,
as this yields redundant work to provide the invariably different inputs from the
same design.
The COMPASS toolset was created to address these issues specifically, as well as
provide a platform to investigate future improvements in this area. This chapter
gave an overview of its capabilities, and a roadmap that provides an overview of
current and future developments that are applicable. COMPASS is not the only
endeavor in this field. Other similar projects include TASTE [133], or those that
define standardized architectures such as COrDeT [52] and its follow-up projects.
This shows there is a significant drive to improve the status quo.
Of course, limitations remain. One of the main problems is that of scalability, as
large models quickly require significant computational efforts, or require semantics
for which analysis algorithms end up being undecidable. Practical applications can
choose to find a subset of desirable functionality that remain within reach, trade
formal rigor for efficiency, but foremost desire new scientific results that bring the
desired functions within reach.
In another direction, the technology must be adopted by the industry for it to be
useful. Existing practices require COMPASS to bring significant advantages to overcome the cost of implementing this change, or lower the effort required to adopt.
New features and increasing the technology readiness level can make the use of
COMPASS seem more advantageous. Bringing closer integration with existing
methods can lower the effort required to adopt. Previous workshops held by the
ESA with industrial partners identified some approaches to make such improvements effectively, as discussed in the roadmap.

6
COMPASS Demonstrator
Abstract – This chapter describes the construction of a demonstrator for the
use of the COMPASS toolset in order to make its purpose more tangible. It uses
a model-driven approach to generate code for a LEGO® model of a satellite. A
translator is used to convert a SLIM instance model into a Simulink model.
This Simulink model can subsequently be used to generate executable code for
the LEGO® Mindstorms platform, which is used to control the LEGO® satellite
model.

tarting from a SLIM model, the functions of COMPASS discussed so far only
permit the analysis of this model. However, using it to derive an implementation is certainly feasible. Making use of this fact, an approach was developed that permits a SLIM model to be deployed on a physical device, specifically
a robot made using LEGO® Mindstorms, allowing the abilities of COMPASS to be
demonstrated in a tangible way. To do so, an MDE workflow was engineered and
implemented, which is described in full detail in [9].

S

The flow starts with translating SLIM to Simulink, which is a modeling language
available within MATLAB. Simulink is well known in the industry, not in the least
for its support to automatically generate (C) code from the model. A particularly
interesting feature is its ability to generate C code that is suitable for the LEGO®
Mindstorms platform, which can be used to interact with various sensors and actuators.
To demonstrate the approach, a model of a satellite was build with LEGO®, featuring
the controller and various peripherals from the Mindstorms platform to provide interaction with the environment. Subsequently, a SLIM model was created to model
the logic that should control the satellite, which with the help of Simulink could
be deployed on the Mindstorms platform, and executed. This shows that a single

input model, specifically one written in SLIM, can be used both for formal analysis
using the COMPASS toolset (cf. Chapter 5) as well as a basis for implementation.
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Simulink
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In order to derive executable code from SLIM, Simulink was chosen to be an intermediate modeling language. It is well known in industry and has a proven track
record of being able to export to executable code, in particular to the Mindstorms
platform, which is very accessible in terms of prototyping and displaying the model.
This makes it an interesting target for translation.
Simulink is a graphical language, where the basic elements are blocks that offer
a variety of functions and can be interconnected with signals. In Simulink, data
can originate from constant blocks, function blocks that generate signals (e.g., a
sine wave) or blocks representing an input from the environment such as from a
sensor. Data flows between blocks via the signals, and blocks can process such data
based on their function. Such functions include various mathematical operations
(e.g., addition, comparisons, Boolean logic) and storing and loading data from
data stores. More complex functions and operations are provided as well, such as
determining derivatives, and can be constructed from basic blocks by means of
specifying subsystems. The latter define a number of ports to which signals can be
connected, and consist of other blocks, including (recursively) other Subsystem
blocks.
For the storage of data, three different types of blocks are required: Blocks representing the data storage— Data Store Memory, blocks storing the input data— Data
Store Write — and blocks reading the data and providing it as output— Data Store
Read. The combination of these three types of blocks permits data to be buffered.
Note that only the read and write blocks are connected with signals, the memory
blocks are referenced by a parameter of the read and write blocks.
Further functionality can be provided directly as executable code (e.g., C or C++)
which can be encoded into system function— S-Function — blocks. Such blocks are
treated as black boxes that are given some input and based on this compute some
output. This aspect is used by Stateflow [127], which describes state-based behavior
of systems.
6.1.1

Stateflow

So far, the blocks that have been discussed model the flow of data, but do not
describe behavior. For this purpose, Stateflow can be used, which is an extension
for Simulink that is capable of modeling FSMs for discrete behavior, defined in
charts (which are a specialization of Simulink S-Function blocks), similar to the
statecharts of [74]. Simulink allows, similar to how modes, states and transitions
are described in SLIM, discrete states and transitions between those states to be

specified. In addition, states can be composite, otherwise referred to as superstates,
constructing them using substates.

To interact with the surrounding Simulink model, Stateflow supports either the
MATLAB or C language as the action language. At the occurrence of events such
as entering or leaving a state, or taking a transition, actions can be executed that
read or modify data. Furthermore, guards can be defined to control the flow in the
chart. Data of the chart itself, such as the active state, is accessible to encompassing
systems as well.
The transitions between states support the use of junctions, which allow multiple
transitions to be connected to each other. When taking a transition leaving a state,
such junctions must always lead to some target state eventually, however, multiple
steps may be taken to do so. Simulink considers all transitions taken between two
states as a single step, and therefore cannot be interrupted. If a junction has multiple
outgoing transitions, the transition that is enabled with the highest precedence,
according to a predefined order, is taken. This choice is always deterministic.
6.1.2

Simulation and Execution

One of the primary use cases of Simulink is the simulation of dynamic systems
(as the name would allude to). For this purpose, various simulation engines are
available. Such simulators work by resolving the dynamics of the system using discrete steps, resolving the system’s ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Example
solvers are based on the Dormand-Price method, or Runge-Kutta. However, various other approaches exist as well [128]. The major difference between the possible
solvers lies in the size of the time steps. These can either be fixed a priori, or determined at each step based on how fast the variables in the system are changing,
working toward minimizing the accumulated error over time.
Simulinks updates the state of blocks and signals according to a fixed order which
honors the dependencies that (may) exist between blocks. Each block gets updated
according to this order, subsystems updating recursively, which provides the updated signals that may be by subsequent blocks. This means that the dependency
graph must be a DAG (or a set thereof), therefore prohibiting cycles in the model.
However, as data stores are not connected directly, but are read/modified using
data store read/write blocks, they may be used as buffers to break any potential
cycles. This does, however, introduce a one step propagation delay of the signal.
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Unlike SLIM, where each component has exactly one active mode or state, Stateflow
supports two possible state types, depending on the configuration of the chart (or
superstate): OR-states that are mutually exclusive, of which at most one is active,
and AND-states, which are all active in parallel. Specifically, when a chart (or
superstate) becomes active, either a single OR-state becomes active, or all ANDstates become active. For the prior, the state which is activated is determined by
the configuration of the chart (or superstate): Either a previously active state is
reactivated, or the active state is determined by an incoming transition.
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An important caveat is that although Simulink can represent fully continuous behavior, its execution model inherently must approach this by discretization. However,
in the scope of SLIM continuous behavior is limited to equations with a constant
derivative, which can accurately and precisely be approached. Similar concerns
also apply to, e.g., the slimsim Monte-Carlo simulator (cf. Section 4.6).
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When a Stateflow chart is executed, it will attempt to take the first possible transition
with the highest priority. In particular, if two transitions are enabled, Stateflow
will deterministically pick one, as opposed to SLIM which considers this a nondeterministic choice. Furthermore, if a transition is enabled over a period of time,
if it is taken, it will be taken at the earliest possible time point.
This disparity is similar to that of using SMC for the analysis of SLIM models, as
described in Chapter 4. Currently, the translator does not take any steps to resolve
this. This means that the Simulink model may not consider all possible behavior
that the SLIM model models, though any behavior that it does exhibit is sound with
respect to the SLIM semantics (similar to what the Monte-Carlo simulator does).
This difference is further discussed in Section 6.4.

6.2

Simulink Translator

The translation from SLIM to Simulink is, for the most part, fairly straightforward.
In particular the structure between the two modeling language is similar enough
that the hierarchy can be retained. However, some semantical differences do exist,
which need to be carefully considered and handled. The reset of this section will
describe how the various aspects of a SLIM model are translated into a Simulink
model.
The translation is performed on the SLIM instance model, recursively constructing
it starting from the root component. Since Simulink supports recursive subsystems
as blocks, this can be approached in a straightforward manner.
6.2.1

Components

Components in the SLIM instance model are translated into subsystems in the
Simulink model. Each such subsystems contains the blocks required to describe
the (recursive) non-data subcomponents, data subcomponents, connections, and
behavioral elements.
For each port, corresponding Inport/Outport blocks are added to the subsystem,
which Simulink will make available to parent components. For event ports, no data
type is set, whereas for data ports it is. To handle default values for data ports, a
separate subsystem is added directly to this port, which contains a data store that
holds either the default value, or the last written value. Its output then provides
either the current value or, when the port is disconnected, the last value or default
value. To allow resetting the stored value to default, a second input port is provided
for this subsystem, connected to a block with constant value allowing it to reset
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the port to its default value. An example subsystem is show in Figure 6.1. It also
contains a Stateflow chart, which is further discussed in Section 6.2.3.
For data subcomponents, a data store memory is added, setting its type according
to that of the data subcomponent. Read and write accesses to this data store are
handled by the translations of the expressions found in the SLIM model.
The main exceptions to this are clock and continuous typed subcomponents,
which change their value as time progresses. To handle these data types, aside from
the memory store, an Integrator block is added, which accumulates the time spent
since the last simulation step. The rate at which it does so is fixed to 1 for clocks,
and multiplied with the rate of the active mode for continuous data components.
An example of such a translation is shown in Figure 6.2. It involves three levels:
One related to the individual trajectory expressions that are activated based on the
current mode, followed by a subsystem that controls when the trajectory equation
is active, with finally a subsystem containing the Integrator block responsible for
updating the value of the clock or continuous variable.
For the root component, a subsystem is generated as well, labeled “slimModel”. The
environment of the root component is then placed in the topmost Simulink system
labeled “rootSystem”.
Each non-data component is furthermore associated with a Stateflow chart that
describes its behavior. The behavioral aspects as determined by the modes and
transitions will be described in Section 6.2.3. However, other elements are added
to the Stateflow chart as well to represent the ports and data subcomponents. For
each event port, a corresponding event object is added to the chart, which permits
it to be used as a transition trigger. For data ports and data subcomponents, data
objects are added to represent them. Similar to event objects, such data objects
allow Stateflow transitions to access such data elements.
6.2.2 Connections and Flows
Simulink natively supports connections between ports, which are used directly by
the translators. Two aspects need to be taken into account however: In the case of a
fan-in connection, Simulink requires a Merge block to be used, for fan-out a branch
point (the latter being a detail usually hidden from the user). For connections that
can be disabled in certain modes, a block is placed in between that can enable and

6.2.2 – Connections and Flows

Figure 6.1 – Simulink representation of a subsystem with an in and out port, as well as the
Stateflow chart for behavior.
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Figure 6.2 – Translation of continuous component in a system with two trajectory equations
(top figure). The trajectory subsystem is active only when the global event semaphore (cf.
Section 6.2.8) permits this, and can be reset (middle figure). An Integrator block reads the
current value and updates it based on a constant rate (bottom figure).

disable the connection based on the active mode. This is explained in more detail
in Section 6.2.5.
Flows are treated by constructing the blocks that represent the flow expression as
will be described in Section 6.2.4, connecting the output of the last block in the
expression to the target port of the flow.
One caveat, as already mentioned, is that connections that imply a cyclic dependency are prohibited. Such cycles may occur due to the use of data flows in SLIM.
To break such cycles, such connections are buffered using a data store memory, as
explained in Section 6.2.6.
6.2.3

Modes and States

The modes and states of a SLIM component, as well as the transitions between them,
comprise the behavior of the components. In Simulink, this can be expressed using
Stateflow charts, which are a specific type of S-Function blocks (cf. Section 6.1.1).
SLIM modes and states are translated into Stateflow states directly. Invariants and

discharge

[GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE == 0 && ((level) < (double(15)))]/{send(low); GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE = 1;}

[GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE == 0 && ((level) >= (double(100)))]/{send(full); GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE = 1;level=(double(100));send(_reset_level);}
charge_fast
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[GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE == 0 && ((sun) < (18))]
1
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[GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE == 0 && ((sun) > (18))]

[GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE == 0 && ((level) >= (double(100)))]/{send(full); GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE = 1;level=(double(100));send(_reset_level);}

Figure 6.3 – Example Stateflow diagram. Three modes are included. The transitions contain
guard used by the global event semaphore described in Section 6.2.8.

trajectory equations are not taken into account here, but are rather encoded using
transition conditions in the Stateflow chart, and the Integrator blocks described in
Section 6.2.1.
Mode and state transitions are translated into Stateflow transitions, using the mode/
state to Stateflow state mapping described above to find the corresponding source
and target states. The SLIM trigger, guard and effects are mapped to the Stateflow
transition label. The transition label allows the triggering event, trigger conditions
and transition actions to be specified. The event may refer to an input port of the
chart, which permits the translator to map it directly. The condition is generated
from the guard using the expression syntax that will be described in Section 6.2.4.
Finally, effects are treated in a similar fashion as guards, but data elements are
modified in the chart as well. An example is shown in Figure 6.3.
For the initial mode, a default transition is defined that points to the state that this
mode is mapped to. This transition is, however, a special case and does not use any
label.
The current mode of the chart is made available as an output port of the state
chart. This port provides a value of an enumeration of possible state labels, which
is used by other parts of the model that depends in the active mode, such as those
influenced by dynamic reconfiguration.
Due to the deterministic behavior of Stateflow, mode invariants can be encoded
as transition guards. Since a transition is taken as soon as it becomes enabled, no
check is required if the time spent in a state exceeds what is allowed by the mode
invariant. However, a mode invariant may still prohibit a transition from entering
the corresponding state. Therefore, mode invariants are encoded as part of the
guard using a conjunction.
6.2.4 Types and Expressions
The types in SLIM, aside from the finitely enumerable ones, cannot directly be
translated into Simulink, as Simulink can only represent types with a finite domain.
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Figure 6.4 – Example flow expression as translated to Simulink blocks.

In such cases, in particular for integers and real numbers, the closest matching type
is used.
Booleans are translated directly into the bool type. For enumerations, a new class
needs to be defined for Simulink, which resides in a separate file. For each unique
enumeration in SLIM, such a file is generated and then referenced. Ranges are
translated to int with a fixed 32-bit width. This choice is made, ignoring the possibly
lower width required for the range, to avoid the need to convert values when the
range is promoted to an integer in a SLIM expression.
For integers, like ranges, a 32-bit wide int is used. This restricts the possible values,
but cannot be avoided. If the model makes use of large integer values, it is recommended to configure Simulink to warn in the case of a detected overflow. For real
numbers, a similar restriction applies. These are converted to the double floatingpoint type, which has a limited precision.
Expressions such as used by flows are expressed using various Simulink blocks.
Simulink offers blocks for the various arithmetic and Boolean operations that correspond directly with those of SLIM. When a SLIM expression refers to an identifier
for a port or data subcomponent, a corresponding read or write block is used to
respectively read or write into the memory store representing this port or data subcomponent. The example shown in Figure 6.4 shows such a flow, which performs
a modulus operation to wrap the input value in the range [−100..100].
In Stateflow charts, expressions are translated into their equivalents in the C language, which is chosen as the action language by the translator. For mode transitions and effects, these expressions are used for the state transition labels, either as
the transition condition (for guards), or the transition action (for effects). Stateflow
allows such expressions to refer to data stores directly, so identifiers can be used
as-is.
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Figure 6.5 – Use of SwitchCase block to conditionally enable a Subsystem when an in
modes specification is used.

One exception to this is the SLIM case operator, which has no direct equivalent
in Simulink or Stateflow. If the result of the case expression is of Boolean type, it
can be converted into a conjunction of implications. For other types however, this
is not possible, and the translator therefore prohibits the use of such expressions.
6.2.5

Reconfigurations

A key feature of SLIM is its dynamic reconfiguration, which is expressed using the
in modes specification. If this is used, the translator has to take a few extra steps
to support this in the Simulink model. In particular, a connection has to be made
between the active mode of a Stateflow chart, and the aspect of the model of which
the configuration depends on this mode.
In general, mode-based activation makes use of a SwitchCase block that receives
a mode value (based on a mode enumeration from a Stateflow chart) and outputs
true if this mode corresponds to one specified by the in modes specification. This
output can then be used to activate (or deactivate) part of the Simulink model, as
shown in Figure 6.5.
For non-data subcomponents, a SwitchCase block is connected to the subsystem
directly. Simulink supports enabling a subsystem by means of an ActionPort, which
can be connected to the SwitchCase block corresponding to the active mode.
For connections, a subsystem is inserted between the source and target. This subsystem is then activated by means of a SwitchCase block. In addition, if a connection
is disabled, a constant input is enabled representing the default value of the target
port. A multiplexer block between the subsystem, default value and input port
ensures the correct input is selected depending on whether or not the connection
is active.
6.2.6 Simulink and Cycles
As mentioned previously, Simulink requires that a strict non-cyclic order between
blocks is defined. However, a SLIM model may define data flows between two components in both directions, implying a mutual dependency. Direct data flow cycles
are possible as well, if they are guaranteed to be broken by the mode configuration
(using the in modes specification).
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Figure 6.6 – Example subsystem used to buffer port data.
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To permit such models to be translated to Simulink, two steps are taken in the
translation process. First, any detected cycles are broken by replacing the signal
representing the flow, or connection, by a data write and data read block, with
corresponding data store, as depicted in Figure 6.6. The block evaluation priorities
are adjusted such that the write will occur before the read.
A further consideration is that in SLIM, transition effects always evaluate variables
according to the current state, and update them for the next state. As data stores
are used to break cycles, it has to be ensured that value updates are still performed
according to these semantics. For this reason, a global lock is introduced, labeled as
GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE, which enforces the correct order of updates. This
is discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.8.
6.2.7

Error Models

The Simulink translator does not consider SLIM error models separately. Rather, it
is used only after model extension is applied, which embeds the error model using
fault injections in the nominal model.
However, model extension should not be applied when exporting to Simulink. The
error model normally represents those errors possible in the system the Simulink
model may be deployed to. Injecting it into the model would thus be redundant
(and make the model more likely to fail), as both concrete errors and their modeled
counterparts coexist.
Furthermore, the probabilities of error events are ignored, instead treating error
events like other events. The translator does not support randomized behavior,
which is something left for future work.
6.2.8 Global Event Semaphore
A major difference in the semantics between SLIM and Simulink lies in the fact
that SLIM considers synchronized transitions to occur atomically, whereas transitions/updates in Simulink occur sequentially. Thus, when in Simulink an output
event is triggered, input events that should synchronize occur only if their priority
ensures that they occur after the event. Furthermore, other output events may be
triggered as well.
To force the SLIM semantics, a global event lock is added to the model. This
event lock is used to force event synchronizations, and prevents time from pro-

gressing when an event is being executed. It is encoded as a data store labeled
GLOBAL__EVENT__SEMAPHORE with an integer value ranging from zero to two.

As soon as a chart triggers an output event, the phase is set to one. At this point,
only transitions that receive this event are allowed to execute, and further updates
of time are prohibited. The phase remains to be one until the simulation step ends,
at which point it is set to two.
In phase two, the remaining transitions that receive the input event are executed.
Any chart that already synchronized on this event is not updated. Thus, at the
end of phase two it is ensured all transitions that synchronize on the input event
triggered in phase zero have been executed. At this point, the phase is reset to zero.
6.2.9 Limitations
Not all the concepts and features of the SLIM language are supported by the translator. One of the major reasons is that while SLIM is a modeling language intended
for the analysis of possible implementations, Simulink aims at modeling a specific
implementation. This means in particular that any underspecification in the SLIM
model cannot be handled as such by Simulink, but rather some specific concretization has to be made. This applies to race-conditions, non-deterministic transitions,
possible time delays and random (error) events.
Other SLIM features that are not supported are non-Boolean case expressions,
@activation transitions and event data ports. For these features no theoretical
restrictions apply, but require extra implementation effort.

6.3

Demonstrator

A demonstrator was built in order to provide a more tangible representation of the
capabilities of the COMPASS toolset. It allows a SLIM model to be deployed on a
physical object, specifically a model of a satellite made using LEGO® and controlled
using the LEGO® Mindstorms platform.
The SLIM model represents the various behaviors of the satellite. Its environment
(sensors, actuators) is modeled using in- and output event and data ports on the root
component. This SLIM model is then translated into Simulink. The Simulink model
is extended by adding blocks for the various LEGO® Mindstorms devices. This
extended model is used to generate code that can be executed by the Mindstorms
platform. This code is then uploaded to the Satellite model, and executed.
The demonstrator models a simple space telescope, which consists of a satellite with
payload — from hereon referred to simply as the satellite — that can be oriented
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6.2.9 – Limitations

The lock operates in three phases: In phase zero, the model is allowed to execute
freely. In particular, at the beginning of a new simulation step, time is allowed to
progress, as blocks related to time keeping are given the highest priority. Afterward,
blocks are updated in order of their priority.
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towards a particular point of interest, or in such a way that it can communicate
with the ground station (where the two configurations generally exclude each other).
Power is provided by solar panels and rechargeable batteries. The satellite therefore
has the following main tasks:
» perform observations, for which it requires some particular orientation,
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» communicate with ground, which requires a different orientation,
» adjust for orbital decay, and
» recharge batteries by pointing its solar panels towards the sun.
The observational capabilities (i.e., payload) are not modeled. Rather, the satellite
has the task of orienting itself in a particular way such that an observation would
be possible.
The orbital decay is modeled by lowering the altitude of the satellite, which can be
measured. Enabling the thrusters will increase the altitude again. This function
applies hysteresis to adjust the orbit when some lower bound has been crossed. The
satellite is then lifted until some upper bound has been reached, at which point it
is allowed to (slowly) decay again.
Recharging the batteries is modeled by adjusting the orientation of the solar panels
in such a way that they receive the maximum amount of light. If the input is larger
than some predefined threshold, the batteries are considered charging, otherwise
discharging. The charge and discharge rates, as well as the battery level, are modeled
artificially.
The environment of the satellite is modeled as having various sensors and actuators.
A height sensor is available to report the height of the satellite above ground, and a
light sensor to report the intensity of the light hitting the solar panels. To move the
satellite, three motors are used. One increases the height of the satellite (m thrust ),
one can adjust its orientation (m turn ) and finally one is used to adjust the solar
panels (m solar ).
6.3.1

SLIM Model

The SLIM model is structured as follows: The main component of the specification,
and also the root component of the model instance, is the system Sat. In has two
input data ports that provide the values from the height and light sensors, three
output data ports to drive the motors, and two input data ports to read the position
from the m turn and m solar motors.
It operates in either of the observing, communicating or charging modes, with transitional modes in between. In the observing mode, the satellite is oriented such
that it can make its observations according to its mission, in particular away from
ground. In the communicating mode, instead it is oriented to ground to allow
radio communications. Finally, in the charging mode it orients itself and the solar
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Figure 6.7 – Overview of the SLIM model of the satellite.

panels such that they receive the most light to recharge the batteries. In this mode,
communications and observations are halted to conserve power.
The Sat component is constructed from four different subcomponents, which are:
»
»
»
»

the thruster system,
the battery,
the orientation control, and
the solar panel control.

An overview is shown in Figure 6.7.
The thruster system (Thruster) reads the current height, and based on this measurement either switches on or off the corresponding motor, applying hysteresis.
It has two modes, up and down, which set the motor speed (which when not moving up is set to move slowly downwards as to model the decay of the orbit), and
transitions in between that get triggered upon reaching a certain height.
The battery system (Battery) models a battery with a charge level that ranges
between 0 and 100, an input port light to measure the input power, and two event
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ports to indicate the battery being full or low on power. Internally, it operates in
either of three modes: discharging, charge_slow when power input is low, and
charge_fast when input power is high. All three modes have a (dis)charge rate
associated as part of the mode invariant. Transitions between the different modes
are guarded according to the level of input power, and send the full or low events
when corresponding charge levels are reached.
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The orientation control sets the orientation of the satellite according to parameters
that are given by the main satellite system. It rotates the satellite until this orientation has been attained by comparing it against the values received from the motors.
When the desired orientation changes it will reset and rotate the satellite again.
When the satellite switches to the charging mode, the component responsible for
adjusting the solar panels, FindLight, is given control over the motors. The component simplify rotates the satellite and solar panels until the maximum value of
light is registered from the solar panels. It does so by first rotating the satellite
until a (local) maximum is detected. Then the solar panels are rotated until again a
(local) maximum is detected. The satellite will then remain in this orientation until
the batteries are full again.
The charging, communicating and observing modes are mutually exclusive, meaning the motors and sensors for the orientation and solar panels are controlled by
one system at a time. The thrusters and battery subsystems operate independently
of the mode of the system. These are also considered critical as the failure of either
results in the loss of the satellite.
6.3.2

LEGO® Model

The LEGO® model of the satellite itself is constructed as a cube-shaped frame that
contains the various actuators that allow it to move, see Figure 6.8. It is attached
to a pole with a rack, to which a pinion gear is attached that is part of the satellite,
driven by motor m thrust , allowing vertical movement. The satellite is also allowed to
rotate around the pole for orientation, driven by motor m turn . Attached to the sides
of the satellite are two solar panels, which can be rotated along their longitudinal
axis by motor m solar .
An ultrasonic sensor is positioned underneath the satellite, permitting the satellite
to measure the distance between itself and the ground plate. The solar panels provide a voltage that depends on the received light intensity, which can be used as a
measure of received power. The motors are also capable of providing the degrees
of rotation that they have been turned, either when driven, or by external force.
LEGO® Mindstorms
To control the satellite, the LEGO® Mindstorms platform is used, in particular the
EV3 variant. A single controller, also referred to as a “brick”, can receive data from
up to four sensors, and drive up to four actuators. A program can be transferred to
the controller a priori, via USB or Ethernet, which can then be run standalone.
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Figure 6.8 – Overview and closeup of the LEGO® satellite model.

The motors and ultrasonic sensor are provided as part of the EV3 kit, and can
directly be used with the controller. For the solar panels, a legacy interface is used
which permits the use of an internal analog to digital converter (ADC) to measure
the input voltage. This requires a modification to the drivers used by the Simulink
translator to read this value directly, as normally it is compared to a threshold to
provide a Boolean value. The motors and sensors of the satellite are connected to
the controller directly, which is placed on the ground due to its weight.
6.3.3

Deployment

Most of the translation between the SLIM model and the LEGO® model is done
automatically. However, some steps have to be taken manually and some modifications to the Simulink model are required for it to be complete. An overview of the
entire flow is depicted in Figure 6.9.
To translate SLIM into Simulink, the COMPASS toolset is used. For this a CLI
script is available that can be given the SLIM model, and will generate the necessary
Simulink file(s).
In order to interface with the Mindstorms motors and sensors, blocks need to be
added from the Mindstorms library available for Simulink. This needs to be done
by hand, as the translator has no provisions for this. These blocks can be connected
to the ports provided by the Subsystem representing the translated SLIM model,
and configured to map to the physical ports of the Mindstorms controller. There

SLIM model

Sensors/
Actuators

Executable code

Add peripheral
blocks

Deploy on
Mindstorms platform
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Figure 6.9 – Graphical representation of the process used to generate code from a SLIM
model.

are blocks for the various types of Mindstorms elements, including the used motors
and sensors.
The Simulink model can be deployed to the Mindstorms controller from MATLAB
directly. With the controller connected via USB or the Ethernet, the code generated by MATLAB can be uploaded automatically, and then executed either from
MATLAB itself, or by running it from the controller directly.

6.4

Discussion

The work presented in this chapter was primarily performed in order to make it
possible to give a more concrete representation of what the COMPASS toolset is
capable of doing. The use of LEGO® to construct the model allows it to be as flexible
as the modeling language used, meaning it is fairly easy to make changes as the
need arises.
Using Simulink as an intermediary language comes with a number of benefits. It is a
well-known language with a significant adoption rate in industry. Furthermore, and
particularly relevant for the application of the demonstrator, the Simulink toolset
supports automatic code generation capable of targeting the Mindstorms platform.
However, Simulink is not fully compatible with SLIM, and some disparities exist
between the two languages. In particular, the differences in handling event synchronization, evaluation order and non-determinism stand out. For the first two,
workarounds are possible, though these tend to complicate the translated model.
Non-determinism in the SLIM model is not handled explicitly. The resulting implementation is necessarily deterministic, however, the choice of transition or time
delay is not controllable. The translation remains sound w.r.t. the original SLIM
model however. Arguably, such models should be prohibited, or could for demonstration purposes be randomized.
Nevertheless, the translator is capable enough to provide a complete workflow
starting from a SLIM model for a satellite to a working implementation on the
LEGO® Mindstorms controller. By doing so, it has be shown how the abstract
constructs of the modeling language can be interpreted in real world applications.

Future Work

Although the current implementation is sufficient for its purpose, improvements
are possible, a few of which are mentioned here.
At the modeling level, the translator can be made more feature complete, supporting more of the SLIM modeling constructs. In particular, case expressions,
@activation transitions, event data ports and probabilistic error events are not
(fully) supported.
Internally, the translator makes use of the text-based mdl file format for Simulink.
However, this format is nearing deprecation, and to be replaced by the slx format,
which is an XML-based format. Although the structure of the compressed slx is
defined by the Open Packaging Conventions (OPC) [OPC], the specification of the
embedded files, like for mdl files, is not open and requires significant effort to be
understood.
Finally, it would be interesting to build a complete case study around the approach,
including applying the various analysis capabilities of the COMPASS toolset on the
model. Alternatively, the same approach can be tried in the case study discussed in
Chapter 7. Furthermore, it may be interesting to complement the translation with
a model-based testing approach, allowing a running implementation to be tested
against a SLIM model.
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6.4.1

7
Modeling and Analysis of the
CubETH Nano-Satellite in SLIM
Abstract – Based on a prior case study where a nano-satellite was designed
using the BIP language, a case study was also performed on the same design
making use of the SLIM language and the COMPASS toolset. The aim of this
case study is to provide an openly accessible model, as well as determine how
well the COMPASS toolset can handle such models. First, the architectural
patterns that were used in the BIP-based model are defined for SLIM, followed
by the properties that can be derived from these patterns. The architectural
patterns are subsequently applied to specify the complete SLIM model, and the
properties used in the BIP-based case study are translated as well. These were
subsequently analyzed using the COMPASS toolset.

sually, the design of satellites is subject to strict constraints, not in the least
with regard to its weight. It is therefore no surprise that there has been an
increasing demand for launching small satellites, i.e., satellites with a mass
below 500 kg. A particular subset of those, the nano- and pico-satellites, saw an
increased number of launches in the past few years. Such satellites are light— less
than 10 kg [91] — and generally cost significantly less than larger satellites. Such
satellites can benefit from the ability to piggyback on launch vehicles used to bring
larger satellites into orbit, though launch vehicles designed specifically for small
satellites exist as well [99].

U

For pico- and nano-satellites, the CubeSat [41] standard can be employed, which
is a standard designed specifically to permit multiple satellites to share a single
deployer, allowing them to share a ride on a multitude of possible launchers [108].
The physical dimensions of such satellites are limited to a width and height of 10 cm,
and a length in units of 10 cm, e.g., a length of 10 cm being 1U, and a length of 30 cm

being 3U.
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To further reduce costs, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware may be used,
as well as simple communication buses such as inter-integrated circuit (I2 C). Such
hardware is, however, less resilient to the harsh environment of outer space, in
particular when it comes to radiation. In that case, the software (or firmware)
running on the satellite will have to implement additional error detection and
correction mechanisms to deal with this. This leads to a stronger emphasis on
software reliability, and increases its complexity as well, stressing the importance
of software validation and verification.
This chapter will present a case study based on the CubETH project [81], in which
a nano satellite is developed with the objective of determining its orbital position
using COTS global navigation satellite system (GNSS) hardware. As part of the
project, its software architecture was modeled [115] using the BIP language [20].
Based on this architecture, a case study was performed in which various architectural patterns were defined and analyzed [102, 103].
The same case study was performed using the COMPASS toolset. The main goal
is to provide a larger case study for which the sources are readily accessible (those
of a prior case study [60] are unfortunately not available), as well as being able to
compare both the BIP framework and the COMPASS toolset.
The remainder of this chapter will discuss the original approach, and how it compares to the SLIM version. First, a brief introduction to the CubETH project and the
BIP framework is given. The architectural patterns from [103] are re-constructed
in SLIM, followed by the model of the architecture itself. Finally, similar to the
original case study, deadlock analysis and model verification are performed— the
latter making use of both properties derived from the architectural patterns, as well
as those derived from requirement specifications.

7.1

CubETH Project

One particular project making use of the CubeSat platform is CubETH [81], which
aims to develop a satellite which is capable of accurately determining its position
and attitude in orbit, using low-cost hardware. In order to validate its measurements, it features laser-ranging reflectors to determine its position from the Earths
surface.
The software architecture of the CubETH project has been described with the BIP
language [21]. Originally, the architecture was specified in [115]. Later, from this
specification, various architectural patterns were identified that provide reusable
structures for which certain properties can be proven to hold [102]. These patterns were subsequently used to re-construct the architecture, ensuring that the
composed system fulfills the properties defined by the patterns by construction.

BIP

The original case study has been performed using the BIP framework [15], which
provides capabilities similar to those of COMPASS. The BIP language, from hereon
referred to as BIP, is structurally similar to AADL (and thus SLIM), making it
interesting to perform this case study with the COMPASS toolset.
In BIP, a hierarchical structure is modeled using atomic and composite types. These
notions are similar to those used by AADL, though in the case of BIP the implementation of these types differ (whereas for AADL the difference is simply the absence
or presence of subcomponents).
Atomic components, created with the atomic type keyword, specify ports, states
and transitions in a fashion similar to SLIM. Ports are declared with a given port
type that has to be defined beforehand. Such types can be empty for simple interactions, or some positive number of typed variables for data communication. This is
similar to the event and event data ports in SLIM (not data ports). Ports in atomic
components can be either internal, or external using the export keyword. The
latter permit synchronization, the prior are for internal events only.
As with SLIM, atomic components can specify data variables and clocks, which
function in a similar fashion. The case study makes use of discrete variables only,
therefore clocks will not be considered further. Although some parts of the system
refer to timed operations, these are abstracted into non-deterministically triggered
events, allowing the time period to remain unspecified.
The behavior of an atomic component models a Petri net [21], specified by means
of states, transitions, and an initial transition. The states and transitions function
in a fashion similar to SLIM, with the possibility to specify guards and effects for
each transition. The initial transition in particular can have effects specified that
determine the initial value of variables (which in SLIM is done with the Default
property).
Compound component specifications consist of subcomponent definitions and connectors which provide the connections between the various ports. Subcomponent
definitions work in the same fashion as SLIM, specifying the type of the component. Connectors determine how the ports of the components in the hierarchy may
interact [26]. Whereas the behavior of the system is determined by the Petri net
that is defined for atomic components, the connectors of compound components
determine the interaction and priority aspects. A connector specifies how some
source port communicates what a (possibly empty) set of receiving ports. Connectors can be specified such that they require all receiving ports to synchronize
by marking the source port as a synchron, or on any number of subsets of those
(including the empty set), individually referred to as an interaction, by specifying
the source port to be a trigger. Of these options, the first— specifying rendezvous
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semantics— corresponds to the current semantics of SLIM¹. This is the only type
of connector used in this case study.
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Priorities can be specified between the possible interactions of the connectors in
a component. In addition, BIP will automatically specify priorities according to
the maximal progress rule that favors interactions with the highest number of
participating ports. SLIM has no direct counterpart to this, instead requiring the
use of either dynamic reconfiguration, or transition guards.
Clearly, the main difference between BIP and SLIM lies in the possibilities for the
specification of interactions and priorities. SLIM has no direct counterpart for
priority specifications— the choice between multiple possible interactions is always
made non-deterministically. Different possible interactions can to some degree be
emulated by using mode-dependent connections. However, the difference between
rendezvous and broadcast interactions cannot be made. How these difference are
tackled for the case study is described below.
7.2.1

From BIP Models to SLIM Models

Most of the components of a BIP specification have a direct counterpart in SLIM,
and so translation is fairly straightforward. A quick comparison of the two languages can be found in Table 7.1. The following describes in detail how the BIP
models have been translated to SLIM.
Within the case study, one type of port, in the example of Listing 7.1 shown as
syncPort, is used, which is a simple untyped port which may be directly translated
to an event port in SLIM.
For each atomic component type, a new instance of a system component is created
in SLIM, with each port mapped to an event port. The direction of the port depends
on the semantics of the model. Depending on the architectural pattern used (as will
be discussed in Section 7.3), such a port can be mapped to either an input or output
port. In general, however, when a port is used as a source port in a connector, it
can be considered an output port, and an input port otherwise.
Every other element of a BIP component is translated into some element of a new
SLIM system component implementation. Data components are translated directly
into data subcomponents. The default values are set according to the assignments
that may be found in the initial transition of the component’s behavior.
Regarding the behavior, each place of an atomic component is translated into a
state in the SLIM component, and transitions are mapped accordingly. Guards are
transliterated, as are the effects. The exception is the initial transition: As mentioned, the effects of this transition determine the default value of data subcomponents. Its target place is marked as the initial state in the SLIM model (note that for
1 Prior version of SLIM used the broadcast semantics, though the minimum required number of
receiving ports was one.

Table 7.1 – Overview of differences and correspondences between BIP and SLIM.
BIP

SLIM

port type
synchron connector (with interactions)
trigger connector
atomic/compound type
(export) port
initial transition
data
component
connector
places
priorities

event (data) port
port connections (mode-based)
component implementation
event (data) port
initial mode
data subcomponent
non-data subcomponent
port connection
modes/states
-

BIP there is no difference between an initial place and activation place, as it does
not have the reactivation semantics from SLIM).
For compound components, each subcomponent is mapped directly to a subcomponent of the corresponding component implementation in SLIM. More effort is
required for the connectors: The connectors are all defined as rendezvous, with the
number of receiving ports ranging from zero to eight. Within the case study they
are used in three ways:
» A single interaction between multiple ports;
» Multiple connectors where one or more ports are not required to rendezvous,
effectively emulating a connector with a trigger source and multiple interactions with a common subset;
» A single port which may trigger at any time.
Clearly, the first type of usage can be directly translated into connections between
the source port and each receiving port. The second type can be transformed
similarly, though with a caveat: The optional port must be defined as non-blocking
to permit synchronization to occur between the other ports. SLIM does so by
making a port which is non-blocking input enabled in all states or modes. The
third case can be represented as an unconnected output port, which will never
block, or an input-enabled input port.

7.3

Architecture Patterns

The CubETH case study [102] provides a number of architectural patterns (or styles)
for BIP models, that can be used to implement recurring patterns. These patterns
apply to SLIM models as well. However, some modifications are required to provide
the same behavioral properties under the SLIM semantics. Other modifications
can be made to simplify the construction as well (due to the availability of different
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connector type SINGLE(syncPort p1)
define p1
end
connector type RDV2(syncPort p1, syncPort p2)
define p1 p2
end
atomic type WatchdogReset
data int timer
export port syncPort internal_watchdog
export port syncPort done
place S0, S1
initial to S0 do{ timer=0; }
on internal_watchdog from S0 to S1 do { timer = 0; }
on done from S1 to S0
end
compound type
component
component
component

CdmsStatus
WatchdogReset WATCHDOG
CdmsStatusActionFlow CDMSSTATACTFL
MessageLibrary MSGLIB

connector RDV2 internal_watchdog (WATCHDOG.internal_watchdog,
CDMSSTATACTFL.start_reset)
connector RDV2 reset_done (CDMSSTATACTFL.done_reset,
WATCHDOG.done)
connector RDV2 cdms_I2C_res (CDMSSTATACTFL.I2C_res,
MSGLIB.decodeMessage)
connector RDV2 cdms_I2C_ask (CDMSSTATACTFL.I2C_ask,
MSGLIB.composeMessage)
connector SINGLE CDMSSTATACTFL_start (CDMSSTATACTFL.start)
connector SINGLE CDMSSTATACTFL_finish (CDMSSTATACTFL.finish)
end

Listing 7.1: Example type specifications in BIP. WatchdogReset is an atomic type,
CdmsStatus is compound.

system implementation WatchdogReset.I
subcomponents
timer : data int {Default=>"0";};
states
S0: initial state;
S1: state;
transitions
S0 -[internal_watchdog then timer := 0]-> S1;
S1 -[done]-> S0;
end WatchdogReset.I;
system CdmsStatus
features
i2c_ask : out event port;
i2c_res : in event port;
end CdmsStatus;
system implementation CdmsStatus.I
subcomponents
watchdog : system WatchdogReset.I;
controller : system CdmsStatusActionFlow.I;
modes
m0 : initial mode;
transitions
m0 -[ controller.start or controller.finish ]-> m0;
connections
internal_watchdog : port controller.start_reset ->
watchdog.internal_watchdog;
reset_done : port watchdog.done ->
controller.done_reset;
cdms_i2c_ask : port controller.i2c_ask -> i2c_ask;
cdms_i2c_res : port i2c_res -> controller.i2c_res;
end CdmsStatus.I;

Listing 7.2: Components from Listing 7.1 converted into SLIM.
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system WatchdogReset
features
internal_watchdog : in event port;
done : out event port;
end WatchdogReset;
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Figure 7.1 – Structure of the mutex pattern.

modeling constructs). The following sections will provide the SLIM versions of
these architectural patterns.
Each architectural pattern consists of one or more operand components. In a few
cases, one central component can be designated as the operator or managing component. This will be explicitly mentioned for each pattern where applicable.
For each architectural pattern, both assumptions and guarantees are defined, referred to as assumed and characteristic properties in the original case study [102].
The assumptions place restrictions on the behavior of the operand components in
order to be able to provide the desired guarantees. Effectively, they require these
components to be well behaved. The guarantees then satisfy the architecture’s requirements.
In summary, the following patterns will be considered:

7.3.1

» Mutual Exclusion

» Mode Management

» Client-Server

» Buffer Management

» Action Flow, with optional abort

» Event Monitoring

» Failure Monitoring

» Priority Management

Mutual Exclusion

The mutual exclusion pattern is used to ensure that only one component can perform a given task at any time, or make use of some shared resource. The pattern
realizes this by only permitting a single component to synchronize on an action that
enters the critical section of the mutex, and requires it to release it before another
component (or the same) can acquire it again.
The patterns consists of one managing component, from hereon referred to as the
mutex component, that models the critical section, and any number of operand
components. The mutex component has two blocking input event ports, take and
release which respectively take and release the exclusive right to use it.
The pattern realized the desired properties by having the mutex component act and
block on input event ports. As SLIM permits only one component to trigger an

offer1

Client
use1

offer2

use2
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Figure 7.2 – Structure of the client-server pattern.

event at any given time, only one component is capable of synchronizing with the
take event. Similar constraints hold for the release event.
The assumptions require that the client components always release a taken resource
eventually, and only alternate between the take and release events (i.e., multiple
subsequent uses of take or release are disallowed). Formally:

◻(begin_task → ◊end_task) ∧
◻(begin_task → d(¬begin_task U end_task)) ∧
◻(end_task → d(¬end_task W begin_task))
The mutex pattern then guarantees only one client can begin its task when the
mutex is free, and all other must wait until it is released. Formally, it suffices to
ensure that
◻(take → d(¬take U release))
7.3.2

Client-Server

The client-server pattern ensures that one client can make use of a service provided
by a server at a time, though the server may provide more than one service, and
multiple clients may use those services concurrently.
Unlike the mutual-exclusion pattern, where there critical resource can be held for
some period of time, the use of a service is considered a single (transactional) event.
In SLIM, this is trivially realized by associating a single input event port with each
service provided by the server component, to which any number of clients may
connect. As with the mutual exclusion pattern, sharing a single input event port
allows only one client to synchronize at any given time.
No assumptions are required on the behavior of either the clients or the server. The
guarantee that only one client can make use of a single service at a time can be
formalized as follows:
∀i ∈ [1..n]. ◻(client i .use →

⋀
j∈[1..n], j≠i

¬client j .use)
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Figure 7.3 – Structure of the action flow pattern.

7.3.3

Action Flow

A common type of requirement is that a certain sequence of actions has to be
adhered to. The action flow pattern ensures that this is the case by a specific ordering
of system modes, effectively constructing a state machine. The pattern consists of a
flow manager component, and any positive number of operand client components.
The manager features two output event ports for each action, one to indicate its start
and one for its end. Each client component has matching blocking input event ports.
Upon receiving the event matching the begin of an action, it will begin performing
that action. When done, it maintains a state in which it is ready to receive the
action end event. When all client components are ready to receive such an event,
the manager component will trigger it.
This approach ensures each client performs the same sequence of actions at the
same time (though possibly with different execution times). When synchronization
between clients is not necessary or desired, multiple manager components can be
used.
Assumptions require correct behavior from the clients, in particular that each begin
of an action is followed by its end. That is, for a given operand component client
and m actions for this operand:

∀a ∈ [1..m]. ◻(client.begin a → ◊client.end a )

The pattern then guarantees that the operands execute the possible actions according to the order of the flow, and only continue to the next action when the previous
has been completed:

Operand 1

Action Flow Manager
begin1

begin1
end1
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end1
start

1

2

abort

N

N-1

Operand 2
abort

...
end2
begin2

end2
begin2

Figure 7.4 – Structure of the action flow with abort pattern.

∀a ∈ [1..m].

◻(begin a → d(¬begin a U end a )) ∧
◻(end a → d(¬end a W begin a )) ∧
◻(begin a → (¬end a W begin a )) ∧
◻(begin a → d( ⋀ ¬begin a ′ ) U end a ) ∧
a ′ ∈[1..m]

◻(begin a → d( ⋀

a ′ ∈[1..m]

¬begin a ′ W begin a+1 ))

The semantics of SLIM ensure all clients synchronize on the begin and end events,
due to the use of output events on the managing component.
Action Flow with Abort
As an extension to the action flow patterns, the action flow with abort pattern adds
the ability to abort the flow during any action, which restarts it. This is realized by
additional transitions in the flow manager from the modes in which an action is
running to the initial mode with a separate abort action.
Aside from the assumptions and guarantees of the action flow pattern, the abort
operation resets the order of actions to be performed to the initial action regardless
of the current one. This requires that all operand components have this port, and it
is input enabled. As the client is allowed to perform an abort between a begin and
end action, the assumptions become:
∀a ∈ [1..m]. ◻(client.begin a → ◊(client.end a ∨ client.abort))
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resume

timeout

recovery
failure

report

Figure 7.5 – Structure of the failure monitor pattern.

The pattern then guarantees the following:
∀a ∈ [1..m].

◻(begin a → d(¬begin a U end a )) ∧
◻(end a → d(¬end a W begin a )) ∧
◻(begin a → d( ⋀ ¬begin a ′ ) U (end a ∨ abort)) ∧
a ′ ∈[1..m]

◻(begin a → d( ⋀

a ′ ∈[1..m]

◻(abort → d( ⋀

a ′ ∈[1..m]

¬begin a ′ ) W (begin a+1 ∨ abort)) ∧

¬begin a ′ ) W begin1 )

The SLIM semantics ensure that, in addition to what was stated for the plain action
flow pattern, all clients synchronize on the abort action, which in turn ensures the
system remains in a consistent state.
7.3.4

Failure Monitoring

The failure monitoring pattern provides a component which monitors some operand
for anomalies, and reports them when they appear to not be transient. When
the operand component sends a signal indicating failure, the operator component
enters a state that indicates an anomaly has been detected. When the operand
does not send a recovery signal within some time bound (which may be zero)², the
operator will enter a state indicating a failure, and report. After this, it will return
to the monitoring state, allowing the same operations to be performed again. Both
the failure and recovery signals are input enabled to ensure the failure monitor does
not influence the behavior of the operand component.
Note that the original case study labels the monitoring state NOMINAL, following
the requirements specified for the CubETH subsystems (see Section 7.4.1). This is
slightly misleading in this context, and caused by the fact that the states of the
2 For the case study, it is assumed unspecified and is modeled as a discrete, non-deterministic event.
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toMode1

actionB

mode1
toMode2

mode2

actionB

Client
actionB
actionA

actionA

Figure 7.6 – Structure of the mode management pattern.

failure monitoring pattern have a different scope than those considered by the
requirements.
The pattern does not require any assumptions from the client. It guarantees that
the anomaly is reported after a timeout if no recovery happened beforehand:

◻(anomaly → ◊(failure ∨ recovery)) ∧
¬failure W anomaly ∧
◻(recovery → ¬failure W anomaly) ∧
◻(failure → ¬recovery U report) ∧
◻(failure → ¬failure U recovery)

7.3.5

Mode Management

The mode management pattern is used to determine what set of possible actions is
enabled for some operand components based on the active mode of the operator
component. Which mode is active is determined by a set of operand components
that trigger mode switches.
The operator component defines a state machine, where each state determines the
allowed actions. In SLIM, this is realized using modes with self-loops synchronizing
on the actions, which are modeled as input events. Transitions between modes are
triggered by input events connected to operand components that control the active
mode. The events controlling the actions are connected to the operand components
that potentially perform these actions.
No specific assumptions are required from operator components. The pattern guarantees that operand components can only perform those actions that the manager
permits in a certain mode. Given a function Acc ∶ M × Act which given a mode
m ∈ M lists the acceptable actions from Act, and the current mode mode, it holds
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Figure 7.7 – Structure of the buffer management pattern.

that:
∀a ∈ Act. ◻(a → a ∈ Acc(mode))
7.3.6

Buffer Management

The buffer manager pattern can be used to manage producer-consumer systems with
a shared, fixed-size buffer. A single managing component coordinates any number
of producer and consumer operand components. Production and consumption
of items is handled via the produce and consume input event ports, which block
when the buffer is full respectively empty.
Given a buffer with capacity c, for each available buffer position n ∈ [0..c], the
manager specifies a mode moden , with transitions in between that synchronize on
the produce and consume events, adding and removing an item from the buffer
respectively. Each operand producer component can only add items to the buffer
as long as it is not full, and similarly each consumer can only retrieve items as long
as the buffer is not empty.
The pattern guarantees that items can only be retrieved as long as the buffer is not
empty, and added as long as it is not full. Formally,
◻(mode = mode0 → ¬get W out) ∧
◻(mode = moden → ¬put W get)
7.3.7

Event Monitoring

The event monitoring pattern permits an observer to monitor the occurrences of a
particular event, and send one in response afterward. It is structurally equivalent

Event Monitor
report

observe
idle

1

Figure 7.8 – Structure of the event monitor pattern.

to the buffer management patterns with a buffer size of one, where the producer
generates the events being observed, and the consumer provides the reporting
of those events. This structure ensures that each occurrence of the event being
monitored is being responded to before another one can occur.
No assumptions are placed on the operands, and the pattern guarantees that:
◻(observe → ◊report) ∧
◻(observe → ¬observe U report) ∧
¬report W observe ∧
◻(report → ¬report W report)

7.3.8

Priority Management

The priority management pattern allows specific operations to be performed according to some predefined strict priority order. The operation with the highest priority
that is enabled being selected.
The operator component, i.e., priority manager, controls the priorities, and determines the action to be taken by means of an output event port for each action,
which operand components synchronize on.
The approach taken for SLIM deviates slightly from that of the pattern given for BIP.
The BIP approach uses a noAction event to signal a component is not available. For
SLIM, a data flow is used to indicate readiness, allowing the model to be simplified,
as the combination of action and noAction is no longer required to be input
enabled.
The priority manager has a mode for each operand component. In that mode, one
outgoing transition synchronizes on the action event, triggering that component.
Another transition triggers on the internal event τ, but is guarded by the negation
of the enabled input of its respective component. This transition leads to the mode
associated with a component of lower priority.
At any given time, at least one client operand must be enabled. Otherwise, a direct
loop is possible between all states of the priority manager. Such a loop may prevent
any other mode from being reached if no fairness constraint prohibits this (i.e.,
the priority manager’s internal transitions preempt any other). The formalized
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Figure 7.9 – Structure of the priority management pattern.

assumption is
◻( ⋁ enabled i )
i∈[1..n]

The priority manager guarantees that if two operand components are enabled, the
one with a higher priority will be triggered. Formally:
◻(∀i ∈ [1..n]. action i →

⋀

¬enabled j )

j∈[1..i−1]

7.4

Model

The case study has been modeled in SLIM based on the BIP model that is publicly
accessible[101]. Where appropriate, the patterns described in the previous section
have been used. The following will discuss the model in more detail, in particular
with respect to the steps taken to translate it from BIP to SLIM.
The CubETH satellite is comprised of five systems (i.e., a system-of-systems), which
are the electrical power system (EPS), the CDMS, the communication system
(COM), the attitude determination and control system (ADCS) and the Payload
(PL). In addition there is the mechanical structure which includes the antenna deployment subsystem. The case study models the software that runs on the CDMS
system, which controls and monitors the various other subsystems that are running
on-board the satellite. The CDMS monitors these subsystems, retrieves engineering
data, and oversees the payload operations which are run as scenarios.
7.4.1

Requirements

The design of the model is driven by a number of requirements specified for the
CDMS system, provided in [101]. These requirements are listed in the following

table. Here, φ indicates whether a corresponding formal property exists, which will
be further discussed in Section 7.5.1.
Description

CDMS-001

The CDMS shall be connected to the following subsystems:
PL, COM, EPS through an I2 C bus.
The CDMS shall supervise the correct execution of the software functions on the other subsystems. If a sensor or subsystem indicates anomalous signals the CDMS shall ask the
EPS for a reset of the malfunctioning hardware.
The CDMS shall be able to save its status in order to resume
correct operations following an unexpected reset.
The CDMS shall manage the data generated from the payload and housekeeping routines in a non volatile memory.
The CDMS shall periodically reset both the internal and ✓
external watchdogs and contact the EPS subsystem with a
“heartbeat”.

CDMS-003

CDMS-004
CDMS-006
CDMS-007

PL-001
PL-002
PL-003

PL-004
PL-005

PL-006
PL-007
PL-008
PL-009
PL-010

PL-011

HK-001

The Payload shall be able to add a scenario to the payload
board.
The Payload shall be able to execute scenario telecommand.
The Payload shall be able to abort any operation on the
payload and data transfer to transfer data from the payload
to the non-volatile memory.
The Payload shall be able to check the advancement of the
payload board internals algorithms.
The Payload shall be able to track the upload, execution and
result retrieval of a scenario and enable the corresponding
actions.
The Payload subsystem shall have the following modes:
IDLE, SCENARIO_READY, STARTED and RESULT_READY.
The payload shall operate when it is not in IDLE mode.
In SCENARIO_READY mode a scenario shall be loaded on the
payload board.
In STARTED mode, the payload data acquisition shall begin.
The payload shall poll the payload board to check if its memory is full. If the memory is full, the payload shall change
to RESULT_READY mode.
In RESULT_READY mode, the data shall be transferred to the
CDMS non-volatile memory. If the data retrieval is not finished, payload shall continue the payload data acquisition
until the data retrieval is completed.
The CDMS shall have a Housekeeping activity dedicated to
each subsystem.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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HK-005
HK-006
HK-007
HK-008
HK-009

HK-010

When line-of-sight communication is possible, housekeeping information shall be transmitted through the COM subsystem.
When line-of-sight communication is not possible, housekeeping information shall be written to the non-volatile
flash memory.
A Housekeeping subsystem shall have the following states:
NOMINAL, ANOMALY, and CRITICAL_FAILURE.
In NOMINAL state, the subsystem shall perform correctly.
If a process failure occurs or if the engineering data are not
correct the subsystem shall enter the ANOMALY state.
After MAX seconds in ANOMALY, the subsystem shall enter
the CRITICAL_FAILURE state.
In CRITICAL_FAILURE state, the subsystem shall contact
the EPS and demand a restart of the malfunctioning subsystem.
During NOMINAL operation the subsystem shall be contacted to retrieve engineering data.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓!³
✓
✓
✓

I2C-001
I2C-002

A single user shall send one message at a time.
I2C_sat shall implement the I2 C protocol.

Log-001

Every time a hardware error is produced, it shall be stored ✓!4
in a memory region in the RAM.
The dedicated RAM region shall be read and written atomically.

Log-002
Mem-001

Mem-002
Mem-003
Mem-004

Mem-005
Mem-006

The Central Software System shall have a dedicated Flash
Memory Manager activity for managing flash memory operations.
Flash memory shall be read and written atomically.
Flash Memory Manager shall return the SUCCESS or FAIL
status for each requested operation.
Upon a read request, the Flash Memory Manager shall read
the data from the flash memory and perform the cyclic redundancy check (CRC).
If CRC fails, the Flash Memory Manager shall reread the
data from the flash memory.
For the same read request, the number of attempts by
the Flash Memory Manager to read data from the flash
memory shall have a value not larger than the parameter
MAX_FM_READS5.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

3 Not verified since the model is kept discrete and MAX is not specified. Instead it is asserted the
state is reachable.
4 Not verified as it is part of the complete model, see Section 7.5.2.
5 As MAX_FM_READS itself is not specified, two is used as this allows for repetition with the smallest
possible state space.

If the number of attempts by the Flash Memory Manager to
read data from the flash memory exceeds MAX_FM_READS,
the read operation shall be abandoned and a failure shall be
reported.

✓

Non-formalized Requirements
Not all requirements have been formalized, either because they do not relate to (the
behavior of) the system, or because they are too abstract in nature (cf. Section 3.1.1).
The following lists these requirements and the reason they were not formalized.
» CDMS-001: This requirement directly relates to the structure of the model.
The connections referred to are present.
» CDMS-003: The supervisory functionality is present by means of the housekeeping components and their failure monitoring aspect. However, the reset
behavior described is not modeled, as it is part of the EPS system which is
not modeled.
» CDMS-004: This functionality is not present in the model.
» HK-001: The requirement describes the existence of the housekeeping components for the PL, COM and EPS subsystems, which are present.
» Mem-001: This requirement describes the existence of the flash memory
subsystem, which is present in the model.
Requirements Discussion
As discussed in Chapter 3, it is well known that requirement specification is nontrivial, and as a result the requirements may contains ambiguities or errors. Since
the model is based on these requirements, care has to be taken that they are correct
and reflect the intended outcome. However, for some of the requirements above a
different interpretation is required, as is described below.
Failure Management Requirement HK-006 specifies that in the NOMINAL state a
subsystem shall perform correctly. This is technically infeasible since the housekeeping component can only react to misbehaving subsystems, and thus at least
briefly remains in the NOMINAL state until it switches to ANOMALY. Instead, it will be
assumed the requirement means “In NOMINAL state, an error shall trigger a transition
away from the NOMINAL state.”
Furthermore, no requirement specifies that a recovery may be possible when in
the ANOMALY state. The case study does assume this, as it is a desired function (in
order to recover from glitches more easily). Such a requirement should be present,
as otherwise an implementation without this function is still valid.
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Flash Memory The requirements for the flash memory read functionality specify
that a failed read should be attempted again a number of times before giving up
on the operation. However, they are slightly inconsistent: Mem-005 requires data
be reread if an attempt fails, but does not specify an upper bound (nor is one implied), instead this is specified by Mem-006. Taken literally, this means requirement
Mem-005 cannot be satisfied, as at some point a failed CRC will cause the read operation to stop according to Mem-006. Instead, Mem-005 is assumed to state “If CRC
fails and the number of read attempts is below MAX_FM_READS, the Flash Memory
Manager shall reread the data from the flash memory.”
Requirement Mem-007 specifies that the operation fails if the number of read operations exceeds MAX_FM_READS, however, Mem-006 prohibits this. Instead, Mem-007
is assumed to state “If the number of attempts by the Flash Memory Manager to
read data from the flash memory is equal to MAX_FM_READS, the read operation
shall be abandoned and a failure shall be reported.”
7.4.2

Components

For each major subsystem a description will be given of its function, as well as how
it is modeled. Note that reused components are not listed individually, as they can
be trivially reused as subcomponents.
Mutex Component
A Mutex component is defined of which instances are used throughout the model
to prevent concurrent access to single resources. The mutex is implemented as a
simple two-state state machine, the initial state allowing an event to enter the critical
section of the mutex, and the second state allowing an event to leave. Functionally
and structurally, it is the same as the model shown for the Mutual Exclusion pattern
show in Section 7.3.1.
I2 C
Most of the high-level communications across the satellite occur via an I2 C interface. The protocol used by the CDMS software first sends a request packet via I2 C
to the target component (which in terms of I2 C is a slave, the CDMS component
being the master). After this, the I2 C bus is polled for a response by sending a poll
message until a response is received, or a timeout occurs.
In the case study, the I2 C messages are abstracted by the MessageLibrary component, which provides functions, modeled as events, that allow encoding a request, and decoding the response (or error) data. The MessageLibrary then interfaces with the I2C_sat component. This component provides the read and
write functions, again modeled as events, which implement the protocol used to
send and receive messages via the I2 C bus. See Figure 7.10 for the model of the
MessageLibrary component. When encoding a request, an I2 C write request is
sent, and it then awaits a response.

MessageLibrary
write

writeMessage
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decode
readMessage

errorMessage
error

read
readErrorMessage

Figure 7.10 – Model of the MessageLibrary subsystem.

The encodeMessage port is an event data port that accepts an integral number
representing the address of the subsystem the message is directed to. The result
is returned via the Boolean event data port decodeMessage, the value of which
is determined non-deterministically. The meaning of the result depends on the
receiving component. Failures are indicated with the event port errorMessage.
The model of the I2C_sat subsystem is based on a single component I2C_flow,
which mirrors the BIP model from [115], and the I2C_satLibrary library component. The complete model is shown in Figure 7.11.
The behavior is modeled by a single state machine that follows the protocol, performing the request write, followed by a write-read operation polling for the response. The model inspects the CRC of the response data, and retries the operation
if it is incorrect, and otherwise returns the data. It is possible for the request write
operation to fail, and the read operation to fail. A number of attempts is possible
(modeled non-deterministically) before a failure is returned.
Note that this model does not follow that of [102], but rather its predecessor. This
is because of a lower complexity, and to allow for the write-read behavior originally
designed for.
The I2C_satLibrary component provides an interface to the I2 C hardware made
available via two commands, represented by event ports: masterWrite and masterRead.
The first will send some message over the I2 C bus, the second will check if some
data is available on the bus. A third event data port check_CRC models the CRC
function, and chooses its value non-deterministically.
The MessageLibrary and I2C_sat components are wrapped in a I2CBus component to ease the use of them in the case study. This is, however, only a thin wrapper
around the provided port connections. The complete system contains one instance
of the I2CBus component. Due to this, it has to be ensured that the decodeMessage
and errorMessage ports are connected to input-enabled (or nonblocking) input
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error_crc

error3
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Figure 7.11 – Model of the I2C_sat subsystem.

event ports, as otherwise a single component may block the entire bus.
In the BIP case study, two types of I2 C port connections were used: Those which
are allowed to fail, and those assumed to never do so (or the effect being irrelevant),
which are marked NOFAIL. The latter achieve this by merging the message result
and error ports to the same input. The SLIM-based case study does not do this, but
rather handles all cases explicitly.
Housekeeping
Four housekeeping subsystems exist, that are responsible for managing the housekeeping of the CDMS, EPS, PL, and COM systems. Their tasks include recovering
and storing engineering data, and monitoring for failures during data processing.
As the housekeeping systems for the EPS, PL, and COM systems are identical, one
type of component is used, namely HK, of which three instances exist in the system.
Each HK component consists of various subsystems:
» A standard mutex ensures only one component can perform an operation
at a time;
» A component ModeManager that controls the state of data recovery using
the mode-manager pattern;

» A component FailureMonitoring which monitors for any critical failures
during housekeeping operations, and reports them as necessary, making
use of the failure-monitoring pattern, and
» A component HKProcess which models the steps required to process the
engineering data using the action-flow pattern.
For the CDMS housekeeping subsystem, the data collection and failure monitoring
are handled differently, so a different component implementation exists. It shares
the same mutex, ModeManager and PacketStoreModeManager components, but
has its own HKCDMSProcess component for its behavior.
The shared components are depicted in Figure 7.12. The mode manager component
enabled or disables the housekeeping activities by selectively allowing the main
read_HK event. The packet store mode manager determines how retrieved data is
stored, by selectively allowing the mem_write_req or i2c_ask_ttc events. The
prior writes data to non-volatile memory, the latter to the COM system. The failure
monitoring component sends a signal to the EPS subsystem in case of a failure,
which on the platform will cause the EPS subsystem to perform a reset of the
corresponding component (as these components are not modeled, neither is this
process). This communication is also performed via I2 C.
The main loop of operations of the housekeeping component, shown in Figure 7.13,
is periodically executed (triggered by the read_HK event). At the start, engineering
data is retrieved via I2 C, which then gets stored either in non-volatile memory or
send to the communications subsystem via I2 C. The choice on which to perform
depends on the presence of a line-of-sight connection to ground, discussed below.
A error indicated via I2 C triggers an anomaly event, which is forwarded to the
failure monitoring component.
The housekeeping component of the CDMS is functionally nearly identical to those
for the EPS, PL and COM systems. However, the engineering data is retrieved via
internal means, such as general purpose IO (IO) and state registers, as opposed to
using I2 C. Furthermore, the status of the CDMS subsystem is monitored separately,
so no failure monitor is included. Its model is shown in Figure 7.14.
Housekeeping Control Components The housekeeping components can be enabled or disabled, as well as switch between storing data or sending it to ground,
by means of certain telecommands. The housekeeping control commands are handled by the s3_5 and s3_6 components (shown in Figure 7.15), which handle the
enable_HK and disable_HK commands respectively. Upon reception, they send
an event to all housekeeping components to switch the mode of the ModeManager.
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» A component PacketStoreModeManager which controls whether data is
send to flash memory or sent via telemetry, tracking and control (TTC) (see
Section 7.4.2), implemented using the mode-manager pattern;
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Figure 7.12 – Shared housekeeping components.

The data handling mode is controlled by the s15_1 and s15_2 components (see
Figure 7.16), handling the enable_PS and disable_PS commands respectively.
These are forwarded to the PacketStoreModeManager components.
Different between the BIP and SLIM models is that for BIP, multiple event synchronizations occur for each housekeeping component, with a priority to enforce the
switch. In SLIM, a fan-out event connection is used to control them simultaneously.
Command and Data Management Subsystem Monitoring
The status of the CDMS is monitored by the CDMSStatus subsystem. It checks, with
the help of a watchdog, that the CDMS is functioning correctly.
The CDMSStatus component, cf. Figure 7.17, consists of a watchdog component and
an action-flow component. The watchdog component is responsible for resetting
both the internal and external watchdog timers of the actual implementation. This
is done periodically, as the expiration of a timer indicates a problem with the CDMS.
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Figure 7.13 – Model of the housekeeping process for EPS, PL and COM.
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Figure 7.14 – Process of the CDMS housekeeping subsystem.
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Figure 7.15 – Housekeeping control command model.
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Figure 7.16 – Housekeeping data handling command model.

In the model, the time period is abstracted to a single event, which may non-deterministically be triggered. The action-flow component controls the order of events.
First the internal and external watchdog timers are reset (in that order), followed
by sending a heartbeat (via I2 C) to indicate the system is operational. Finally, it
awaits the result of sending the heartbeat, and the loop repeats.
Payload and Scenarios
The payload operations of the satellite are controlled by the Payload component,
which itself is composed of various subsystems. These systems control the execution
of (mission) scenarios, data storage and monitoring.
The payload component can operate in four modes, controlled by a mode-manager subcomponent (PayloadModeManager, see Figure 7.18). These are respectively
IDLE, SCENARIO_READY, STARTED and RESULT_READY. In these modes respectively
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Figure 7.17 – Model of the CDMS status subsystem.
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Figure 7.18 – The payload mode manager component.

a scenario may be loaded, is loaded, is executing and finally is ready for collecting
result data.
The loading and execution of the scenarios is handled by a different set of components. The s128_1, s128_4 and s128_5 components are responsible for handling
the possible telecommands (LOAD, EXEC and ABORT respectively). The s128_1 component is responsible for loading a new scenario onto the payload, and s128_4 for
its execution. The s128_5 component permits the scenario to be aborted, resetting
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Figure 7.19 – Models of the telecommand processing subsystems.

the payload manager to the IDLE mode. Their models can be found in Figure 7.19.
The s128_1 and s128_4 components are similar to each other, except that they
operate in different modes, IDLE and SCENARIO_READY respectively. After receiving the telecommand, it checks if the payload is in the correct mode. If so, the
command is sent to the payload via I2 C, and on success the mode is switched accordingly. If the mode is invalid or the I2 C operation failed, the component returns
to the initial state and sends a failed event.
If a scenario has been loaded and is executing, the status_verification component continuously polls the status of the scenario via I2 C. When the scenario
has finished, it will trigger a transition back to the IDLE mode. If all available
memory has been filled in the payload, it will initiate a transfer of the collected
data by switching the payload to the RESULT_READY mode. The model is shown in

StatusVerification
StatusVerifcationActionFlow
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fail
FAIL

complete
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full

i2c_fail
FULL

I2C
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Figure 7.20 – Model of the status verification subsystem.

Figure 7.20.
The data transfer itself is managed by the data_transfer component, shown in
Figure 7.21, which moves the data to the non-volatile memory when the payload
is in the RESULT_READY mode. It consists of a mode manager to control when
data write operations should be performed, and an action flow to do so. When
writing, i.e., the mode manager is in the BUSY mode, the action flow component
requests the data from the payload via I2 C, and writes it to non-volatile memory
via the FlashMemory interface (see Section 7.4.2). The payload I2 C result indicates
whether there is more data to be written or not. If not, the operation finished and
the payload mode manager is instructed to switch back to the STARTED mode.
At any point during the loading or executing of a scenario, it may be aborted. This
process is handled by the 128_5 component, which performs the operation after
receiving the corresponding telecommand. Functionally it is similar to the 128_1
and 128_4 components, but does not validate the current payload mode, since the
abort command can always be sent.
A difference between the BIP and SLIM models is the handling of telecommands
that are sent out of order. Such commands trigger the wrong_state event. For
instance when the LOAD command is sent if the payload is in the SCENARIO_READY
mode. In the BIP model, priorities are used to trigger this transition only when the
alternate transition (e.g., load or exec) is not enabled because it cannot synchronize
with the mode manager. In SLIM this is not possible, as there is no support for
priorities. Instead, the mode manager has a data port of which the value depends on
the active mode. This value is checked, and when incorrect allows the wrong_state
event to be triggered.
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Figure 7.21 – Model of the data transfer subsystem.

Storage
The data that is collected during operation of the satellite is considered in terms
of packets, and can be handled in either of two ways: Sending it to the ground
station directly, or storing it in non-volatile (NOR flash) memory. The operation of
the latter is represented by the FlashMemory component, and a library component
MemoryLibrary.
The FlashMemory component, shown in Figure 7.22, controls the read and write
actions, and is responsible for verifying them. It consists of various subcomponents
to manage the operation of the memory. To ensure the memory is accessed by one
system at a time, a standard Mutex component is used, which needs to be acquired
to perform a read or write operation. Two mode managers handle the read and
write states of the memory, ReadModeManager and WriteModeManager respectively. Both mode managers allow a read/write operation to be started, continued,
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Figure 7.22 – Structure of the flash memory subsystem.

and finished in that particular order. The read/write operations are handled by
the ReadActionFlowWithAbort and WriteActionFlowWithAbort components,
which make use of the action flow with abort pattern.
The write operation, depicted in Figure 7.23, simply takes the buffer to be written
and performs the write operation with a non-deterministic possibility of failure. It
may not be possible to perform the write operation with a single write command
if the buffer to be written is too large. In that case, it may be continued after each
successful write command until completion. No attempt is made to retry the write
after failure, as at the time the case study was defined, such behavior had not been
specified yet [115].
The read operation, depicted in Figure 7.24, acquires the data from the flash memory,
using a CRC to validate the received data. If correct, the operation returns the data.
Otherwise, predefined number of attempts is allowed to be made to re-read the
data. If it ultimately does not succeed, a failure is indicated. This number of steps is
determined by MAX_FM_READ, with the failure count being tracked using the data
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Figure 7.23 – Behavior of the flash write functionality.
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Figure 7.24 – Behavior of the flash read functionality.

subcomponent fail_count. If the CRC fails and the failure limit has not been
reached, another read attempt is made. Otherwise, the operation fails.
The interface with the hardware is modeled by the MemoryLibrary component,
which models the read and write mode, and CRC functions as events. Similar to
I2Csat_Library, these are opaque event (data) ports.
Logging
A separate region in RAM is used for storing logging data. A logging component
Logger provides the interface to write logging information to it, in particular for
(hardware) error events. It consists of a standard mutex to ensure one component
can perform a logging operation at a time, and another, Log, to perform the actual
operation. One abstract log event port is provided to trigger a log operation.

Logger

log

take

Log
done
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Figure 7.25 – Model of the logging subsystem.

7.4.3

Differences Between SLIM and BIP

The primary difference between the BIP and SLIM models of the CubETH satellite
is the way event connections are structured and handled. Whereas the BIP model
specifies multiple possible interactions using multiple port connectors, this is not
possible in SLIM. Instead, all port connections are considered for the synchronization. As they must all synchronize for an event to be possible, shared events, such
as those from the I2 C bus are marked as nonblocking in leaf components.
This leads to some structural changes: The housekeeping components do not synchronize their mutexes with I2 C events, but rather internal start and end events.
This permits the I2 C events to share a common event connection, as otherwise
all mutexes would have to synchronize, which contradicts their purpose. For the
telecommand events of the payload component similar restrictions apply. However,
as their behavior is coordinated with a single mode manager, the mutexes have
been removed, as they are redundant (since the individual payload components
only accept telecommand events in their initial state).
The I2 C messages are all encoded with an integer to identify them. As the I2 C bus
is a single mutual exclusive resource, this does not alter the reachable state space
in the model, as each result event is preceded by a request event. However, it does
open the possibility to do so, and makes inspecting traces of the model easier, since
the origin of the messages can be traced.
To keep the size of the model bounded, which permits BDD-based model checking
as discussed in Section 5.3.3, fixed-width integers are used (specified using range
types). As the values of data components and ports are always guaranteed to remaining within some fixed upper-bound, this does not affect the actual reachable
states.
To simplify composition, the complete model contains the subsystems in a nested
fashion. This makes it possible to perform analysis on parts of the model by specifying a different root components, without having to alter the model itself.
Finally, as SLIM does not impose fairness constraints on the model by default, it
is possible for starvation to occur for parts of the system if a single component
exhibits cyclic behavior. In the model, such cycles can be found in the (non-de-
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Fairness constraints have been added explicitly to exclude such behavior, see below.
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As mentioned in Chapter 5, SLIM does not automatically impose any fairness restrictions on the possible state transitions. This means that when two components
are competing, usually due to non-determinism, it is possible for one to starve the
other.
In this case study, multiple sources of starvation exist. These include the occurrence of telecommands (which are sent from the environment, and are thus not
controlled), various read/write operations of a non-deterministic length or nondeterministic number of possible failures, the CDMS watchdog, and the housekeeping data retrieval operations that run on a non-deterministic interval.
This means that, although each component can easily be verified individually, the
whole system needs some amendments to limit the possible behavior to that which
can be consider fair/realistic. Two approaches are possible: A wrapper component
can be specified that controls the occurrence and order of external (and possibly
internal) events, or fairness constraints can be added to the model to limit the
verification to realistic traces.
The case study specifies a number of fairness constraints on the components for
which it is known that they will always perform an operation at some point in
the future. These operations include the housekeeping data retrieval, the payload
scenario completion, the flash memory read/write operations and the CDMS watchdog reset. For the events associated with these operations, fairness constraints have
been added.
One caveat should be noted: Similar to deadlocks, fairness constraints can have
negative effects on the outcome of verification if they are incorrect. If a fairness
constraints is too strong, it will limit the number of path that are considered for
model checking, making it impossible to find a counter-example of a property that
realistically should not hold.
Therefore, care has to be taken that the number of such constraints is kept to a
minimum, and that they are applied to events that both can and should occur
infinitely often on paths of infinite length.6

7.5

Analysis

Analysis of the model has been performed based on properties that are derived
from the architectural patterns as presented in the BIP case study, translated to their
SLIM equivalents. In addition, formal properties have been defined and analyzed
6 A simple trick to validate the model is to add a trivially falsified property. If no counter-example
is found, the model may not be correctly specified.

based on the requirement specifications provided in Section 7.4.1. However, those
only referring to the structure of the system were not formalized. The table provided
in Section 7.4.1 indicates for each requirement if it was formalized.
Properties

Properties are defined on the components to which they apply, which permits them
to be verified for each individual instance, as well as in a compositional manner.
In particular the mutex and housekeeping components are reused. Each instance
of these properties is not individually listed, rather only the specification they are
derived from.
In order to specify the properties in SLIM, the operators used by the pattern properties need to be mapped to SLIM specifications. The operator ◻ maps to always,
◊ to in the future, d to then and U to until. For φ W ψ, the SLIM equivalent
is then(ψ ) releases φ. Further details about these operators can be found in
section A.6. For brevity, the prefixes for mode identifiers have been omitted (in
SLIM, this is either the name of the subcomponent that defines them, or mode:).
Properties derived from the mode management architecture are labeled with “MD”,
those from the mutual exclusion architecture “MX”, from the failure monitor architecture “FM” and action flow architecture with “AF”. Properties based on the
requirements specified in Section 7.4.1 use the respective requirement ID.
CDMS Status For the CDMS status subsystem, some properties were defined
to validate the action flow behavior. It checks that 1) the last action is not started
before the first has been taken, 2) an operation does not repeat until the loop is taken
again, and 3) the loop is not completed until the last action is taken. Additionally,
requirement CDMS-007 was formalized using this component. These properties are:
ID

Property

CDMS.AF.1

◻(controller.mode = START →
¬controller.i2c_ask U controller.start_reset)
◻(controller.start_reset →
d(¬controller.start_reset W controller.mode = START))
◻(controller.i2c_ask →
d(¬controller.i2c_ask W controller.mode = START))
◻(controller.mode = START ∧ controller.start_reset →
d(controller.mode ≠ START U
controller.i2c_res ∨ controller.i2c_fail))
◻(◊watchdog.reset_watchdog ∧ ◊controller.i2c_ask)

CDMS.AF.2i
CDMS.AF.2ii
CDMS.AF.3

CDMS-007

FlashMemory For the FlashMemory and related components both properties for
the mode management as well as the associated requirements were specified:
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ID

Property

Mem.MD.1i
Mem.MD.1ii
Mem-002

◻(read → rmm.mode = READ)
◻(write → wmm.mode = WRITE)
◻(read → d(¬read U (return ∨ fail))) ∧
◻(write → d(¬write U (return ∨ fail)))
◻(read ∨ write → ◊(return ∨ fail))
◻(read → ◊rafwa.read ∧ ◊rafwa.check_CRC)
◻(rafwa.check_CRC ∧ ¬ data(rafwa.check_CRC) ∧
rafwa.fail_count < MAX_FM_READ →
¬(rafwa.fail ∨ rafwa.ok_read) W drafwa.read)
◻(rafwa.fail_count ≤ MAX_FM_READ)
◻(rafwa.check_CRC ∧ ¬ data(rafwa.check_CRC) ∧
rafwa.fail_count = MAX_FM_READ →
(rafwa.read ∨ rafwa.ok_read) W drafwa.fail)

Mem-003
Mem-004
Mem-005

Mem-006
Mem-007

The original property MX.1 has not been translated as it was too strong: It specified an invariant that held as long as not all components were waiting for the flash
memory component. It, however, did not consider all subsets of components. Instead, the translated model relies on the SLIM semantics, as the read and write
events are inputs, meaning they can synchronize with only one component at a
time. Requirement Mem-002 ensures mutual exclusion of all operations.
HouseKeeping The housekeeping components had mode management and failure management properties verified. As there were multiple instances of the house
keeping components (EPS, PL and COM), multiple instances of these properties
were verified as well. In addition, the requirements directly related to these components were formally specified.
ID

Property

PS.MD.1i

◻(packet_store_MM.mem_write_req →
packet_store_MM.mode = MEMORY)
◻(packet_store_MM.ask_i2c_ttc →
packet_store_MM.mode = TTC)
◻(process_AF.read_HK → enable_MM.mode = ENABLED)
◻(process_AF.anomaly →
d(¬process_AF.anomaly U
(process_AF.success ∨ fail_mon.i2c_ask)))
◻(enable_PS →
¬packet_store_MM.ask_i2c_ttc W disable_PS)
◻(disable_PS →
¬packet_store_MM.mem_write_req W enable_PS)

PS.MD.1ii
HK.MD.1
HK.FM.1

HK-003

HK-005
HK-006
HK-007
HK-008

HK-009
HK-010

◻(enable_PS →
d(packet_store_MM.mode = MEMORY W ddisable_PS)) ∧
◻(packet_store_MM.mode = MEMORY →
¬packet_store_MM.i2c_ask_ttc)
◻(fail_mon.mode = NOMINAL ∨ fail_mon.mode = ANOMALY
∨ fail_mon.mode = CRITICAL_FAILURE)
◻(fail_mon.mode = NOMINAL ∧ fail_mon.failure →
d(fail_mon.mode ≠ NOMINAL))
◻(fail_mon.mode = NOMINAL ∧ fail_mon.failure →
d(fail_mon.mode = ANOMALY))
◻(fail_mon.failure →
time_until(fail_mon.mode = CRITICAL_FAILURE) = MAX
∨ time_until(fail_mon.success) < MAX)
◻(fail_mon.mode = CRITICAL_FAILURE →
◊fail_mon.i2c_ask)
◻(process_AF.read_HK → fail_mon.mode = NOMINAL)

The failure monitoring property was altered to check that after an anomaly has occurred, either a recovery happens or an error report is sent before another anomaly
occurs. Originally, it checked that the housekeeping component did not finish
before a recovery event or an error report message.
The mutual exclusion properties (MX.1) were not considered, the reason being that
the periodic read_HK event is not externally accessible. Between the various housekeeping components only the I2 C bus is shared, which itself guarantees mutual
exclusion.
HouseKeeping CDMS For the CDMS housekeeping component, the same properties were specified as those for the other housekeeping components, with the exception of HK.FM.1 and HK-005–HK-009, because failure monitoring is not included.
I2 C For the I2C_sat component, a single mode management property was specified in [102]. Requirement I2C-001 was specified against the MessageLibray component. The mode management property is only applicable to the component
implementation making use of the mode management pattern, and not the component implementation using a single flow (from [115]), which is the one adopted in
this case study. A translated version is provided, though it is not verified.
ID

Property

MD.1
I2C-001

◻(reader.poll → controller.mode = S1)
◻(encodeMessage →
d(¬encodeMessage U (decodeMessage ∨ errorMessage)))
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Payload The original case study defined properties both for validating the mutual
exclusion pattern and the mode management pattern. Of these, only the mode
management patterns were considered, with in addition properties for some of the
payload requirements, as listed below:
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ID

Property

MD.1i
MD.1ii
MD.1iii
MD.1iv
DT.MD.1
PL-001
PL-002
PL-003

◻(s128_4.exec → mgr.mode = SCENARIO_READY)
◻(sv.started → mgr.mode = STARTED)
◻(s128_4.executed → mgr.mode = IDLE)
◻(dt.ready → mgr.mode = RESULT_READY)
◻(dt.proc.acquire → dt.manager.mode = BUSY)
◻(tc_ask ∧ data(tc_ask) = LOAD → ◊s128_1.load)
◻(tc_ask ∧ data(tc_ask) = EXEC → ◊s128_4.exec)
◻(tc_ask ∧ data(tc_ask) = ABORT →
◊(s128_5.aborted ∨ s128_5.fail))
◻(mgr.mode = STARTED → ◊(sv.poll ∨ s128_5.aborted))
◻((mgr.load → mgr.mode = IDLE) ∧
(mgr.exec → mgr.mode = SCENARIO_READY) ∧
(mgr.poll → mgr.mode = STARTED))
◻(mgr.mode = IDLE ∨ mgr.mode = SCENARIO_READY ∨
mgr.mode = STARTED ∨ mgr.mode = RESULT_READY)
◻(mgr.mode = IDLE →
(mgr.mode = IDLE W s128_1.loaded)) ∧
◻(mgr.mode ≠ IDLE →
(mgr.mode ≠ IDLE W (sv.complete ∨ s128_5.aborted)))
◻(mgr.mode = SCENARIO_READY →
◊(s128_4.started ∨ s128_5.aborted))
◻(mgr.mode = STARTED →
◊(sv.full ∨ sv.complete ∨ s128_5.aborted))
◻(mgr.mode = STARTED ∧ sv.full →
◊(mgr.mode = RESULT_READY))
◻(mgr.mode = RESULT_READY →
◊(dt.manager.continue U
(dt.manager.done ∨ s128_5.aborted)))

PL-004
PL-005

PL-006
PL-007

PL-008
PL-009
PL-010
PL-011

The mutual exclusion properties were not considered, as they assume the existence
of multiple instances of the payload components. Instead, mutual exclusion is guaranteed by the fact that there is a single input event (data) port for the telecommands
that control the s128 components.
Logging The logging component uses a mutex component to ensure only one log
operation can be performed at the same time. The original case study defined a
property to validate this. However, similar to the the flash memory component, it

Table 7.10 – Overview of verified components and the number of properties analyzed.

CubETH
Payload
I2CBus
HK
HKCDMS
FlashMemory
CDMSStatus
Logger
Mutex

Components

States

44
9
5
6
5
7
3
3
1

11

2.73 ⋅ 10
355 290
9 728
184
88
40
14
2
2

Properties (inherited)
15
1
10
3
10
5
0
2

(+2)
(+1)
(+1)
(+1)
(+2)

is specified too strong. Instead, it is checked that the logger is available only when
idle, and is not idle when a logging operation occurs. In addition, requirement
Log-001 was formalized against the complete model:
ID

Property

MX.1
AF.1
Log-001

◻(log → d(¬log U loglib.mode = IDLE))
◻(log → d(loglib.mode = LOG))
◻(flash_mem.fail ∨ i2c_bus.errorMessage ∨ payload.tc_fail) →
log.log)

Mutex The following properties were defined for the mutex component. Effectively, they check that a takes mutex cannot be taken until released, but in addition
check that the mutex is always eventually taken. The latter ensures no starvation
occurs somewhere in the system, and helps validate the model.
ID

Property

MX.1
Liveness

◻(take → (¬take U release))
◻◊take

7.5.2
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Verification

Verification was performed by first validating the model using deadlock checking,
and then model checking the properties as described above. As discussed in Section 5.3.3, vital for model checking is ensuring that no deadlocks occur, as these
negatively affect the results. Furthermore, as all components are expected to be
able to perform their function indefinitely, a deadlock would indicate an error in
the specification. To this end, the components listed in Table 7.10 were individually
checked for deadlocks.
However, this is not sufficient to validate the model. It is expected that all the
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various subsystems remain live. The presence of a single, non-synchronizing component that is deadlock free implies the entire system is, even if some other part
can no longer evolve to a different state. Therefore, both fairness constraints and
specific safety properties are checked in addition. The fairness constraints ensure
no component will starve another (which in the case study is unrealistic), the safety
properties check that fair paths are reachable. The latter is achieved by specifying
properties of the form ◻¬action (e.g., ◻¬take for a mutex), and ensuring a counterexample can be found.
As COMPASS handles all the translation from SLIM to the backends, the validation
and verification processes are automatic, requiring only the root component to be
selected at start. The analysis was performed using the BDD engine of nuXmv, on
a Core i7-930 @ 2.80 GHz system. For each individual component, both validation
and verification were performed, and were all completed within 30 s of execution
time. However, this was not possible for the complete model. Although the model
was determined to be deadlock free, model checking timed out after running for 5
days.
Note that compared to the original BIP case study, the specification consists of
fewer components. This is due to the I2 Ccomponent implementation being simplified, and mutexes being absent for the s128_1, s128_4 and s128_5 components.
However, the number of properties verified is higher, as those derived from the
requirements are considered as well. The number of states differ significantly. However, depending on the component it can be more or less. This can be attributed to
different interaction mechanics between SLIM and BIP, as well as the use of event
data ports in the SLIM model for the I2 Cbus.

7.6

Discussion

The primary goal of the case study as described in this chapter was to provide a
larger example for the COMPASS toolset with accompanying documentation. With
that in mind, this chapter will hopefully provide enough of a base line to both be a
platform for further development, as well as a guide for new users to get acquainted
with the SLIM language. Additionally, it gives insight in the commonalities and
differences between the BIP and SLIM languages.
Although most of the model could be translated from BIP into SLIM in a straightforward manner, some changes were made either because of differences in semantics or
because a different expression of a concept in SLIM is more natural to the language
(i.e., the use of event ports). In particular, but not solely, priority-based interactions were replaced by transition guards using additional state-based variables, and
telecommand and I2 C connections make use of event data ports instead of simple events. Finally, because the root component is a parameter of the verification
process, components can easily be reused in different hierarchies.
The requirements provided in [102] were formalized as well. Though they only
cover a subset of the functionality, their verification gives further assurance that

the model is correct. However, some inconsistencies had to be taken into account.

The SLIM model requires (manual) specification of fairness constraints. Since multiple components run in parallel, without such constraints verification takes into
account the starvation of components, which is considered unrealistic. Therefore,
for each such component, fairness constraints are added requiring them to show
behavior infinitely often, excluding traces where starvation occurs. Addition of
such fairness constraints require extra attention to validation of the model. Such
properties exclude unwanted behavior, but may in addition also exclude behavior
that should be considered, and that may even have invalidated properties were it
so. To this end, a few properties are checked that deny desired behavior, such as to
generate explicit counter-examples that prove such behavior exists.
Verifying the model proved to be a challenge which with the current state of the art
(w.r.t. implementation) cannot fully be overcome. Although the individual subsystems could be analyzed, analysis of the complete CDMS system timed out, similar
to what occurred in the BIP-based case study. Approaches based on compositional
reasoning could provide a solution here, like the D-Finder [17] deadlock analysis tool used for the BIP-based case study showed. However, COMPASS does not
support compositional deadlock analysis. In addition, although it was considered
to make use of compositional reasoning for verification, the CBA engine (cf. Section 5.3.4) used by COMPASS does not (yet) support fan-in connections, a concept
used extensively throughout the case study. Therefore, although some prototype
contracts were written, CBA was not performed. It makes, however, for interesting
future work, as the verification performed shows that the composed model grows
prohibitively large.
The BIP framework and COMPASS toolset provide two approaches to model specifications quite similar in nature. A good example is that the verification engine used
by the BIP-based and SLIM-based case studies is the same, namely nuXmv. Though
both platforms can be used for the verification of their respective models, the BIP
framework shows a greater emphasis on code generation, whereas COMPASS has
a stronger support for safety and reliability analysis. A varierty of code generators
exist for BIP, making it easy to deploy them on various hardware platforms.
COMPASS shows stronger integration for analysis. In particular, the SMV models
provided in the original case study are generated by the BIP-toNuSMV tool [22],
which does not support the complete BIP language— with restrictions similar to
those of SLIM on interaction types — and requires manual insertion of fairness
constraints and the properties to be verified (in SMV syntax). COMPASS provides
a more intergrated approach, as these steps are automated.
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The process of model verification is a straightforward task. Most of the properties from the case study could directly be translated, or be represented in a way
that expresses their original intent. Translation and analysis of these properties is
handled automatically. Properties specified on reused components are verified on
all instances as well. However, the model has to be validated to ensure that it is
specified correctly.
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One aspect of the architecture pattern based design, that has not been considered,
is the automatic derivation of properties. It is possible to derive such properties
based on the actual implementation. The properties considered in this chapter
were made by hand— though derived from the templates— to validate the result.
Automated property generation may in particular be useful of the implementation
is done by hand to ensure no errors are made. If this process itself is automated,
the result can be ensured to be correct by construction. However, this requires a
mapping from implementation to pattern, which is non-trivial. A possibility is to
consider a graph-grammar based approach. This is left as future work.

8
Conclusion

owadays the use of model-driven approaches is almost ubiquitous throughout the design of aerospace systems, as it can provide the necessary confidence in the correctness and reliability of systems. Formal methods provide
an ideal platform to verify that the specification meets expectations, showing the
system under development performs well not only under foreseen circumstances,
but all those that can occur.

N

Such a platform is offered by COMPASS, which provides support for the analysis
of the correctness, safety and performability of (space) systems. Central to these
capabilities is the model that can be expressed using the SLIM language, which is
covered in Chapter 2.
The earlier such methods can be applied, the more effective they are at detecting
problems, and preventing them from affecting the processes later on. This starts
at the requirements gathering phases. Chapter 3 considered the problem of the
formal specification and verification of requirements. Various alternatives have
been explored, most notably pattern-based and design attribute-based approaches.
The latter has been implemented in the CSSP, which is one of the main outcomes
of the CATSY project.
As projects are further developed, the design and specifications get further refined,
resolving the functionality of systems by the definition of subsystems, with increasingly fine-grained detail. This holds for requirements as well as the (interfaces
of the) systems themselves. Contract-based approaches naturally fit in with this
pattern, offering both the possibility for tracking the refinement as the project develops, as well as compositional analysis methods, which, among other advantages,
can avoid or mitigate the effects of the state space explosion problem. The refinement of requirements has been treated in Chapter 3, with the implementation of
the contract-based analysis methods of COMPASS dicussed in Chapter 5.
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To tackle probabilistic analysis of stochastic-hybrid systems, a need specifically
driven by the HASDEL project, the use of statistical model checking (SMC) has
been investigated in Chapter 4. Although very promising, the use in the context of
COMPASS does come with a number of caveats that need to be taken into account.
In particular, certain choices have to be made with regard to underspecification,
which is reflected by the slimsim tool developed as part of the process. Here, there
is a clear engineering trade-off visible: On the one hand, SMC offers the ability to
target a wide range of formalisms with a cost that does not depend on the state
space size. On the other hand, numerical approaches can provide much greater
precision and accuracy, and are better at detecting rare events. Neither approach
replaces the other, but can be seen as complementary.
The COMPASS toolset wraps all these parts together, providing a platform where
multiple formal techniques can be used together. Since its inception, it has been in
continuous development throughout various projects driven both by the ESA and
the EU. Its major strength is its ability to provide various (orthogonal) functions
w.r.t. reliability and safety aspects of systems, as described in Chapter 5. It is this
toolset that defines the basis on which the work in this thesis is founded.
Finally, the drive for applying COMPASS to practical problems led to the results
of Chapters 6 and 7. In order to develop a demonstrator for the COMPASS toolset,
both a translation from SLIM to Simulink, as well as a model of a (small) satellite
were discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 details a case study performed earlier in
the context of the BIP framework, with the intent of providing a larger, accessible
model for future use.

8.1

Challenges and Future Work

Various points of possible improvement can be found for future research ventures
were presented throughout the previous chapters. They can be found at the end of
each chapter, of which the most crucial ones are briefly restated here.
Though based on the existing AADL standard, the SLIM language has some features
tailored specifically for the purpose of verifying system behavior, which cause it to
not be fully compatible with AADL. Herein lies an opportunity for improvement,
as full compatibility provides the option to share the language with other tooling, as
well as making it easier to adopt. Alternatively, the COMPASS toolset itself could
be altered to accept other modeling languages as well, provided they are backed by
compatible formal semantics.
Requirements elicitation, specification and formalization are all fields of their own,
and future work remains necessary in all fields. The design-attribute based approach of the CSSP has yet to be proven, and performing a full case study using
it is most certainly desirable. In particular, it is expected that it does not provide
a complete coverage of all relevant requirement types, and those gaps have to be
found and closed.

The use of formal approaches to tackle the problems described in this thesis allows
for rigorous verification and validation. However, it leads to two problems, which
have to be addressed to make it more usable in practice: Some of its functions
require a detailed understanding of underlying concepts, and some functions may
(unexpectedly) require a significant amount of resources, including time, to complete. As an example of the prior, correctness analysis relies on the fact the model
is free from deadlocks, time divergence and specific types of Zeno behavior. Although tools exist to check for this, COMPASS still requires the user to be aware of
this. Ideally, this is abstracted, such that an engineer does not have to be concerned
with such problems. The high demand for resources is apparent, in particular with
larger models, which may cause analysis to seemingly never end, or consume all
available memory before terminating. Such issues may be addressed at the input
level, perhaps by restricting the language in certain way, or by the development of
new, and more efficient, techniques.
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The same holds for the COMPASS toolset itself: Further and more complete case
studies help further evaluate it. Previous case studies have been performed, but the
models they produced are not accessible. The case study presented in Chapter 7
provides a good start in this direction, but does not cover the full extent of what
COMPASS has to offer. Expanding it with richer behavior (such as timed specifications), error models, contracts and CSSP property specifications would improve
this. This may also help bring COMPASS to a higher technology readiness level,
making it more likely to be adopted by the industry.

A
Logics
The following sections provide a formal definition of the logics that can be used for
the property taxonomy. For each logic, the grammar is given in EBNF form. The
symbols φ and ψ refer to subformulas, formed by their corresponding rules in the
grammar. For each rule in the grammar, the semantic meaning is given in the table
below. Many logics have various operators in common, albeit with differences in
semantics, but identical intuition. An overview of these operators is given in the
following table:
Operator

Meaning

a

Atomic proposition, which is generally a label of a state or transition. For example, processor_usage < 70.
Boolean and
Boolean negation

∧
¬
U
◻
◊
d
W

Until operator, indicating the formula on the left hand side must
hold until the formula on the right hand side occurs. In particular, the formula does not hold if the formula never occurs.
Always operator, indicating the formula must always hold.
Eventually operator, indicating the formula must eventually
hold (at least once).
Next operator, meaning the formula must hold in the next state.
Weak until, similar to until, but does not require the formula
on the right hand side to eventually occur.

In all cases, the grammar provides only a basic set of operators. Other common
operators can be derived from these, for instance by the application of Boolean logic
such as DeMorgan’s Law. Below is a table with a set of such operators. Although
not directly defined in each grammar, they can be composed of operators that do
occur in the grammar.

For the Boolean operators, the usual equivalences can be used, e.g.
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Boolean operator

Definition

φ1 ∨ φ2
φ1 → φ2
φ1 ↔ φ2

¬(¬φ 1 ∧ ¬φ 2 )
¬φ 1 ∨ φ 2
(φ 1 → φ 2 ) ∧ (φ 2 → φ 1 )
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For the various path operators, the following equivalences can be used:
Path operator

Definition

◊φ
◻φ
φ1 W φ2

⊺U φ
¬◊¬φ
(φ 1 U φ 2 ) ∨ ◻φ 1

A.1

Linear Temporal Logic

Linear temporal logic (LTL) [116] is a temporal logic that can reason over paths in
a qualitative setting. linear temporal logic (LTL) supports a number of state and
path operators according to the following grammar:
φ ∶= a ∣ ¬φ ∣ φ 1 ∧ φ 2 ∣ dφ ∣ φ 1 U φ 2
Here a is an atomic proposition (AP), and φ an LTL formula.
The semantics of LTL are defined by the following satisfaction relations (⊧). If
σ = A 0 A 1 A 2 . . . is a path, then the following hold:
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ

A.2

⊧a
⊧ φ1 ∧ φ2
⊧ ¬φ
⊧ dφ
⊧ φ1 U φ2

iff a ∈ A 0
iff σ ⊧ φ 1 ∧ σ ⊧ φ 2
iff σ ⊧
/φ
iff σ[1 . . .] = A 1 A 2 . . . ⊧ φ
iff ∃ j ∈ N0 .σ[ j . . .] ⊧ φ 2 ∧ ∀i ∈ [0.. j).σ[i . . .] ⊧ φ 1

Computation Tree Logic

Computation tree logic (CTL)[49] is a logic similar to LTL. However, it reasons over
trees of paths, i.e., it is a branching-time logic. Its grammar is similar to that of LTL,
however, path operators are prefixed either with ∀ (reasoning over all following
paths) or ∃ (reasoning over some following path). The following describes the
computation tree logic (CTL) grammar. Here, φ are valid CTL formulas, and ψ
unqualified path operators.
φ ∶= a ∣ ψ 1 ∧ ψ 2 ∣ ¬ψ ∣ ∃ψ ∣ ∀ψ
ψ ∶= dφ ∣ φ 1 U φ 2
The semantics of CTL are not based on paths, but rather trees. Whereas LTL consid-

s⊧a
s ⊧ φ1 ∧ φ2
s ⊧ ¬φ
s ⊧ ∃φ
s ⊧ ∀φ
π ⊧ dψ
π ⊧ ψ1 U ψ2

A.3

iff a ∈ L(s)
iff s ⊧ φ 1 ∧ s ⊧ φ 2
iff s ⊧
/φ
iff ∃π ∈ Paths(s).π ⊧ φ
iff ∀π ∈ Paths(s).π ⊧ φ
iff π[1] ⊧ ψ
iff ∃ j ∈ N0 .π[ j] ⊧ ψ 2 ∧ ∀i ∈ [0.. j).π[i] ⊧ ψ 1

Probabilistic CTL

Probabilistic computation tree logic (PCTL) [73] can be considered the probabilistic
variant of CTL. probabilistic computation tree logic (PCTL) replaces the path
quantifiers of CTL with a probabilistic operator that compares the probability of
the given subformula against some threshold. Its grammar is defined as:
φ ∶= a ∣ ¬φ ∣ φ 1 ∧ φ 2 ∣ P&p (ψ), where & ∈ <, ≤, >, ≥ and p ∈ [0, 1]

ψ ∶= φ 1 U ≤t φ 2 , with t ∈ N+ ∪ {∞}.

Here, P&p takes the probabilistic measure of the set of paths satisfying the given
subformula, and compares it against p using the relation &. The path operator can
be step-bounded, considering only paths with a length up to that bound. Note that
the d operator can be derived from U with a step bound of one. The satisfaction
rules for a given state s then become:
s⊧a
s ⊧ ¬φ 1
s ⊧ φ1 ∧ φ2
s ⊧ P&p (ψ)
π ⊧ φ1 U t φ2

iff a ∈ L(s)
iff s ⊧
/φ
iff s ⊧ φ 1 ∧ s ⊧ φ 2
iff Pr[s ⊧ φ] & p
iff ∃ j < u.π@ j ⊧ φ 2 ∧ ∀i ∈ [0.. j).π@i ⊧ φ 1

A.4 Continuous Stochastic Logic
Continuous stochastic logic (CSL) [12] is similar to PCTL, but is defined for continuous intervals rather than discrete ones. It is defined using the following grammar:
φ ∶= a ∣ ¬φ ∣ φ 1 ∧ φ 2 ∣ P&p (ψ), where & ∈ <, ≤, >, ≥ and p ∈ [0, 1]
ψ ∶= d≤t φ ∣ φ 1 U ≤t φ 2 , with t ∈ R+ ∪ {∞}.
The semantics are as follows:
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ers a single (infinite) path, CTL considers all branches reachable from a given state.
That is, given a state s, the operator Paths(s) gives all the (infinite) paths reachable
from s. Based on this, a CTL formula is satisfied according to the following rules:

s⊧a
s ⊧ ¬φ 1
s ⊧ φ1 ∧ φ2
s ⊧ P&p (φ)
π ⊧ dψ
π ⊧ ψ1 U ψ2
π ⊧ ψ 1 U [l , u]ψ 2
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A.5

iff a ∈ L(s)
iff s ⊧
/φ
iff s ⊧ φ 1 ∧ s ⊧ φ 2
iff Pr[s ⊧ φ] & p
iff π[1] ⊧ ψ
iff ∃ j ∈ N0 .π[ j] ⊧ ψ 2 ∧ ∀i ∈ [0.. j).π[i] ⊧ ψ 1
iff ∃ j ∈ [l ..u].π@ j ⊧ ψ 2 ∧ ∀i ∈ [0.. j).π@i ⊧ ψ 1

Metric Temporal Logic

Metric temporal logic (MTL) [94] is a logic that permits reasoning over timed
systems. The path operator of metric temporal logic (MTL) is parameterized in
the amount of time that is allowed to pass for all the paths that it considers. Its
grammar is specified as:
φ ∶= a ∣ φ 1 ∧ φ 2 ∣ ¬φ ∣ φ 1 U I φ 2 , where I = [l , u] with l , u ∈ R ∧ l < u
The semantics of MTL are defined by the following rules. Here, f ∶ R+ → 2P is a
function that maps a time point to the atomic propositions that hold true at that
point in time, with f t (s) = f (s + t):
f
f
f
f

⊧a
⊧ φ1 ∧ φ2
⊧ ¬φ
⊧ φ1 U I φ2

iff f (s) = a
iff f ⊧ φ 1 ∧ f ⊧ φ 2
iff f ⊧
/φ
iff ∃ j ∈ I. f j ⊧ φ 2 ∧ ∀k ∈ (0, j). f k ⊧ φ 1

A.6 SLIM Logical Expressions
The expression syntax of SLIM follows that of most other languages, with infix
binary operators to compare values, perform Boolean operations or arithmetic
operations, and various unary operators with similar functions. The complete
specification of these expressions can be found in [SLIMv3].
SLIM expressions can occur both in the model, as well as properties. In the model,
these expressions refer to variables considering only a single (the current) configuration. These expressions occur as transition guards, in effects, mode invariants
and data flows.
Within properties, the supported expression syntax is extended. Some special variables exist that properties may refer to, but are not explicitly defined in the model.
These are mode, which refers to the active mode of the component the expressions
is defined for, error, which refers to the current error state of a component if it
has an associated error model, and time, which is the current amount of time that
has passed since the initial state (for models that are timed).

Furthermore, operators are supported that can refer to past or future configurations, allowing them to be mapped to corresponding temporal operators in the
aforementioned logics. These functions and their meaning are listed below.
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Operator

Function

data(d )

The data value of an event data port as it occurs. The value
is undefined when the event is not occurring.
The data value of an event data port the last time it was triggered. The value is undefined before the first event occurring.
The value of variable x at the next state (not to be confused
with the LTL operator d).
True when the value of x changes going to the next state.
True when the Boolean expression b becomes true in the
next state.
True when the Boolean expression b becomes false in the
next state.
The time until Boolean expression b becomes true starting
from the current state.
The time since Boolean expression b became true up to the
current state.

last_data(d )

next(x )
change(x )
rise(b )
fall(b )
time_until(b )
time_since(b )

SLIM temporal expressions Aside from the state-based operators mentioned
above, SLIM supports a number of temporal operators as listed below.
Operator

Function

always φ

Whether φ holds true in all following ◻φ
states.
Whether φ never holds true in all fol- ◻¬φ
lowing states.
Whether φ held true in all past states.
Whether φ holds true in some follow- ◊φ
ing state.

never φ
historically φ
in the future φ
in the past φ,
once φ
X φ, then φ
Y φ,
previously φ

φ 1 until φ 2

Formula

Whether φ held true in some past state.
Whether φ holds true in the next state.

dφ

Whether φ held true in the previous
state.
True if eventually φ 2 holds true, and φ 1
holds true until then.

φ1 U φ2

A.6 – SLIM Logical Expressions

The following table lists the built-in function operators that can be used in SLIM
properties.

φ 1 releases φ 2
194
φ 1 since φ 2
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φ 1 triggered φ 2

ET(φ)
LRA(φ)

True if and only if φ 2 holds up to and in- ¬(¬φ 1 U ¬φ 2 )
cluding the point where φ 1 holds true.
If φ 1 never occurs, φ 2 must hold true
in all following states.
True if and only if φ 2 held true since
past state t, after which φ 1 held true up
to and including the current state.
True if and only if φ 1 held true since
past state t, at which point φ 2 held true
up to and including the current state.
Alternatively, if φ 1 held never true, φ 2
held true up to and including the current state.
The expected time until φ becomes
true.
The long-run average fraction of time
φ is true.

The last two properties are defined using probabilistic semantics, being either the
expected time (ET) or long-run average (LRA). These properties are based on the
probabilistic semantics of SLIM as discussed in Chapter 2. Both metrics are explained in more detail in [70]. The ET metric is determined by the mean sojourn
time of the states preceding those specified by the property, and considers paths
of finite length. The LRA is determined by the fraction of time spent in the states
specified by the property. For this, only paths of infinite length are considered (such
an average does not exist for paths of finite length).

A.7

Operator Precedence

The precedence of the operators used is given by the table below, in order of descending precedence.
1. Unary operators (¬, ◊, d etc.)
2. Binary relational operators
(=, <, ≥ etc.)
3. Binary temporal operators
(U , W etc.)

4. ∧
5. ∨
6. →
7. ↔

Binary relational operators are left-associative, the temporal operators are right
associative.

B
Property Patterns
B.1

Grammar

COMPASS supports a textual representation for property patterns that can directly
be embedded in SLIM specifications as AADL properties. Such patterns are parsed
automatically when loading the specification and are then processed into formal
properties.
⟨pattern⟩ ::= ⟨scope⟩ ‘,’ ⟨pattern⟩ (‘.’)?
⟨scope⟩

::= ‘Globally’ | ‘Before’ ⟨prop⟩ | ‘After’ ⟨prop⟩
| ‘Between’ ⟨prop⟩ ‘and’ ⟨prop⟩ | ‘After’ ⟨prop⟩ ‘until’ ⟨prop⟩

⟨pattern⟩ ::= ⟨occurrence⟩ | ⟨order⟩
⟨occurrence⟩ ::= ⟨universality⟩ | ⟨absense⟩ | ⟨existence⟩ | ⟨recurrence⟩
⟨order⟩

::= ⟨precedence⟩ | ⟨until⟩ | ⟨response⟩

⟨universality⟩ ::= ‘it is always the case that’ ⟨prop⟩ (‘holds’)?
(⟨time⟩)? (⟨probability⟩)?
⟨absense⟩ ::= ‘it is never the case that’ ⟨prop⟩ (‘holds’)?
(⟨time⟩)? (⟨probability⟩)?
⟨existence⟩ ::= ⟨prop⟩ (‘holds’)? ‘eventually’
(⟨time⟩)? (⟨probability⟩)?
⟨recurrence⟩ ::= ⟨prop⟩ (‘holds’)? ‘repeatedly’
(‘every’ ⟨timeUnit⟩)? (⟨probability⟩)?

⟨precedence⟩ ::= if ⟨prop⟩ (‘holds’)? ‘then it must be the case that’ ⟨prop⟩
(‘has occurred’)? ‘before’ (⟨time⟩)? (⟨probability⟩)?
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⟨until⟩

::= ⟨prop⟩ (‘holds’)? (‘without interruption’)?
‘until’ ⟨prop⟩ ‘holds’ (⟨time⟩)? (⟨probability⟩)?
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⟨response⟩ ::= ‘if’ ⟨prop⟩ (‘has occurred’)? ‘then in response’
⟨prop⟩ (‘eventually holds’)? (⟨time⟩)? (⟨probability⟩)?
⟨time⟩

::= ‘within’ ⟨timeUnit⟩ | ‘after’ ⟨timeUnit⟩
| ‘between’ ⟨timeUnit⟩ ‘and’ ⟨timeUnit⟩

⟨timeUnit⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩ (‘msec’ | ‘sec’ | ‘min’ | ‘hour’ | ‘day’)?
⟨probability⟩ ::= ‘with probability’ (‘<’ | ‘≤’ | ‘>’ | ‘≥’) ⟨number⟩
⟨number⟩ ::= Numeric SLIM expression
⟨prop⟩

B.2

::= ‘{’ SLIM expression ‘}’

Formulas

For the translation of pattern specifications to formal properties, the following
mappings are used. Here, φ and ψ refer to the propositions specified for the various
pattern classes. The propositions ρ and ω are those specified for the scopes. Time
bounds are expressed in terms of a lower bound l and an upper bound u. The
probabilistic patterns use p to indicate the queried probability, and & the relation
¯ being the inverse relation where applicable.
to compare against— &
Not all combinations of scopes, classes and property types are supported. Where
this is not the case is indicated. In some cases this is simply a limitation of COMPASS
and may be implemented in the future.
B.2.1

Existence

Eventually φ
Qualitative
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω
Timed

◊φ
¬ω W (φ ∧ ¬ω)
◻¬ρ ∨ (◊ρ ∧ ◊φ)
◻(ρ ∧ ¬ω) → (¬ω W (φ ∧ ¬ω))
◻(ρ ∧ ¬ω) → (¬ω U (φ ∧ ¬ω))

◊[l ,u] φ
¬ω W [l ,∞) (φ ∧ ¬ω)
◻¬ρ ∨ (◊ρ ∧ (◊[l ,u] φ))
◻((ρ∧(◻[0,l ] ¬ω))∧(◊[l ,∞) ω)) → (¬ω W [l ,u] (φ∧¬ω))
◻(ρ ∧ (◻[0,l ] ¬ω)) → (¬ω U [l ,u] (φ ∧ ¬ω))

Probabilistic
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

Pr&p [◊[l ,u] φ]
Pr&p [¬ω W [l ,∞) (φ ∧ ¬ω)]
Pr≥1.0 [¬ρ W (ρ ∧ (Pr&p [◊[l ,u] φ]))]
(Not supported)
(Not supported)

B.2.2 Universality
Always φ
Qualitative
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻φ
◊ω → (φ U ω)
◻ρ → ◻φ
◻((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → (φ U ω)
◻(ρ ∧ ¬ω) → (φ W ω)

Timed
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻[l ,u] φ
(◊[l ,∞) ω) → ((φ U [l ,u] ω) ∨ (◻[l ,u] φ))
◻ρ → (◻[l ,u] φ)
◻((ρ ∧ (◻[0,l ] ¬ω)) ∧ (◊[l ,∞) ω)) → ((φ U [l ,u] ω) ∨
(◻[l ,u] φ))
◻(ρ ∧ (◻[0,l ] ¬ω)) → (φ W [l ,u] ω)

Probabilistic
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω

Pr&p [◻[l ,u] φ]
Pr&p [(◊[l ,∞) ω) → ((φ U [l ,u] ω) ∨ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[l ,u] φ]))]
Pr≥1.0 [◻ρ → (Pr&p [◻[l ,u] φ])]
Pr≥1.0 [◻(ρ ∧ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[0, l ] ¬ω])) → (Pr&p [(◊[l ,∞) ω) →
((φ U [l ,u] ω) ∨ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[l ,u] φ]))])]
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Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

After ρ until ω
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Pr≥1.0 [◻(ρ ∧ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[0, l ] ¬ω])) → (Pr&p [φ W [l ,u] ω])]

B.2.3 Absense
Never φ
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Qualitative
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻¬φ
◊ω → (¬φ U ω)
◻ρ → ◻¬φ
◻((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → (¬φ U ω)
◻(ρ ∧ ¬ω) → (¬φ W ω)

Timed
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻[l ,u] ¬φ
(◊[l ,∞) ω) → ((¬φ U [l ,u] ω) ∨ (◻[l ,u] ¬φ))
◻ρ → (◻[l ,u] ¬φ)
◻((ρ ∧ (◻[0, l ] ¬ω)) ∧ (◊[l ,∞) ω)) → ((¬φ U [l ,u] ω) ∨
(◻[l ,u] ¬φ))
◻(ρ ∧ (◻[0,l ] ¬ω)) → (¬φ W [l ,u] ω)

Probabilistic
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

Pr&p [◻[l ,u] ¬φ]
Pr&p [(◊[l ,∞) ω) → ((¬φ U [l ,u] ω) ∨ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[l ,u] ¬φ]))]
Pr≥1.0 [◻ρ → (Pr&p [◻[l ,u] ¬φ])]
Pr≥1.0 [◻(ρ ∧ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[0, l ] ¬ω])) → (Pr&p [(◊[l ,∞) ω) →
((¬φ U [l ,u] ω) ∨ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[l ,u] ¬φ]))])]
Pr≥1.0 [◻(ρ ∧ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[0,l ] ¬ω])) → (Pr&p [¬φ W [l ,u]
ω])]

B.2.4 Recurrence
Repeatedly φ
Qualitative
Globally
Before ω
After ρ

◻◊φ
◊ω → ((◊φ ∨ ω) U ω)
◻ρ → (◻◊φ)

Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → ((◊φ ∨ ω) U ω)
◻(ρ ∧ ¬ω) → ((◊φ ∨ ω) W ω)
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Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻◊[0,u] φ
◊ω → ((◊[0,u] φ ∨ ω) U ω)
◻ρ → (◻◊[0,u] φ)
◻((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → ((◊[0,u] φ ∨ ω) U ω)
◻(ρ ∧ ¬ω) → ((◊[0,u] φ ∨ ω) W ω)

Probabilistic
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

Pr&p [◻◊[0,u] φ]
Pr≥1.0 [◊ω → (Pr&p [(◊[0,u] φ ∨ ω) U ω])]
Pr≥1.0 [◻ρ → (Pr&p [◻◊[0,u] φ])]
Pr≥1.0 [◻((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → (Pr&p [(◊[0,u] φ ∨ ω) U ω])]
Pr≥1.0 [◻(ρ ∧ ¬ω) → (Pr&p [(◊[0,u] φ ∨ ω) W ω])]

B.2.5 Precedence
ψ precedes φ
Qualitative
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

¬φ W ψ
◊ω → (¬φ U (ψ ∨ ω))
◻¬ρ ∨ (◊ρ ∧ (¬φ W ω))
◻(((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → ¬φ) U (ψ ∨ ω)
◻(ρ ∧ ¬ω) → (¬φ W (ψ ∨ ω))

Timed
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

Probabilistic

◻(◊[u,u] φ) → (◊[0,u−l ] ψ)
◊ω → (((◊[u,u] φ) → ((◊[0,u−l ] ψ) ∨ (◊[0,u] ω))) U ω)
◻ρ → (◻(◊[u,u] φ) → (◊[0,u−l ] ψ))
◻((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → (((◊[u,u] φ) → ((◊[0,u−l ] ψ) ∨
(◊[0,u] ω))) U ω)
◻(ρ∧¬ω) → (((◊[u,u] φ) → (◊[0,u−l ] ψ∨◊[0,u] ω)) W ω)

B.2.5 – Precedence

Timed
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Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

Pr&1−p
[¬ψ U [l ,u] (¬ψ ∨ φ)]
¯
(Not supported)
(Not supported)
(Not supported)
(Not supported)
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B.2.6 Response
φ is followed by ψ
Qualitative
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻φ → ◊ψ
◊ω → ((φ → (¬ω U (ψ ∨ ¬ω))) U ω)
◻ρ → (◻φ → ◊ψ)
◻(((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → (φ → (¬ω U (ψ ∧ ¬ω)))) U ω
◻((ρ ∧ ¬ω) → (φ → (¬ω U (ψ ∧ ¬ω)))) W ω

Timed
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻φ → (◊[l ,u] ψ)
(◊[l ,∞) ω) → ((φ → (¬ω U [l ,u] (ψ ∨ ¬ω))) U ω)
◻ρ → (◻φ → (◊[l ,u] ψ))
◻(((ρ ∧ (◻[0,l ] ¬ω)) ∧ (◊[l ,∞) ω)) → (φ → (¬ω U [l ,u]
(ψ ∧ ¬ω)))) U ω
◻((ρ ∧ (◻[0,l ] ¬ω)) → (φ → (¬ω U [l ,u] (ψ ∧ ¬ω)))) W ω

Probabilistic
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

Pr≥1.0 [◻φ → (Pr&p [◊[l ,u] ψ])]
(Not supported)
Pr≥1.0 [¬ρ W (ρ ∧ (Pr≥1.0 [◻φ → (Pr&p [◊[l ,u] ψ])]))]
(Not supported)
(Not supported)

B.2.7 Response-Invariance
φ is followed by ψ continuously
Qualitative
Globally
Before ω

◻(φ → ◻ψ)
◊ω → ((φ → (◻ψ ∧ ¬ω)) U ω)

After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻(ρ → (◻φ → ◻ψ))
◻(((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → (φ → (◻ψ ∧ ¬ω))) U ω
◻((ρ ∧ ¬ω) → (φ → (◻ψ ∧ ¬ω))) W ω
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Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

◻(φ → (◻[l ,u] ψ))
(◊[l ,∞) ω) → ((φ → (◻[l ,u] ψ ∧ ¬ω)) U ω)
◻(ρ → (◻φ → (◻[l ,u] ψ)))
◻(((ρ ∧ (◻[0,l ] ¬ω)) ∧ (◊[l ,∞) ω)) → (φ → (◻[l ,u] ψ ∧
¬ω))) U ω
◻((ρ ∧ (◻[0,l ] ¬ω)) → (φ → (◻[l ,u] ψ ∧ ¬ω))) W ω

Probabilistic
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

Pr≥1.0 [◻(φ → (Pr&p [◻[l ,u] ψ]))]
Pr≥1.0 [(φ → ((Pr&p [◻[l ,u] ψ ∧¬ω])∨(Pr≥1.0 [◻¬ω]))) W
ω]
Pr≥1.0 [¬ρ W (ρ ∧ (Pr≥1.0 [◻φ → (Pr&p [◻[l ,u] ψ])]))]
Pr≥1.0 [◻(ρ ∧ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[0,l ] ¬ω])) → (Pr≥1.0 [((φ →
(Pr&p [◻[l ,u] ψ ∧ ¬ω])) ∨ (Pr≥1.0 [◻¬ω])) W ω])]
Pr≥1.0 [◻(ρ ∧ (Pr≥1.0 [◻[0,l ] ¬ω])) → (Pr≥1.0 [(φ →
(Pr&p [◻[l ,u] ψ ∧ ¬ω])) W ω])]

B.2.8 Until
Until ψ occurs, φ holds
Qualitative
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

φU ψ
◊ω → ((φ ∧ ¬ω) U (ψ ∨ ω))
◻ρ → (φ U ψ)
◻(((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ ◊ω) → (φ¬ ω)) U (ψ ∧ ¬ω)
◻(ρ ∧ ¬ω) → ((φ U ψ) W ω)

Timed
Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω

φ U [l ,u] ψ
(◊[l ,∞) ω) → ((φ ∧ ¬ω) U [l ,u] (ψ ∨ ω))
◻ρ → (φ U [l ,u] ψ)
◻((ρ ∧ ¬ω) ∧ (◊[l ,∞) ω)) → ((φ ∧ ¬ω) U [l ,u] (ψ ∨ ω))

B.2.8 – Until

Timed

After ρ until ω
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◻(ρ ∧ (◻[0,l ] ¬ω)) → ((φ U [l ,u] ψ) W ω)

Probabilistic
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Globally
Before ω
After ρ
Between ρ and ω
After ρ until ω

Pr&p [φ U [l ,u] ψ]
(Not supported)
(Not supported)
(Not supported)
(Not supported)

C
CSSP
This appendix provides the complete specification of the CSSP, including the properties defined therein and the formal specifications that can be derived from them.
In addition, it lists the design attributes that were considered when designing the
CSSP, and how they can be mapped to either CSSP properties or model elements.

C.1

CSSP Property Set

The following table lists the properties defined in the CSSP property set. For each
property, it is indicated to which model elements they may apply (in terms of SLIM),
and the type of the property (i.e., which values they can take). For the property
types, aadlstring is used to allow the use of SLIM expressions, which otherwise
cannot be used as property values. The Time property type is used to specify time
delays. If the SLIM model makes use of time units, such values are required to have
a unit specified as well, and likewise for unit-less models it can be left out.

(List starts on the next page)

Property Name

Property Type :
Applies To

Description

Change

data, data port :
event (data) port

Port to monitor for change events

ModeInhibited

list of event (data)
port : mode

Specify which events are
inhibited in the mode this
property is applied to.

ModeInvariant

aadlstring : mode

Invariant of the mode this
property is applied to.

MonitorRange

range of
aadlinteger : event
data port
event (data) port :
event data port

Acceptable range of values of the
given (integer type) port.
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MonitorResponse

MonitorDelay
MonitorEnabled

Time : event data
port
list of mode : event
data port

AlarmDelay

Time :
event (data) port

RecoveryDelay

Time :
event (data) port

Timeout

Time :
event (data) port

TimeoutReset

event (data) port :
event (data) port
list of mode :
event (data) port

TimeoutCondition

Port that should be triggered in
response to a change in the
monitored port outside the
acceptable interval.
Permissible delay in the response.
Modes in which monitoring is
enabled.
Permissible delay between
occurrence of FailureCondition
and the triggering of the alarm
port.
Permissible delay between
triggering of the alarm port and
recovery from FailureCondition.
Maximum delay before the
timeout event port is to be
triggered.
Event which will reset the
timeout counter.
Modes in which the timeout
property is monitored.

Function

aadlstring : (event)
data port

Function describing permissible
values of the port this property
applies to.

InvariantRange

range of
aadlinteger :
(event) data port

Range describing permissible
values of the port this property
applies to.

event (data) port :
event (data) port

ReactionCondition

list of mode :
event (data) port
Time :
event (data) port
Time :
event (data) port

ReactionMinDelay
ReactionMaxDelay
PrecededBy

event (data) port :
event (data) port

PrecededCondition

list of mode :
event (data) port
Time :
event (data) port
Time :
event (data) port

PrecededMinDelay
PrecededMaxDelay
PeriodInterval

Port expected to trigger in
reaction to an event on the port
this property applies to.
Modes in which the reaction
property is monitored.
Minimum reaction delay.
Maximum reaction delay.
Port that must have triggered
before an event on the port this
property applies to occurs.
Modes in which the precedence
property is monitored.
Minimum delay between events.
Maximum delay between events.

Time :
event (data) port
Time :
event (data) port
Time :
event (data) port
list of mode :
event (data) port

Period between events on the
port this property applies to.
Time offset of the period from
system start.
Allowed deviation from the
period interval.
Modes in which the period
property is monitored.

event (data) port :
event (data) port
aadlinteger :
event (data) port

Port, with periodic events, to
compare event rate with.
Multiplier of expected event rate
compared to other port.

Tolerance

aadlinteger : port

Total amount of events that are
allowed to occur on the port this
property applies to.

FailureCondition

list of mode :
system, device,
process, thread,
thread group, bus,
processor, memory,
port

Modes in which the component
the property applies to is
considered failed.

PeriodOffset
PeriodJitter
PeriodEnabled
ThroughputInput
ThroughputRatio
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Reaction

C.2
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The following table lists all the formal properties that can be derived from the CSSP
properties specified in the previous section, along with the CSSP properties that
need to be defined in order to make it realizable. Each formal property is parameterized with some element of the model to which this formal property applies, the
possible type of which is listed in the second column.
Property Name
Applies To

Description

PersistentProperty(p)
p ∈ data component, data port
ModeInhibitedProperty(m)
m ∈ mode

Specifies that the value of p changes only on
the Change(p) event.
Specifies that the events in
ModeInhibited(m) cannot occur in mode
m.
Specifies a generic invariant for mode m
based on ModeInvariant(m).
where u = MonitorDelay(p). Specifies that
the event MonitorResponse(p) is fired if
the value of p falls outside the specified
MonitorRange(p).
where u = AlarmDelay(p). Specifies that if
failure configuration FailureCondition(p)
is entered, the alarm event p follows.
where u = AlarmDelay(p). Specifies that if
the alarm event p occurs, it was preceded by
entering the failure configuration
FailureCondition(p).
where u = RecoveryDelay(p). Specifies
that upon event p, eventually the failure
configuration FailureCondition(p) is
recovered.
where u = Timeout(p). Specifies that if p
does not occur within Timeout(p), the
alarm TimeoutReset(p) must occur.
where u = Timeout(p). Specifies that if the
alarm TimeoutReset(p) occurs, the event p
did not occur.
Specifies the value of p remains within the
associated function Function(p) (an
expression).
Specifies the value of p remains within the
associated function Function(p) (an
expression).

ModeInvariantProperty(m)
m ∈ mode
MonitorProperty(p)
p ∈ event data port

CompleteAlarmProperty(p)
p ∈ event (data) port
CorrectAlarmProperty(p)
p ∈ event (data) port

RecoveryProperty(p)
p ∈ event (data) port

CompleteTimeoutProperty(p)
p ∈ event (data) port
CorrectTimeoutProperty(p)
p ∈ event (data) port
FunctionProperty(p)
p ∈ data
FunctionProperty(p)
p ∈ event data port

ReactionProperty(p)
p ∈ event (data) port

PrecededByProperty(p)
p ∈ event (data) port

PeriodProperty(p)
p ∈ event (data) port

ThroughputRatio(p)
p ∈ event (data) port
ToleranceProperty(p)
p ∈ port
MTTF(x)
x ∈ event port, component
MTTR(x)
x ∈ event port, component
Availability(s)
s ∈ system

Specifies the value of p remains within the
range of values specified by
InvariantRange(p).
Specifies the event p is followed by
Reaction(p) provided the mode is in
ReactionCondition(p). The permissible
delay can optionally be specified using
ReactionMinDelay(p) and
ReactionMaxDelay(p).
Specifies the event p is preceded by
PrecededBy(p) provided the mode is in
PrecededCondition(p). The permissible
delay can optionally be specified using
PrecededMinDelay(p) and
PrecededMaxDelay(p).
where u = PeriodInterval(p),
v = PeriodOffset, j = PeriodJitter,
enabled = mode ∈ PeriodEnabled. Specifies
the event p occurs within the specified
period and optional offset.
Specifies the throughput of event p as a ratio
of the throughput of ThroughputInput(p).
Specifies the tolerated number of failure
events Tolerance(p). This is generally an
assumption for other properties.
The expected time (mean time) until
FailureCondition(x) holds.
The expected time (mean time) until
FailureCondition(x) no longer holds.
The availability specified as the long-run
average of s being in a nominal mode.
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InvariantProperty(p)
p ∈ (event) data port

C.3
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CSSP Formal Definitions

Here the definitions of the formal properties— specified in MTL (cf. section A.5)—
are listed that can be derived from the CSSP properties.
PersistentProperty(p) = ◻(change(p) → Change(p))

Appendix C – CSSP

ModeInhibitedProperty(m) = ◻(mode = m →

⋀

¬e)

e∈ModeInhibited(m)

ModeInvariantProperty(m) = ◻(mode = m → ModeInvariant(m))
MonitorProperty(p) = ◻((p ∧ mode ∈ MonitorEnabled(p) ∧
(data(p) ∈/ MonitorRange(p))) →
◊≤u MonitorResponse(p))
CompleteAlarmProperty(p) = ◻(rise(mode ∈ FailureCondition(p)) →
◊≤u p)
CorrectAlarmProperty(p) = ◻(p →
O≤u rise(mode ∈ FailureCondition(p)))
RecoveryProperty(p) = ◻(p → ◊≤u mode ∈/ FailureCondition(p))
CompleteTimeoutProperty(p) = ◻(◊≤u (TimeoutCondition(p) →
p ∨ TimeoutReset(p)))
CorrectTimeoutProperty(p) = ◻(TimeoutCondition(p) ∧
O≤u TimeoutReset(p) → ¬p)
FunctionProperty(p) = ◻(p = Function(p))
FunctionProperty(p) = ◻(p → data(p) = Function(p))
InvariantProperty(p) = ◻(p ∈ InvariantRange(p))
InvariantProperty(p) = ◻(p → data(p) ∈ InvariantRange(p))
ReactionProperty(p) = ◻((p ∧ mode ∈ ReactionCondition(p)) →
◊∈I Reaction(p))
PrecededByProperty(p) = p → O∈I PrecededBy(p))
PeriodProperty(p) = (◊≤v ¬enabled ∨ ▷[v ,v+ j] p) ∧
◻(rise(enabled) →
(◊≤v ¬enabled ∨ ▷[v ,v+ j] p)) ∧
◻((p ∧ enabled) →
(◊≤u ¬enabled ∨ ▷[u,u+ j] p))
ThroughputRatio(p) = PeriodInterval(p) = ThroughputRatio(p) ∗
PeriodInterval(ThroughputInput(p))
ToleranceProperty(p) = ◻(♯ p <= Tolerance(p))

▷[a,b] φ is true when the next time φ is true is within [a, b] time units; ▷[a,b] φ
is the strict version of ▷[a,b] φ that does not consider the occurrence of φ at the
current time;
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MTTF(x) = ET(mode ∈ FailureCondition(x))
MTTR(x) = ET(mode ∈/ FailureCondition(x)),
with initial state mode ∈ FailureCondition(x)
Availability(s) = LRA(mode ∈/ FailureCondition(s))

C.4 Design Attribute Mapping
This section provides the complete mapping of design attributes (and the requirement types they can be found in) to CSSP properties or modeling approaches.
For each type of requirement that can be found in the taxonomy presented in
Section 3.2, a list of associated design attributes is given, as well as an indicator how
this requirement could be formalized. Ideally, formalization is possible by using
the CSSP properties, but another approach may have to be taken instead.
The list is not intended to cover all possible types of requirements, possible attributes
or even possible formalization approaches. It is limited to what is presented in
Section 3.4, which is intended to provide a template from which more types and
formalizations can be derived. This is discussed in more detail in that section.

(List starts on the next page)
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Additional probabilistic properties are available, which make use of the ET and
LRA operators also described in section A.6.

Requirement Type

Attribute(s)

Formalization according to
CSSP

Context

allocated process and
memory units
processing capacity,
clock frequency,
endianness, memory
sizes, addressable
memory units
list of sub-systems,
type of sub-systems,
connections between
sub-systems
redundancy scheme,
memory protection
mechanism
area, volume,
alignment, stiffness,
tolerance, geomtry,
flatness, fixation,
mass and interation
voltage, current,
margins for
electrically induced
effects.
temperature, thermal
resistance
events, functions
response to inputs,
reaction time

Components of processor or
memory type.
Using InvariantRange or
Function properties.
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Configuration

Physical Interface

Electrical
Interface

Thermal Interface
Software Interface
Input/Output

Mode

Data-Handling

input required to
generate an output
modes, mode
transitions, transition
triggers
mode invariants
input data rates,
output data rates
persistent data
processing steps

Subcomponents and port
connections in the model.

Redundant component
specifications in the model.
Using Function properties to
define acceptable ranges.

Same as above.

Same as above.
Event ports in the model.
Using Reaction,
ReactionMinDelay and
ReactionMaxDelay properties.
Using PrecededBy properties.
Modes, states and transition
directly specified in the model.
Using ModeInvariant
properties.
Using the PeriodInterval
property.
Using Change properties.
Specified as modes and
transitions in the model.

parameter check
response actions
parameter check
response result
monitoring state
Operational

report format
data frequency
event data
observation mode
list of commands
type of commands
command conditions
command responses
message types

message formats
message rates, jitter

Performance

communication
windows
latency, response
times, deadlines
throughput

Specified as (event) data ports in
the model.
Using the MonitorRange
property, specified on ports that
represent the parameters.
Using the MonitorDelay
property.
Using the MonitorResponse
property.
Using the Function property on
the response port.
Using the MonitoringEnabled
property.
Specifies as the type of a data
port in the model.
Using the PeriodInterval
property.
Modeled as the type of an event
data port.
Using the PeriodEnabled
property.
Specified using data component
types.
Specifies as the type of a data
port in the model.
Using the PeriodEnabled
property.
Using Response properties.
Specified as an implementation
of the data component
representing the message.
Same as above.
Using PeriodInterval and
PeriodJitter properties.
Using the PeriodEnabled
property.
Using ReactionMinDelay and
ReactionMaxDelay properties.
Specified by ThroughputInput
and ThroughputRation
properties.
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Monitoring

output data
generation
monitored
parameters, monitor
range
check frequency

212
Dependability

CPU load, processing
capacity, memory
capacity,
communication
capacity
kind of failure
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failure detection
delay
recovery actions
Reliability,
Maintainability
Availability
Dependability,
Safety

mean time to failure
(MTTF), mean time
to repair (MTTR)
availability
failure tolerance

Either specified by components
in the model directly, or
monitored using the
MonitorRange property.
Using the FailureCondition
property to specify the failure
configuration.
Using AlarmDelay.
Using Reaction properties to
indicate the recover event.
Using the FailureCondition
property to specify failed states.
Same as above.
Using Tolerance properties on
event ports representing errors,
or InvariantRange properties
on input data.

D
Output/Artifacts
This appendix provides an overview of the various artifacts that COMPASS may
produce as a result of any of its analyses. This includes some of their theoretical
foundations and examples, though the provided references contain more in-depth
information.

D.1

Traces

One of the verification outputs of COMPASS is the trace. A trace provides a sequence of states in the model that lead up to a particular state of interest, for instance
when a counterexample has been found. A trace in COMPASS contains the evolution of each variable in the model as a separate row, with each column representing
a single state in the trace. An example is shown in Figure D.1.
Traces provide both counterexamples and witnesses for certain properties. For
counterexamples, generally the last step of the trace provides the state which invalidates some property of interest. Both for counterexamples and witnesses, the trace
may contain a loop that maps it to an infinite path. Such loops start at a given step
(indicated in the GUI with a chevron) and continue until the last step.
Boolean values, as well as the occurrence of events, are indicated with either a low
(false) or high (true) line. Other values are shown textually in between lines, which
will cross from high to low and vice versa between steps when the value changes.

D.2

Fault Trees

Fault trees (FTs), and the associated fault tree analysis (FTA), are a well established
method in reliability engineering. They are tree structured graphs that describe
how faults can propagate through the system, and how their interaction may trigger
further faults. At the top of the tree a particular system failure is considered. FTA
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Figure D.1 – Example trace as shown by the COMPASS toolset.

concerns itself with determining how and with what probability such a failure may
occur [130, 136].
A fault tree consists of events which represent the faults that may occur (either
directly or triggered by some other condition), and gates that dictate how combinations of faults may propagate further up in the tree. In COMPASS, the considered
events are basic events, which lie at the bottom of the tree (leafs in the graph) and
are associated with a fixed error rate which determine the likelihood of the event
occurring in a certain time period, based on the exponential distribution. The gates
are either AND- or OR-gates. AND-gates trigger when all of their children have
triggered. Or-gates trigger when at least one child has triggered.
A particular fault tree represents the possible way a particular failure in or of the
system may occur. The root node of the tree is also called the top level event, which is
the failure which is considered by the fault tree. An example is given in Figure D.2.
To determine the probability of failure— that is, the probability that the top level
event is triggered— the probability of each child failing is determined recursively,
and those are then aggregated according to the type of the parent gate. For ANDgates, the probabilities can be multiplied, whereas for OR-gates they can be summed,
minus the probability they occur simultaneously. For example, given an AND-gate
A and two children E 1 and E 2 , it follows that Pr[A] = Pr[E 1 ∩ E 2 ] = Pr[E 1 ]∗Pr[E 2 ].
For basic events associated with a failure rate λ, the probability of failure within
some time bound t is given by 1 − e −λt .
D.2.1 Dynamic Fault Trees
Classically, FTs consider static AND- and OR-gates, which trigger when respectively all children or a single child is triggered. Later extensions introduced different
gates, in particular those that depend on a particular ordering of child events. These

D.2.1 – Dynamic Fault Trees
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Figure D.2 – Example fault tree as generated and displayed by COMPASS. The top
level event mode = mode:fail is triggered by either of the two basic events triggered by
trans_fail.

are the dynamic fault trees (DFTs). Such orderings may impose restrictions on the
possible failure configurations of the system, or preventing faults from propagating
(meaning a failed-safe state has been reached).
In COMPASS, the only dynamic gate considered is the priority AND (PAND)-gate,
which triggers only if all of its children fail in a fixed sequence (graphically, from
left to right), and enters a failed-safe state if at least one child fails in a different
order. Other gates exist as well, in particular gates that make the DFT a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) instead of a tree. Examples are spare-gates, which can share
child nodes as a pool of spares that may be used in case of failure, and functional
dependency (FDEP)-gates, where the failure of a specially designated child will
directly trigger the failure of all other children as if it were the cause of a dependent
failure.
Unlike FTs, where static probabilities may be considered, for DFTs time must be
taken into account as well, leading to the fact that they reason over (continuous)
probability distributions. However, as COMPASS always considers failure rates for
basic events, and not static probabilities, this is already taken into account. In particular, when performing fault tree verification (cf. Section 5.3.6) the corresponding
cumulative distribution function (CDF) is presented to the user.
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The semantics of DFTs are still a topic of research, and care should be taken which
are applied [84]. As COMPASS limits itself to the use of PAND-gates and a fairly
rigid structure based on minimal cut-sets (MCSs), the semantics remain clear. However, this does not hold in general, depending on the structure of the DFT and the
gates used.
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D.3

Timed Failure Propagation Graphs

Timed failure propagation graphs (TFPGs) [23, 106] are a graphical representation
of how a fault, or failure, can propagate through the system, in particular with
respect to the delays between occurrence of a fault and a subsequent propagation.
Their structure is similar to that of fault trees, but they consider different aspects
of safety and reliability analysis, in particular with regard to timing.
A TFPG consists of failure modes and discrepancy nodes, with edges in between
them that specify the possible propagation directions of faults. In a TFPG, a fault
originates from one of the specified failure modes and propagates over the edges
to discrepancy nodes. The discrepancy nodes dictate under what conditions a fault
may propagate, distinguishing between AND- and OR-nodes.
Unlike a FT, a TFPG permits the modes of a system to be considered as part of the
state, with connections between failure modes and discrepancies to be dependent
on this mode. This means that a change of the system mode can prevent or allow
certain propagation to occur (though fault trees can use conditioning events to
model such behavior). Every edge in a TFPG is annotated with the system modes
in which it is enabled.
As the name implies, a TFPG also associates time delays with the possible propagations. These are specified as ranges, with a lower bound from R≥0 and an upper
bound from R≥0 ∪ {∞}. When a failure mode or discrepancy node is triggered,
a propagation may move to another node based on a time delay from the given
interval.
Two types of discrepancy nodes are considered: AND and OR nodes. The prior will
only propagate a fault once all incoming edges have triggered a propagation. The
latter will do so if at least one edge has been triggered (these semantics are similar
to that of fault trees).
Discrepancy nodes can be considered monitored or unmonitored. A monitored
discrepancy node has an associated alarm, that is triggered when the discrepancy
is triggered. This information may be used for diagnosability analysis, or fault
isolation.
Formally, a TFPG is a graph
t = (F, D, E, M, ET, EM) ,
where

Signal Loss

[0, 0] {P}

No Fix

[0, 4] {P}
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Signal Loss

[0, 0] {S}

No Fix

[0, 4] {S}

Figure D.3 – Example TFPG, which models the propagation of signal loss of two redundant
GPS units. After losing a signal, a unit immediately loses its fix, which reports loss of position
after 4 time units. When both units fail, the location can no longer be determined.

» F is the set of failure modes;
» D is the set of discrepancies, where D = D AND ⊍ D OR , the union of AND
and OR discrepancies;
» E is the set of edges where E ⊆ V × V , with V = F ∪ D;
» M is the set of system modes;
» ET ∶ E → [R≥0 , R≥0 ∪{∞}] is the map from edges to time delays [t min , t max ],
with t min ≤ t max ;
» EM ∶ E → 2 M is the map from edges to system modes;
Graphically, a TFPG can be depicted as in the example from Figure D.3. Failure
modes are drawn as dotted squares. Discrepancy nodes are draw with a solid outline, either as a square for AND-nodes or a circle for OR-nodes. In COMPASS,
discrepancies may be monitored, graphically depicted by a thick outline. These
correspond to observable expressions in SLIM.
Upon occurrence of a fault in on of the failure modes, it may propagate along any
of its outgoing edges e ∈ E, with a delay t ∈ ET(e), if that edge is enabled. Edges are
enabled if the edge is labeled with the current system mode m ∈ M, i.e., m ∈ EM(e).
A TFPG does not maintain memory for its edges, meaning a propagation is independent of any previous propagations. Furthermore, when an edge gets deactivated
due to a change of the system mode, the propagation is “stopped”.

D.3 – Timed Failure Propagation Graphs

No Position

Acronyms
A AADL

Architecture Analysis & Design Language
action-based CTL
analog to digital converter
attitude determination and control system
algebraic decision diagram
another tool for language recognition
atomic proposition
abstract state machine
automated proof based system and software engineering for real-time applications
AUTOGEF Automated Model Generation Toolset for FDIR
ACTL
ADC
ADCS
ADD
ANTLR
AP
ASM
ASSERT

B BDD
BIP
BMC

C CATSY
CBA
CBD
CDF
CDMS
CDR
CGM
CH
CI
CLI
CLT
CNF
CNL
COM
COMPASS
COrDeT
COTS
CPU
CR

binary decision diagram
behavior, interaction, priority
bounded model checking

Catalogue of System and Software Properties
contract-based analysis
contract-based design
cumulative distribution function
command and data management system
critical design review
COMPASS Graphical Modeler
Chernoff-Hoefding
confidence interval
command line interface
central limit theorem
conjunctive normal form
controlled natural language
communication system
Correctness, Modeling and Performance of Aerospace Systems
Component Oriented Development Techniques
commercial off-the-shelf
central processing unit
Chow-Robbins

CRC
CSL
CSSP
CTL
CTMC
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Acronyms

D D-MILS

cyclic redundancy check
continuous stochastic logic
catalogue of system and software properties
computation tree logic
continuous-time Markov chain

DAG
DD
DFT
DPU
DTMC

distributed MILS
directed acyclic graph
decision diagram
dynamic fault tree
data processing unit
discrete-time Markov chain

E

ECSS
EDA
EMA
EMF
EPS
ESA
ET
EU

European Cooperation for Space Standardization
event data automaton
error modeling annex
Eclipse Modeling Framework
electrical power system
European Space Agency
expected time
European Union

F

FAME
FDIR
FMEA
FMECA
FSAP
FSM
FT
FT
FTA

failure and anomaly management engineering
failure detection, isolation and recovery
failure modes and effects analysis
failure mode, effects and criticality analysis
Formal Safety Assessment Platform
finite-state model
fault tree
Formal Tropos
fault tree analysis

G GIS
GLONASS
GNSS
GPIO
GPS
GSMP
GUI

geographic information system
global navigation satellite system
global navigation satellite system
general purpose IO
global positioning system
generalized semi-Markov process
graphical user interface

H HASDEL
HK

Hardware Software Dependability for Launchers
housekeeping

I

IC
IC3
IMC
IMCA
IO

inter-integrated circuit
incremental construction of inductive clauses for indubitable correctness
interactive Markov chain
interactive Markov chain analyzer
input/output

K KAOS

knowledge acquisition in automated specification

L

long-run average
linear temporal logic
labeled transition system

LRA
LTL
LTS

M MBSSE
MCS
MDE
MDP
MEC
MILS
MITL
MRM
MRMC
MSC
MSO
MTBDD
MTBF
MTL
MTTF
MTTFF
MTTR

N NBA
NEDA
NER
NFR
NLP

model-based system and software engineering
minimal cut-set
model-driven engineering
Markov decision process
maximal end component
multiple independent levels of security
metric interval temporal logic
Markov reward model
Markov reward model checker
message sequence chart
monadic second order
multi terminal BDD
mean time between failures
metric temporal logic
mean time to failure
mean time to first failure
mean time to repair

non-deterministic Büchi automaton
network of event data automata
named entity recognition
non-functional requirement
natural language processing

Acronyms
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O OBC
OCRA
ODE
OPC
OSRA
OSS
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Acronyms

P PCDU
PCTL
PDF
PDR
PL
PLTL
PRNG
PSL
PTA

R RAM

S

on-board computer
Othello Contracts Refinement Analysis
ordinary differential equation
Open Packaging Conventions
On-board Software Reference Architecture
OCRA system specification

power conditioning and distribution unit
probabilistic computation tree logic
probability distribution function
preliminary design review
Payload
probabilistic linear temporal logic
pseudo random number generator
property specification language
priced timed automaton

RAMS
RNG
RSS

random access memory
reliability, availability, maintainability and safety
random number generator
resident set size

SAT
SAVOIR
SBMC
SCR
SEU
SFMT
SIMD
SLIM
SMC
SMV
SPN
SPRT
SSP
SST
STA

satisfiability
Space Avionics Open Interface Architecture
simple bounded model checking
software cost reduction
single event upset
SIMD-oriented Fast Mersenne Twister
single instruction multiple data
System Level Integration Modeling
statistical model checking
symbolic model verifier
stochastic Petri net
sequential probability ratio test
single sample plan
simple sequential test
stochastic timed automaton

T TASTE
TFPG

The ASSERT Set of Tools for Engineering
timed failure propagation graph

timed failure propagation model
top-level event
telemetry, tracking and control

U USB

Universal Serial Bus

X XMI

XML metadata interchange
extensible markup language
eXtended Safety Assessment Platform

XML
xSAP
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Acronyms

TFPM
TLE
TTC

Glossary
alarm
Event that signals a fault or failure, generally as part of an FDIR system.
atomic proposition
A property specified in propositional logic without logical connectives, referring to
expressions over state variables.
bounded temporal property
A temporal property that reasons over events up to some finite horizon.
clock
A variable that changes value proportionally to the progress of time, and can be reset
to a constant value.
counterexample
A formal artifact that disproves a property for a given model.
criticality
The degree of importance.
discrete model
A model of which the variables change only in discrete steps.
error
An inaccurracy or incorrect input/behavior
explicit
Represented directly.
failed-safe
State in which a fault is no longer capable of propagating.
failure
The inability to perform a specified or desired function.
fairness
The absence of unrealistic infinite behavior.
fault
A deviation from specified behavior due to an error.
formal property
A formula expressed in a formal logic. Formal properties have well-defined semantics and can be mathematically proven.
hybrid model
A model of which the variables change in discrete steps or according to differential
equations.
I2 C
A simple, low-cost serial bus, supporting multi-master, multi-slave configurations.
launcher
A vehicle that can bring a payload to high altitude or into orbit around Earth.
MEC
Maximal connected sub-automaton, of which all states are pairwise reachable, and
is not subsumed by another MEC.

mode
A particular configuration of a system and its possible subsystems.
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model

Glossary

A (simplified) representation of a system with formally defined semantics expressed
in states and transitions.
model checking
Verification of desired behavioral properties by systematically exploring the reachable states of a model.
mutex
A synchronization mechanism for enforcing limits on mutual access to a particular
resource.
non-determinism
An abstract notion of underspecification, where a single action leads to multiple
outcomes.
path
A sequence of states.
probabilistic
Predictable according to some probability distribution.
propositional property
formula expressed in a propositional logic.
random
Of unpredictable nature.
reactive system
A system that performs its tasks in response to external stimuli.
redundancy
The presence of a system with duplicate functionality to improve reliability.
redundancy
The presence of a system with duplicate functionality to improve reliability.
reliability
The (expected) time of continuous failure-free operation of a system.
robustness
The degree to which a system can tolerate and recover from failures.
safe mode
Operational mode of a system with the primary focus of ensuring the safety of the
system.
satellite
An object that is in orbit. Usually refers to a man-made device, most often used for
communications or observation.
specification
An exact description of a concept, from which instances can be derived, or be compared against.
state
A particular assignment of values in a model or system.
state space
The set or subset of states described by a model.
state space explosion
The phenomenon where a small increase in the size of a model results in (exponential) blowup of the state space size.
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Glossary

symbolic
Represented by a (formal) description.
system property
A particular aspect of a component in a system, such as reliability or timing.
technology readiness level
Technical maturity of a specific space application.
temporal property
A formula expressed in a temporal logic, such as LTL or CTL. Generally designated
using φ or ψ.
timed model
A model of which the variables change in discrete steps or linear according to the
progress of time.
trace
See path.
transition
A step from one state to another.
validation
The process of assuring a system fulfills the needs and expectations of stakeholders.
verification
The process of ensuring a system meets all design criteria.
wizard
A sequence of dialogs that guides a user step-wise through a (complex) task.
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